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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Harlingen Chalk gas field is located in the western part of the Leeuwarden concession in the 
province of Friesland, onshore northern Netherlands. It is located between the towns of Franeker 
and Harlingen. The crest of the chalk reservoir is at a depth of 1026 mTVDss and the maximum 
thickness of the gas bearing zone is some 30 m. The field’s areal extent is 6 by 10 km and is 
notionally split into up to five sectors with varying amounts of connectivity based on different initial 
GWC and production performance information. The initial gas in place is estimated to be 
approximately 5x109 Sm3. 

The field was brought on stream in November 1988. By July 2008, 9 wells had been brought on 
production and the cumulative gas recovery was 1.77x109 Sm3. Over time a subsidence bowl 
developed at the surface due to the gas extraction from the field. This subsidence bowel overlaps 
with a subsidence bowl resulting from deep solution salt mining in the nearby Barradeel 
concession to the north-west of the field. The entire area encounters ongoing natural 
(autonomous) subsidence of the shallow layers, which is unrelated to gas and salt extraction. 

A degree of reservoir compaction and associated surface subsidence was predicted in the 2004 
Winningsplan (10 cm +/- 20 %). However, by 2008 it was apparent that actual measured 
subsidence exceeded the originally predicted maximum subsidence by a factor two. This additional 
subsidence appeared to be due to gas extraction, however the underlying processes causing the 
observed discrepancy were not completely understood. This lack of understanding resulted in a 
shut-in of the Harlingen Chalk gas field in July 2008. 

The objective of this study was to investigate the discrepancy between the forecast of subsidence 
above the Upper Cretaceous Harlingen Chalk gas reservoir and the actual subsidence measured 
over time. Focus was to understand and model gas production induced subsidence. In addition, 
having resolved this discrepancy, a further objective was to forecast future subsidence including 
uncertainty bands. 

This technical work was carried out by SGS Horizon B.V. (SGSH) and the Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute (NGI) for Vermilion Oil and Gas Netherlands B.V. (Vermilion) between 2008 
and 2014. SGSH and NGI carried out the technical work in consultation with a technical committee 
(TCM). The members of the TCM were Vermilion, the Geological Survey of the 
Netherlands/Advisory Group of Economic Affairs (TNO-AGE) and the State Supervision of Mines 
(SodM). An intermediate progress report was issued in September 2010 and this report addresses 
the totality of the study. 

Extensive laboratory testing and measurements carried out by NGI on Harlingen Chalk samples, 
combined with literature data on similar rock types, have provided better understanding of the 
physical mechanism controlling the compaction behavior of the reservoir rocks. A key result was 
the identification of a transition from elastic to plastic behaviour via pore collapse in the Harlingen 
Chalk, which was not anticipated in pre 2008 forecasts. It is the most important cause of the higher 
than expected compaction and surface subsidence. 

Based on a 3D subsurface model and the NGI derived mechanical rock properties a new model for 
the calculation of compaction and subsidence was built. Rock mechanical parameters were fine-
tuned based on comparison of the modelled results with the actual subsidence measurements in 
the area affected by the Harlingen Chalk gas production.  

The compaction and subsidence modelling was performed for the production period 1988-2008. 
The current subsidence model shows, on average, a fit that falls within the uncertainty of the 
benchmark measurements in the area. The subsidence model indicates that the subsidence due to 
gas extraction was a maximum of 23 cm in the centre of the subsidence bowl at the time of field 
shut-in in 2008 and that the total maximum subsidence at that moment including salt induced (5 
cm) and autonomous subsidence (2 cm) amounted to 30 cm. An analysis was performed to 
illustrate the modelling uncertainty in the area of the city of Franeker which resulted in a very 
similar subsidence map as the reference case, with a maximum uncertainty in gas induced 
subsidence of up to 4 cm. 
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During the field shut-in period (2008-2013), creep (continued time dependent deformation under 
zero stress change) dominates the reservoir compaction process. The amount of additional gas 
induced subsidence modelled for the shut-in period is a maximum of 5 cm, hence maximum total 
gas induced subsidence by 2014 is 28 cm. If the field had not been shut-in and gas production 
would have continued at late average gas production rates the maximum gas induced subsidence 
would have amounted to at least 32 cm. 

The current subsidence model was used for forecasting subsidence for the period from 2014 
onwards. In order to increase the robustness of the subsidence forecast an alternative approach 
was implemented to generate an estimate of the subsidence over a short/mid-term time period and 
to create upper and lower bound scenarios that take into account the measurement errors of the 
benchmark data. The alternative approach is a curve fitting, with a mathematical structure 
compatible with the physics underlying the creep/compaction behaviour, performed on the 
subsidence values derived from benchmark measurements in the post-production period at the 
benchmark locations. 

The subsidence model and the fitting procedure are two different approaches to perform 
forecasting of the subsidence. Their differences can be used as an illustration of the modelling 
uncertainties related to the subsidence predictions. Additionally, the upper and lower bound of the 
fitting procedure represent a forecast of the measurement uncertainties, which should also be 
taken into account. 

Forecasted maximum additional total subsidence, assuming no further gas offtake and no further 
salt extraction induced subsidence, is 12 cm ± 3 cm by 2030. Since the start of gas production in 
1988, the maximum total subsidence (gas and salt production induced and natural subsidence) 
amounts to ~42 cm ± 3 cm in 2030 at the location of the deepest point of the subsidence bowl.  
 
After 2030 subsidence is expected to continue with a rate higher than the autonomous subsidence 
rate, however by 2050 the natural subsidence is expected to be the dominant subsidence process 
in most areas the field. 

The following table summarizes the subsidence over time (all values have two-sigma uncertainty). 

 

Subsidence over time in cm 

 1988 2008 2014 2030 2050 

Gas 0 23 28 33 35 

Salt 0 5 5 5 5 

Autonomous 0 2 2 4 6 

Total 0 30 35 42 46 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This is the technical report of the Harlingen Subsidence Study carried out by SGS Horizon B.V. 
(SGSH) and the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) for Vermilion Oil and Gas Netherlands 
B.V. (Vermilion) between 2008 and 2014. 

SGSH and NGI carried out the technical work in consultation with a technical committee (TCM). 
The members of the TCM were Vermilion, the Geological Survey of the Netherlands/Advisory 
Group of Economic Affairs (TNO-AGE) and the State Supervision of Mines (SodM). 

 

1.1 THE HARLINGEN CHALK GAS FIELD 

The Harlingen Chalk gas field is located in the western part of the Leeuwarden concession in the 
province of Friesland, onshore northern Netherlands, between the towns of Harlingen and 
Franeker (Figure 1-1). 

The Harlingen field was discovered by the well HRL-01 in 1965. Two appraisal wells were drilled in 
1965 and 1978 (HRL-02 and FRA-01, respectively) near the northern culmination of the structure. 

Production of dry gas from the field started in 1988. Over time, a subsidence bowl started 
developing at the surface due to the gas extraction from the field. This subsidence bowl overlaps 
with a subsidence bowl resulting from deep solution salt mining in the nearby Barradeel 
concession, in the wells located to the north-west of the Harlingen field (Figure 1-1). Combined 
subsidence due to gas and salt extraction led to significant, and higher than originally anticipated, 
total surface subsidence. This additional subsidence appeared to be due to the gas extraction and 
the lack of understanding of the processes, causing the discrepancy, resulted in a shut-in of the 
Harlingen Chalk gas field in July 2008. 

Initial gas in place (GIIP) in the Harlingen Chalk gas field was approximately 5x109 Sm3. At the 
time of shut-in, nine wells had produced a cumulative amount of 1.77x109 Sm3 of gas, with minor 
water production. 

Initially, the reservoir gas pressure was 135 bar at a reference depth of 1084 mTVDss, which has 
dropped to an average of 76 bar in the area of major gas production at the end of the production 
period in 2008. This and some other key Harlingen reservoir data are summarized in Table 1-1. 

The field is subdivided into a central, an eastern and a southern region, which show different fluid 
contacts (Section 5.2.3). Subsequently the central and the southern pool were further subdivided 
into two regions to account for petrophysical and dynamic data analyses findings. 

The Harlingen field is the only chalk gas field in the Netherlands and it is also the southernmost 
hydrocarbon field in chalk reservoir in the North Sea area. Other hydrocarbon fields in the chalk in 
The Netherlands are the producing oil field Hanze and a recent oil discovery in offshore block 
F17a; otherwise the nearest fields are located in Denmark. 

 

Table 1-1  Summary of some key Harlingen Chalk reservoir data 

Parameter Value 

Depth to crest 1026 mTVDss 

Hydrocarbon type Dry gas with high methane content [35] 

Reservoir pressure 135 bar at reference depth of 1084 mTVDss 

Reservoir temperature 43°C at 1050 mTVDss 

Maximum gas bearing thickness  ~30 m  
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Figure 1-1 Location of the Harlingen Chalk gas field (blue outline delineates Harlingen 
Chalk gas field, HRL are the Harlingen gas wells, BAS wells are the 
Barradeel salt wells). 

 

1.2 SUBSIDENCE HIGHER THAN EXPECTED  

By 2008, observed surface subsidence over the Harlingen Chalk gas field was approximately two 
times higher than predicted. 

In the extraction plan (“Winningsplan”) the expected maximum subsidence due to gas extraction 
was predicted to be 10 cm ± 20 % (Total, 2004 [33]) and in later work (Vermilion, 2007 [41]) the 
expected maximum subsidence due to gas extraction by 2016 was estimated at 12-13 cm. 

An analysis of observed data and subsequent mapping (Houtenbos, 2010 [11]), showed that gas 
extraction induced subsidence had reached 24.6 cm in the deepest point of the surface 
subsidence bowl above the gas field by 2009. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The objective of this study was to investigate the discrepancy between the forecast of subsidence 
above the Upper Cretaceous Harlingen Chalk gas reservoir and the actual subsidence measured 
over time. Focus was to understand and model gas production induced subsidence. 

In addition, having resolved this discrepancy, a further objective was to forecast future subsidence 
including uncertainty bands. 

 

1.4 APPROACH 

The most significant component of this study was a rock-mechanical laboratory study on samples 
from the Harlingen Chalk gas reservoir to determine its mechanical rock properties carried out by 
NGI. This led to an NGI-derived compaction model based on the Rate Type Compaction Model 
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(RTCM) (Van Ditzhuijzen, P.J.D. et al., 1984 [38], de Waal, 1986 [4], Smits, R.M.M. et al., 1988 
[29]) for the Harlingen Chalk reservoir rock. 

Building blocks for a 3D subsurface model included a seismic reinterpretation of the field and 
surrounding areas, the completion of a geological model and a model of porosity distribution. The 
subsequent dynamic model was fine tuned to obtain a match of the reservoir pressure history. In 
the dynamic model compaction at a reservoir scale was accounted for by embedding the 
associated pressure-porosity model in the dynamic model of the Harlingen Chalk gas reservoir.  

Based on the 3D subsurface model and the NGI mechanical rock properties a new model for the 
calculation of compaction and subsidence was created, and rock mechanical parameters were 
fine-tuned based on comparison of the modelled results with the actual subsidence measurements 
in the area affected by the Harlingen Chalk gas production. Compaction and subsidence modelling 
was performed for the period 1988-2008 and the current model shows, on average, a fit that falls 
within the uncertainty of the benchmark measurements in the area. In addition, subsidence 
modeling was performed for the field shut-in period from 2008-2013, as well as forecast modelling 
for the period 2014 onwards. 

 

1.5 DOCUMENTATION OF WORK 

This technical report covers the work done since the start of the study in 2008. 

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the Harlingen Chalk gas field. Chapter 3 gives an overview 
of subsidence measurements available and Chapter 4 describes the rock mechanical studies 
conducted to determine compaction parameters and their key results. Chapter 5 describes the 3D 
subsurface model. The chapter includes the available data for building a 3D subsurface model, 
addresses the petrophysical evaluation, seismic interpretation, depth conversion and potential use 
of seismic attributes. Furthermore the static geological modelling and dynamic modelling to 
generate the input data required for the compaction and subsidence modeling work are addressed. 
Subsidence modelling for the production period of the field from 1988-2008 and the field shut-in 
period from 2008 to 2013 are addressed in Chapter 6. Forecast subsidence modelling for the 
period 2014 onwards and an alternative approach for subsidence forecasting, as well as a 
discussion of uncertainties, are discussed in Chapter 7. A summary and main conclusions are 
available in Chapter 8 and references are listed in Chapter 9. 
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2 OVERVIEW OF HARLINGEN CHALK GAS FIELD 

2.1 FIELD STRUCTURE 

Structurally, the Harlingen Chalk gas field, which is at a crestal depth of 1026 m, is a low curvature 
anticline (Figure 2-1) located on the edge of the Vlieland Basin, to the north-east of the inverted 
Texel-IJsselmeer High (Figure 2-2, Van den Bosch, 1983 [35], Van der Molen et al., 2007 [37]). 

The Vlieland Basin and the Texel-IJsselmeer High are part of several intra-basinal highs and lows 
that characterized the Dutch North Sea area during the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous. The 
Vlieland Basin was inverted during the Late Cretaceous and later in the Oligocene through Middle 
Miocene, creating the current structure of the Harlingen Chalk field. 

 

 

Figure 2-1  2D seismic sections across the Harlingen Chalk gas field, red box indicates 
accumulation. 
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Figure 2-2  Mesozoic structural elements of the Netherlands onshore and offshore. Bold 
red square marks approximate location of the Harlingen field. VB: Vlieland 
Basin. T-IJH: Texel-IJsselmeer High (after Van der Molen et al., 2007 [37]). 

 

2.2 STRATIGRAPHY 

At Harlingen, the stratigraphic succession comprises sediments from the Carboniferous 
(Westphalian) coal-bearing clastics of the Limburg Group to Neogene clastics of the Upper North 
Sea Group (Figure 2-3).  

The Chalk Group at Harlingen comprises the Cenomanian Texel Chalk Formation and the 
Turonian to Maastrichtian Ommelanden Chalk with a thickness ranging between 251 m and 638 m 
calculated from well information (Figure 2-4). The Upper Cretaceous Chalk section is not fully 
preserved in the Harlingen area. Also the equivalent of the Danian Ekofisk Chalk, which is present 
in various offshore wells, is missing in the Harlingen area. It was likely eroded during the Late 
Cretaceous inversion. The main reservoir at Harlingen is represented by the Upper Cretaceous 
Ommelanden Chalk. 

The chalk section is generally recognized in the wells by its characteristic low gamma ray 
signature (Figure 2-5). The Texel Chalk is characterized by a clay-rich succession with a 
transitional basal contact with the underlying Upper Holland Marl. The Ommelanden Chalk is 
characterized by a consistently clean (low gamma ray) chalk succession (Figure 2-5). 
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Approximately 1000 m of Tertiary clays and sandstones of the North Sea Group constitute the 
overburden in the Harlingen area (Figure 2-5). The boundary between the Ommelanden Chalk and 
the overburden section is sharp, marking an abrupt lithology change; this is coinciding with the 
Late Cretaceous inversion unconformity (Figure 2-3). 

 

 

Figure 2-3  Geological time scale and lithostratigraphy in the Netherlands (after Duin et 
al., 2006 [5]). 
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Figure 2-4  Chalk lithostratigraphy in the Dutch, British, Norwegian and Danish sectors 
of the North Sea (Van der Molen et al., 2007 [37]). 
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Figure 2-5  Harlingen type well. 

 

2.3 CHALK RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS 

The Ommelanden Chalk reservoir rocks were deposited in an open marine environment with 
depths ranging between 50 m to 150 m (Van der Molen, 2004 [36]). The main components of the 
chalk are coccoliths and foraminifera, which settled down from suspension in the water column 
(Van der Molen, 2004 [36]). Analyses of the reservoir chalk point to a geochemical composition of 
the reservoir rock of 96-99 % calcite, 1-4 % quartz and 0-2 % clay minerals (Van den Bosch, 1983 
[35]). Good reservoir quality, with the highest porosity, is retained in the upper few meters of the 
reservoir. Porosity ranges from over 30 % in the reservoir to 24 % below the gas-water-contact 
(GWC), permeability is in the range of 1-2 mD (Orlic et al., 2006 [24]). Good reservoir quality is 
probably caused by early gas migration into the uppermost part of the Ommelanden Chalk section 
during the Oligocene (Van den Bosch, 1983 [35]). The presence of the overpressured gas 
prevented loss of porosity and permeability by diagenesis and compaction. The high amount of 
intact coccoliths described fits with this hypothesis (Van den Bosch, 1983 [35]). Below the GWC a 
higher amount of calcite crystals formed by recrystallization occur, which degrades the reservoir 
properties (Van den Bosch, 1983 [35]). 
  

Texel Chalk

U. Holland Marl

Ommelanden Chalk

Landen Clay

Ieper Clay

Brussels Sand

Oosterhout
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3 SUBSIDENCE: CONTRIBUTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 

Gas production from the Harlingen Chalk field caused surface subsidence in response to reservoir 
compaction upon pressure depletion of the field. The amount of reservoir compaction is mainly 
dependent on the amount of pressure drop in the reservoir, the porosity and thickness of the rock 
being depressurized, the depth of the compacting reservoir, and the strength of the reservoir rock 
itself. 

Surface subsidence is not only influenced by the reservoir characteristics, but also depends on the 
elasticity (and therefore lithology) of the overburden layers. Furthermore, active salt production in 
the vicinity of the Harlingen Chalk gas field has also contributed to surface subsidence. Finally, 
autonomous subsidence contributes to the total surface subsidence. 

As indicated in Section 1.2, the observed subsidence over the Harlingen Chalk gas field in 2008 
was approximately two times higher than predicted. According to an analysis of benchmark 
levelling data by Houtenbos, 2010 [11], in 2009 gas extraction induced subsidence had reached 
24.6 cm in the deepest point of the surface subsidence bowl above the gas field, close to the HRL-
07 well location (Figure 3-1). The total subsidence in 2009 had reached up to 26 cm in the same 
location (Figure 3-2), while the contribution of salt mining-induced subsidence at that same point 
would have been in the order of 1.4 cm. Figure 3-3 shows the subsidence attributed to salt 
extraction. Muntendam-Bos et al., 2009 [15], reported a minimum estimate of total subsidence 
(26.5 cm) in the deepest point of the surface subsidence bowl above the gas field for the period 
1988-2008, based on a combination of interpolated benchmark and satellite measurement data. 

 

 

Figure 3-1  Subsidence attributed to gas production over the period 1988-2009 [11]. 
Subsidence contours in mm. 
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Figure 3-2 Total subsidence in the Barradeel-Harlingen area over the period 1988-2009 
[11]. Subsidence contours in mm. 

 

 

Figure 3-3  Subsidence attributed to salt production over the period 1988-2009 [11]. 
Subsidence contours in mm. 

 

It should be noted that although providing a good indication of the relative contributions of the 
causes of subsidence, different models may lead to different maps and different relative 
contributions of the individual causes of subsidence. 
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SGSH uses surface subsidence measurements to evaluate the subsidence model. These 
measurements are collected across a grid of fixed benchmark points at which the vertical 
displacement is evaluated using levelling during measuring campaigns. The frequency of those 
campaigns has varied through the field life history and similarly the number of points that were 
included in each campaign has changed with time. 

 

3.1 BENCHMARK DATA 

3.1.1 LEVELLING SURVEYS 

Elf Petroland B.V., Total, and later Vermilion Oil & Gas Netherlands B.V., have carried out regular 
levelling surveys of the fixed benchmark points across the area near Franeker since 1988. The 
benchmark network was expanded a few times to account for extended influence of subsidence. 
Since 2006 the network is shared with Frisia B.V. and includes the Barradeel area in which salt 
mining has taken place since 1995. The survey results are published in reports ‘Meetregisters 
Leeuwarden-West’ available on the website www.nlog.nl [43]. 

Since the initiation of the benchmark network (“nulmeting”) in 1988 repeat measurements are 
available for 1992, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. The 
extent of the network changed through time: points were added to cover an extended area of 
developing subsidence and some points were removed, e.g. because they were not available 
anymore. ‘Meetplan Leeuwarden-West’ contains a total of 340 points that have at least one repeat 
measurement between 1988 and 2013. The data are presented as height (meter) above NAP 
(Normal Amsterdams Peil) and the coordinates are determined either by GPS or by extracting data 
from a map which means accuracy ranges from less than a meter to a maximum of 50 meters. 
Although the latter accuracy is low it is not considered to have substantial influence on the 
modelling evaluation results. For this study, SGSH has used the integrated “differentiestaat” which 
is based on the above reports provided by Vermilion as shown in Appendix 1. 

The benchmark measurements have an associated uncertainty and based on advice of the 
technical committee it is believed that the nature and magnitude of the uncertainties follow those 
described by Muntendam-Bos et al., 2012 [16]. The uncertainty associated with benchmark 
measurements consists of a fixed (instrument) measurement uncertainty, the fixed (instrument) 
measurement uncertainty of the reference station and a time-dependent (drift) uncertainty caused 
by instability of the benchmark point itself (Muntendam-Bos et al., 2012 [16]). According to 
Muntendam-Bos et al., 2012 [16], the fixed uncertainty (σmeas) for each benchmark measurement 
and for the reference station (σref) is 0.03 cm, respectively, and the drift is 0.025 cm/year for the 
time since the initiation of the benchmark network (1988). The total uncertainty on each 
benchmark measurement in a certain measurement campaign (year) is the statistical combination 
of these three error sources: σtot(yr) = √(σref

2+σmeas
2+((yr-1988)*drift)2). 

Subsidence at the benchmark points is a combined effect of gas production, salt production in the 
nearby Barradeel salt mines and autonomous subsidence. To be able to evaluate the model for 
gas-production induced subsidence only, the benchmark data is corrected for the contribution of 
salt-induced and autonomous subsidence. 

 

3.1.2 GPS 

In addition to the levelling surveys subsidence measurements from GPS stations have become 
available in more recent years. Above the Harlingen Chalk field two stations have been installed to 
measure surface deformation since 2008, these are the height measurements at well locations 
HRL-04 and HRL-07 between 2008 and 2014. 

The GPS measurements show large short term fluctuations but the average signal seems to 
display a stable trend. The accuracy of these subsidence measurements depends on the stability 
of the GPS station and of the reference station.  
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3.1.3 SATELLITE DATA 

Satellite data, through the method of Persistent Scattered Interferometry (PSI) or PS-InSAR, can 
also provide a measure of surface deformation and hence of surface subsidence. A study by TNO 
(Muntendam-Bos et al., 2009 [15]), focused on the salt mining induced subsidence in the 
Barradeel and Harlingen areas. Although the accuracy of the satellite data is considered similar to 
the accuracy of the benchmark levelling surveys, this study highlighted the potential of PS-InSAR 
radar data to supplement levelling surveys in areas where benchmark data are sparse. This study 
uses PS-InSAR datasets from two time periods (1998-2000 and 2003-2006), which were 
processed by TU Delft. During these periods the satellite measurements show good agreement 
with the levelling surveys at the benchmark locations. Above the central part of Harlingen Chalk 
gas field the scatters show a moderate difference with the benchmark measurements 
(Muntendam-Bos et al., 2009 [15]). 

Since then, Samieie-Esfahany et al., 2009 [27], highlighted the bias in the data due to the 
deformation measurement being in the line of sight direction of the satellite. A correction from line 
of sight deformation to vertical deformation could not be executed previously due to the absence of 
data on both the ascending and descending tracks of the satellite. They proposed a revised 
method for the correction of the data for the horizontal displacement of the scatter points and 
published an update of the difference maps in their publication. The differences above the 
Harlingen Chalk field between maps based on benchmark data combined with PS-InSAR data and 
benchmark data alone are less than 1 cm according to the corrected map (Samieie-Esfahany et 
al., 2009 [27]). The processed satellite data that are used to produce the difference maps were not 
available for this study and hence not used. 

 

3.2 SALT MINING 

Salt mining has occurred from four caverns in the Barradeel area, north-west of the Harlingen 
Chalk gas field: BAS-01,-02,-03 and -04. Figure 3-3 shows a map of subsidence attributed to salt 
production over the period 1988-2009 from Houtenbos, 2010 [11]. 

Though the focus of the study is related to the gas induced subsidence, it is required be to able to 
account for the contribution of the salt induced subsidence to the total subsidence above the 
Harlingen Chalk field in order to correct the benchmark data accordingly. 

Gaussian fit parameters for the subsidence bowls due to salt-production are made available by 
Frisia B.V. (e.g. BECi, 2007 [1]). BAS-01 and BAS-02 are modelled as one due to their proximity. 
The parameters have resulted from the fitting of a Gaussian subsidence bowl to the measured 
levelling data where only the data that are considered to be influenced by salt extraction are used 
in the analysis. The bowl is defined by two shape parameters and by the position and depth of the 
deepest point. According to these Gaussian fit parameters, subsidence above the Harlingen Chalk 
gas field is mainly influenced by the BAS-01 and BAS-02 bowl, to a limited extent by the BAS-03 
bowl and not influenced by the BAS-04 bowl. 

Salt mining in BAS-01 and -02 started in 1995 and continued for approximately 10 years. Activities 
at the other localities started in 2003 (BAS-03) and 2006 (BAS-04). Annual salt-induced 
subsidence Gaussian fit parameter updates between 1995 and 2009 have been made available to 
SGSH. To correct for salt-induced subsidence after 2009 it is assumed that the subsidence bowls 
did not change in shape and position. The total depth for the bowls in this period has been 
extrapolated after correlation with permanent GPS measurements at the localities (available 
online: www.nlog.nl [43]). The BAS-01 and BAS-02 fit bowl, which is the main subsidence 
contributor above the Harlingen gas field, did not change in shape and depth from 2008 onwards 
according to this extrapolation. 

Additionally TNO-AGE supplied differences between the Frisia modelled subsidence and outputs 
from their own salt-induced subsidence model at the benchmark locations. TNO-AGE’s model 
calculates compaction based on the mined salt volumes, and translates this to surface subsidence 
with the Van Opstal method, 1974 [39]. The main difference between the two approaches is a 
difference in shape of the subsidence bowl: the TNO-AGE model results in a bowl which is wider 
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and hence less steep on the flanks than the bowl resulting from the Frisia Gaussian fit. The 
maximum difference between the two approaches above the gas field is 2.6 cm. 

 

3.3 AUTONOMOUS SUBSIDENCE 

In order to evaluate for gas-production induced subsidence only, the benchmark data has to be 
corrected for autonomous subsidence also. 

Autonomous subsidence, e.g. due to compaction of shallow layers, was investigated by comparing 
subsidence at specific benchmark points with foundations in deeper subsurface layers to 
surrounding data points (Oranjewoud, 2007 [23]). A total of six available measurements between 
1988 an 2006 above and near the Harlingen Chalk field, indicate autonomous subsidence is highly 
varying (Table 3-1 and Figure 3-4), making it difficult to apply a correction to all benchmark data. 

 

Table 3-1 Autonomous subsidence at deeply founded benchmark points (data taken 
from Table 3 in [23]) 

Benchmark Estimated autonomous 
subsidence 1988-2006 (cm) 

Estimated autonomous 
subsidence rate (cm/yr) 

000A2748 -0.2 -0.01 

000A2750 -2.8 -0.16 

000A2752 -1.4 -0.08 

000A2756 -0.8 -0.04 

000A2758 -0.7 -0.04 

000A2760 -1.6 -0.09 

 

 

Figure 3-4  Estimated autonomous subsidence rates (based on Oranjewoud, 2007 [23]). 
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4 ROCK MECHANICAL STUDIES 

Gas production without sustained pressure support supplied by an external source will lead to field 
pressure reduction. The change in reservoir pressure increases the effective stress in the reservoir 
and in the nearby rock formation. As a response to the increased effective stresses on the rock 
formation the rock deforms by compaction. 

Chalk displays a particular susceptibility to deformation, more complex than many other rock 
materials; and strongly dependent on several factors such as the chalk porosity (van Ditzhuijzen et 
al., 1984 [38], Smits et al., 1988 [29], Collin, 2002 [3], Hickman, 2004 [10], NGI, 2007 [17], NGI, 
2009a [18], 2011a [20], Schroeder et al., 2009 [28]), pore fluid composition and degree of 
saturation (Heggheim et al., 2005 [9], Madland, 2005 [14], Korsnes et al., 2006 [12], NGI, 2007 
[17], Fabricius et al. 2010 [6], NGI, 2011a [20]), as well as loading rate (i.e. depletion/production 
rate) (Leroueil, 2006 [13], Hickman, 2004 [10], Pasachalk, 2004 [25], Priol, 2005 [26], NGI, 2009b 
[19], NGI, 2011a [20], NGI, 2013 [22], Smits et al., 1988 [29]). In case of the latter control 
parameter the current research performed within this project reveals that the effect of load rate 
may infer significant deformation even for relatively low porosities and moderate pressures for 
Harlingen and similar producing gas fields (NGI, 2009b [19], NGI, 2011a [20], NGI, 2013 [22]). 

Compaction due to increased loading is described as elastic up to a certain effective stress limit 
which is determined by porosity, pore fluid and production rate. Beyond this limit the stress-strain 
behaviour is characterized by pore collapse, a plastic behaviour inducing significantly larger strain 
than in the elastic domain. Thus, the pore collapse threshold is a crucial parameter. 

After production, when active depletion is terminated, the reservoir and surrounding formations 
typically exhibit continued compaction adding to the cumulative deformation and subsidence. This 
is an intrinsic time dependent behaviour related to the visco-plastic attributes of the chalk, and 
depends on its material properties and the loading history (from deposition to production and shut-
in). 

A laboratory testing program was launched to improve the rock mechanical understanding to 
bridge the gap between observed and previously modelled subsidence. The influence of control 
parameters (rock mechanical material properties, porosity, pore fluid composition, and loading 
rate) were individually investigated in the laboratory environment at realistic in situ stress 
conditions on Harlingen core material. The work was carried out in four stages: phase 1 by the 
Liege University in Belgium and phases 2 to 4 by the NGI in Oslo, Norway. 

Using the material property input from the experimental laboratory mechanical tests and 
correlations available from open chalk literature data sets, a rock mechanical model based on the 
Rate Type Compaction Model (RTCM, de Waal, 1986 [4]) framework has been derived by NGI. 
The rock mechanical model gives a description of the distinct elastic and plastic behaviour as well 
as the pore collapse criterion expected for the Harlingen chalk under the given depletion process, 
and the time dependent deformation (creep) occurring after shut-in. 

The compaction model has been verified against laboratory experiments demonstrating its 
robustness. It is also in agreement with an independent software package (PLAXIS) based on an 
alternative theoretical approach (Soft Soil Model by Vermeer et al., 1999 [40]). 

The geomechanical work is summarised in Appendix 2 (NGI, 2013 [22]), and described in detail in 
NGI, 2009a [17], NGI, 2009b [19], NGI, 2011a [20] and NGI, 2011b [21]. 

 

4.1 KEY RESULTS 

The rock mechanical parameters for the loading period, derived in the rock mechanical studies 
performed by NGI, are (Table 4-1): 

• Compressibility in the elastic state, which is defined by the bulk modulus. 
• Compressibility in the plastic state, which is a function of the compressibility coefficient. 
• Rate dependency parameter, which describes the translation of lab to field loading 

conditions. 
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• Isotropic yield stress, which describes the transition from elastic to plastic state. 
• Ratio of effective horizontal to vertical stress for the elastic state, which is related to the 

Poisson’s ratio. 
• Ratio of effective horizontal to vertical stress for the plastic state, which is determined by 

laboratory results. 
 

For these parameters a range of solutions/values fit the experimental chalk data which is shown 
for three parameters in Figure 4-1. 

 

Table 4-1  Parameters used in volumetric strain modelling stating their definition as a 

function of porosity (φφφφ) or Poisson’s ratio (νννν) 

Definition Formula 
Parameter for 
sensitivity & 

tuning 
Default value 

Compressibility 

Elastic 
compressibility 
1/K 

K = BulkMod_fac · e BulkMod_exp  · φ 
BulkMod_fac 

(60000 – 
500000) 

BulkMod_fac: 
83596 

Plastic state: 
function of 
compressibility 
coefficient 

λ = Lambda_fac · e Lambda_exp  · φ 

Lambda_fac 
(0.028 – 0.075) 

Lambda_exp 
(2.5 – 4.5) 

Lambda_fac: 
0.032 

Lambda_exp: 
4.1 

Translation of 
lab to field 
loading 
conditions 

Rate 
dependency 
parameter 

b = b_fac · e b_exp · φ b_fac 
(0.135 – 0.170) 

b_fac: 
0.135 

Elastic-plastic 
transition 

Isotropic yield 
stress Pc = Pc_fac · e Pc_exp * φ Pc_fac 

(250 – 450) 
Pc_fac: 

300 

Ratio effective 
horizontal – 
vertical stress 

Elastic state: 
related to 
Poisson’s ratio 

∆K' = ν / (1− ν) 
ν 

(0.2 − 0.35) 
ν: 

0.25 

Plastic state: 
determined by 
lab 
experiments 

∆K' = 0.4 - 0.6 
∆K' 

(0.4 – 0.6) 
∆K': 
0.6 
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Figure 4-1  Compressibility parameters vs. porosity, based on [21], for Harlingen Chalk 
experiments (blue symbols) and data from the JCR database [10]: a) Bulk 
modulus (trend line from [10]); b) yield stress at pore collapse with lower, 
average and upper trend lines [21]; c) compressibility coefficient (lambda) 
with trend lines; d) loading rate dependency parameter (b-parameter). 

 

The incorporation of these results in the 3D subsurface model is described in Section 5.2.2.3 and 
Chapter 6 discusses their application in the compaction/subsidence modelling. 
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5 3D SUBSURFACE MODEL 

5.1 DATA AVAILABILITY 

5.1.1 WELL DATA 

A list of the available well data is given in Table 5-1. Nineteen wells from both inside and outside 
the field were used. Wells BAS-01, BAS-02, BAS-03 and BAS-04 are salt wells. The “Log data” 
column in Table 5-1 indicates the depths from which wireline log data were available. 

Eight wells were cored (Table 5-1). Porosity and permeability measurements were available for 
these wells. Formation Factor (FF) measurements were acquired in two wells (FRA-01 and HRL-
09), but only the HRL-09 measurements were performed under reservoir conditions and can be 
used to establish the cementation factor (m). Some cored intervals were sparsely or preferentially 
sampled. Core samples from HRL-07 were used to perform rock mechanical experiments 
(described in Chapter 4). An overburden correction was applied to the core porosities by reducing 
the measured values by 3.5 % This is based on the measurements under stress conducted on 
core from the wellbore HRL-07. 

Other data include: 

• Well reports (e.g. EOWR, final drilling reports) and specialist studies (e.g. core structural 
logging study, sedimentological studies, biostratigraphic studies) 

• Composite logs and mud logs available for some wells 

• Well log suites and well surveys on 14 wells in the Ommelanden Chalk. Limited section of 
the overburden and the section below the Ommelanden reservoir 

• Capillary pressure data from wells HRL-07 and HRL-09 (Section 5.2.2.2) 

Furthermore, gas and water production rates were available for the period 1988-2008 and 
pressure measurements were available for the period 1988-2013 for all nine wells that produced 
gas from the field. 

 

Table 5-1  Available well data. Deviated and horizontal wells are indicated with *. Value 
in “Log data” indicates from which depth the logs are available 

 

 

5.1.2 SEISMIC DATA 

Seventy-four 2D seismic lines over an area of about 250 km2 were available for the structural 
interpretation of the Chalk reservoir in the Harlingen – Franeker area. The data originates from 
different vintages and was re-processed together in order to obtain a homogeneous seismic data-

GR Sonic Res. Dens. Neu. Phi/K FF factor Pc Production Pressure

[mMD] [m to NAP] [mMD] [mMD] [mMD] [mMD] [mMD] (Y/N) (Y/N) (Y/N) (Y/N) (Y/N) (Y/N)

Franeker-01* FRA-01 1978 1837 5.9 0 330 1029 1029 1029 Y Y Y N Y Y

Harlingen-01 HRL-01 1965 2732 6.8 602 285 1069 - - N Y N N N N

Harlingen-02 HRL-02 1965 1870.5 5.2 300 200 200 1015 - Y Y N N Y Y

Harlingen-03 HRL-03 1965 2003 5.5 310 310 310 1064 - Y Y N N N N

Harlingen-04 HRL-04 1984 1101 4.5 308 1011 1011 1011 1011 Y Y N N Y Y

Harlingen-05 HRL-05 1984 1112 4.6 410 410 410 410 410 Y Y N N Y Y

Harlingen-06 HRL-06 1985 1117 4.8 830 1028 1028 1028 1028 N N N N Y Y

Harlingen-07* HRL-07 1992 1635 8.6 0 1228 1228 1228 1228 N Y N Y Y Y

Harlingen-08* HRL-08 1993 1830 9.0 40 1315 1315 1315 1315 N N N N Y Y

Harlingen-09* HRL-09 2000 1306 5.8 40 414 1110 1110 1110 Y N Y Y Y Y

Harlingen-10-S3* HRL-10-S3 2007 1132 9.0 662 662 - - - N N N N Y Y

Harlingen-11-S1* HRL-11ST1 2007 2054 9.0 1370 - 1370 1370 1370 N N N N N N

Harlingen-11-HTZL* HRL-11HZTL 2007 2365 9.0 1393 - 1393 1393 1393 N N N N N N

Harlingen-101* HRL-101 1994 2430 9.0 360 360 360 - - N N N N N N

Harlingen West 1 HAW-01 1965 3348 8.3 - 220 - - - N N N N N N

Barradeel Salt-01 BAS-01 1994 3055 8.2 - - - - - N N N N Y N

Barradeel Salt-02 BAS-02 1995 3134 9 - - - - - N N N N Y N

Barradeel Salt-03 BAS-03 2002 4447 9.8 - - - - - N N N N Y N

Barradeel Salt-04 BAS-04 2004 2819 9.5 - - - - - N N N N Y N

Core dataLog data Dynamic dataCheck 

shots

Inside 

the field

Outside 

the field

Well UWI
TD RT

Drilled in
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set. Thirty-five (35) of the seismic profiles were acquired in high resolution mode to allow detailed 
interpretation of both top and base reservoir. These surveys date from 1983 and 1985. After re-
processing the older surveys also allowed interpretation of top and base of the chalk. The full 
spread of vintages ranges from 1975 to 1989. The 1985 survey had the closet interline spacing of 
only 150 m giving good structural coverage. With all these datasets it was possible to construct a 
consistent interpretation of the field. Appendix 4 lists the 2D seismic lines used for this study. 

Check shots from wells FRA-01, HRL-02, HRL-03, HRL-04, HRL-05, HRL-06, and HRL-09 were 
used to calibrate the top- and base of the chalk series in time (Table 5-1). 

 

 

Figure 5-1  Harlingen gas field outline and wells available for this study. Well data 
availability is shown in Table 5-1. 

 

5.1.3 OTHER DATA 

Additional available data (provided by Vermilion) for this study were: 

• Vintage core descriptions for all the wells within the field 
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• Photomicrographs of thin sections of Ommelanden Chalk from a previous study in wells: 

• HRL-02 at 1050.9 mMD and 1065.4 mMD 

• HRL-09 at 1127 mMD and 1131.6 mMD 

• Reservoir engineering input for dynamic modelling based on work and interpretations 
performed by Vermilion prior to this study: 

o Fluid description 
o Interpreted well tests for all gas producing wells 
o Relative permeability characteristics 
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5.2 PETROPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

A standard petrophysical model of the Harlingen Chalk gas field was built. This model was then 
used to define the fluid contacts (Section 5.2.3) and identify porosity and permeability anomalies. 

Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1 give an overview of the wells drilled in the Harlingen area in the years 
1965 to 2007. Both oil and water based mud were used while drilling the Harlingen wells. 

The log data were provided by Vermilion, received as LAS files and loaded to the Terrascience 
software suite, which was the main software used to conduct the petrophysical evaluation in 2008. 
Input and output logs are listed in Appendix 3. 

The quality control and further investigations were conducted in 2008 and 2009 using the 
Interactive Petrophysics software package. Appendix 3 shows the final CPIs of the studied wells. 

Rock properties were computed based on the available data (Section 5.2.2). 

 

5.2.1 PETROPHYSICAL EVALUATION 

5.2.1.1 Data editing, environmental corrections and normalization 

The resistivity, density, neutron and sonic curves were depth-shifted to match the GR curve. 

Standard corrections were applied to the density and neutron logs. Measured While Drilling (MWD) 
density and neutron logs in some wells were laterally shifted based on histograms from more 
reliable wireline logged (WLL) wells. 

Gamma Ray curves (GR) were normalized (GRN), so obtaining ~ 8 GAPI for the cleanest chalk, 
and ~ 70 GAPI for the thick overlying, as shown in Figure 5-2. In case of missing logged interval in 
the overburden shale section, the shale was stretched to ~ 95 GAPI. 

 

 

Figure 5-2  Gamma Ray normalization: endpoint values. 

 

HRL -04
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5.2.1.2 Volume of shale 

The volume of shale (VSH) was calculated from the gamma ray log applying the linear method, as 
given by the equation: 

��� = ��_ log−	��_������_�ℎ��� − ��_���� 

where: 

• GR_clean – 8 GAPI: Gamma Ray value assumed for the cleanest chalk; 
• GR_shale – 70 GAPI: Gamma Ray value assumed for the shale; 
• GR_log – normalized GR log. 

 

5.2.1.3 Porosity 

Different methods were used to calculate porosity from logs, including: 

• Neutron-Density porosity; 
• Density porosity; 
• Sonic (Raymer-Hunt) porosity, 
• Gamma ray porosity (only when missing porosity logs). 

 

Reference values for the calcite were assumed as matrix end-points for the porosity calculations. 

A gas density of 0.1 g/cm3 was used for the hydrocarbon. Such a value was based on the gas 
composition of FRA-01, HRL-09 and HRL-06: the specific gravity at surface conditions was 
estimated to be around 0.57 (corresponding to ~0.1 when converted to reservoir conditions). A 
value of 350 µs/ft was instead used to estimate the sonic slowness. 

A water density of 1.05 g/cm3 was assumed according to the formation brine salinity (Section 
5.2.1.4). A variable filtrate density was instead used according to the different filtrate types. 

All the different porosity methods were computed and compared with core data and with outputs 
from nearby wells. Comparisons were made in both gas and water zones. Models were run with 
basic fluid assumptions and with complex fluid substitution of formation water brine saturation 
(Sw), filtrate invasion (Sxo) and gas saturation (Sg). Hydrocarbon effects were taken in account 
and proper corrections were made when needed. 
By considering the outputs coming from all the methods used, the final total porosities (PHIT_F) 
were chosen based on calibration to core data (in-situ corrected), comparison to the nearby wells, 
quality of the input logs, fluid type (gas or water) and borehole conditions. An overview of the 
methodologies used for PHIT_F is given in Table 5-2 (for all the wells and for both the gas- and 
water-bearing intervals). The final match of log to core data was very good, as shown in Figure 5-3 
and in the CPIs reported in Appendix 3.  
The final effective porosity PHIE_F was computed starting from the total porosity PHIT_F and by 
subtracting to this value less the fraction of the pore space occupied by shale (VSH). It should be 
noted that, generally, the mineralogy appears to be almost pure chalk, with only few significant 
clay occurrences. 
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Table 5-2  Porosity calculation method chosen for each well. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3  Core to log porosity match. 1:1 relationship indicated with purple line. 

 

For quality check purposes, porosities were also calculated probabilistically (by assuming a multi-
mineral limestone-clay model) and then compared with the previous determined PHIT_F values. 
No significant differences were found when comparing the two different interpretation approaches. 

 

5.2.1.4 Formation water salinity 

Pickett plots were run for wells HRL-04, HRL-05, HRL-06 and HRL-09 (Figure 5-4). The best fit to 
the data was found for a salinity of 75000 ppm NaCl equivalent. Nevertheless, in some wells (HRL-
06 and HRL-09), a high residual hydrocarbon saturation (~5-10 %) was encountered in the water 
column. This could be due either to not fully reliable resistivity readings (old induction log data) or 
to slightly fresher formation water salinity. 

Well UWI Drilled Type Porosity Method Porosity Method Comments

[year] (gas zone) (wet zone)

Franeker-01 FRA-01 1978 Deviated Density Sonic Based on Core, used Sonic where Density missing

Harlingen-01 HRL-01 1965 Vertical Sonic Gamma Ray Only Sonic available

Harlingen-02 HRL-02 1965 Vertical Density Sonic Based on Core, used Sonic where Density missing

Harlingen-03 HRL-03 1965 Vertical Sonic Sonic Based on comparison to nearby wells

Harlingen-04 HRL-04 1984 Vertical Density Neu/Den Based on Core, used Sonic where Density missing

Harlingen-05 HRL-05 1984 Vertical Neu/Den Neu/Den Based on Core, used Sonic where Density missing

Harlingen-06 HRL-06 1985 Vertical Neu/Den Neu/Den Based on comparison to HRL-05

Harlingen-07 HRL-07 1992 Horizontal Neu/Den Sonic Used Sonic where Density missing

Harlingen-08 HRL-08 1993 Horizontal Sonic - Based on comparison to nearby wells

Harlingen-09 HRL-09 2000 Deviated Neu/Den Sonic Based on Core and comparison to nearby wells

Harlingen-10-S3 HRL-10-S3 2007 Deviated Sonic - Only Sonic available

Harlingen-11-S1 HRL-11ST1 2007 Horizontal Neu/Den - Based on comparison to nearby wells

Harlingen-11-HTZL HRL-11HZTL 2007 Horizontal Neu/Den Gamma Ray Based on comparison to nearby wells

Harlingen-101 HRL-101 1994 Horizontal Sonic Gamma Ray Only Sonic available

Harlingen West-01 HAW-01 1965 Vertical Sonic - Only Sonic available
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Figure 5-4 HRL-04, HRL-05, HRL-06 and HRL-09 Pickett plot showing a formation water 
salinity of 75000 ppm NaCl eq. 

 

5.2.1.5 Water saturation 

Because of non-significant clay effects, the Archie water saturation model was used in this study. 

���_�	 = 	 �� � ∗ �������_��� ∗ � ���!"
 

where: 

• SWE_F = water saturation 
• RDEEP = deep resistivity (measurements from log) 
• a = 1 (Tortuosity factor; assumed, as this is a common a value for Chalk in the North Sea  

(Spinler et al., 1995 [29]) 
• m = 1.87 (Cementation exponent; from restored state formation factor tests in HRL-09, 

Table 5-3) 
• n = 2.00 (Saturation exponent; assumed, as this is a common default value where no 

direct site-specific measurements are available) 
• Rw = 0.065 ohmm @ 43 ºC (~75000 ppm NaCl eq., Section 5.2.1.4) 

For the water saturation computation, a temperature gradient was used to estimate the downhole 
temperatures needed to retrieve the correct water resistivities at any depth. On this regard, the 
formation temperature was derived from the log data and the following equation was used to 
estimate the gradient: 

Temp [ºC] = 7 [ºC] + 0.0339 [ºC/m]*TVDss [m], 

corresponding to a reservoir temperature of 43 ºC at 1050 mTVDss. 
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Table 5-3  Restored state measurements (HRL-09). 

 

 

5.2.1.6 Permeability 

The provided core data for the chalk reservoir showed a permeability range between 0.5 and 20 
mD. The permeability model was based on the available core data for the wells HRL-02, HRL-04, 
HRL-05 and FRA-01 (Figure 5-5), and the following permeability vs. porosity relationship was 
defined: 

( )FPHIEPHIK _*23.1010*0021.0_ = , 

where the permeability is expressed in mD and the effective porosity PHIE_F in decimal. 

Core measurements were not conducted under in situ reservoir conditions, therefore a 
permeability correction was not applied and a slight overestimate is expected when considering 
core measured values. Nevertheless, the in situ net confining stress was estimated to be 750 psi, 
corresponding to an expected permeability correction generally lower than 10% (Chen et al., 2002 
[2]). The permeability to core match is shown in Figure 5-6. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Porosity – permeability relationship. 

Well Depth Porosity Kg Kw Grain Density FF m

[mMD] [dec] [mD] [mD] [g/cm
3
] [-] [-]

Harlingen-09 1128.10 0.367 3.2 5.2 2.706 6 1.79

Harlingen-09 1128.38 0.388 2.3 5 2.710 6.37 1.96

Harlingen-09 1132.13 0.369 1.5 4.9 2.704 6.42 1.86

Harlingen-09 1132.62 0.363 1.6 4.5 2.713 6.64 1.87

Harlingen-09 1133.18 0.387 2.5 5.6 2.696 5.94 1.88

K_PHI = 0.0021*10^(10.23*PHIE_F)
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Figure 5-6 Permeability (from poro-perm) vs. permeability from core. The 1:1 
relationship is indicated with a purple line. 

 

5.2.2 ROCK PROPERTIES 

5.2.2.1 Relative permeabilities  

Vermilion provided a set of gas-water relative permeability characteristics. Laboratory-measured 
relative permeability curves were not available. In the course of dynamic simulation it became 
apparent that a too small amount of gas was mobile in the dynamic model to produce the historical 
gas rates from the dynamic model. Therefore, the residual gas saturation was changed from 25 to 
15 %. Table 5-4 summarizes the relative permeability characteristics and Figure 5-7 shows the 
relative permeability curves used and compares them to the original set of curves provided by 
Vermilion. 

 

Table 5-4  Relative permeability characteristics. 

 

Swi [dec] 0.323

Ng [-] 2

Nw [-] 2

krg' [-] 1

krw' [-] 0.2

Sgr [dec] 0.25
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Figure 5-7  Vermilion (dots) and SGSH (line) relative permeability curves. 

 

5.2.2.2 Capillary pressure 

Capillary pressure measurements were available for core samples taken in wells HRL-07 and 
HLR-09. The capillary pressures were measured using mercury injection and centrifuge 
measurements. The capillary pressure curve used for dynamic work is based on a centrifuge 
measurement performed on a core sample taken in well HRL-09. The porosity of the respective 
core sample corresponds to the mode porosity value of 33 %. Figure 5-8 shows the centrifuge 
capillary pressure curves at laboratory conditions for both, HRL-07 and HRL-09, samples.  
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Figure 5-8  Laboratory capillary pressure centrifuge measurements, HRL-09 measurement 
at 1132.13 m used for model initialization. 

 

Figure 5-9 compares the saturation distribution along an example well based on logs and the 
applied capillary pressure curve. Furthermore this figure illustrates that the reservoir section is 
within the transition zone. 

 

 

Figure 5-9  Saturation distribution along well HRL-04 from log (left) and dynamic model 
(right). 

 



 
5.2.2.3 Rock compressibility 

For dynamic modelling rock compaction 
incorporated in the dynamic model 
multipliers. The NGI laboratory experiment based porosity multipliers
reduction in porosity before and after pore collapse, whi
pressure resulting from gas retrieval

For the modal porosity of the Harlingen Chalk reservoir of 33 %
reservoir gas pressure of 101 bar. Initially the reservoir 
1084 mTVDss and it dropped to 
production period in 2008. As a result of the pore collapse the modal porosity of 33 % has been 
reduced to 32 % in 2008, which is a reduction by 
illustrates the pressure dependent porosity multipliers for the mode and mean porosity in the 
reservoir. For the mean porosity of the
reservoir gas pressure of 67 bar.

 

Figure 5-10  Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for mode and mean porosity

 

The NGI laboratory experiments
reduction, which is incorporated in the dynamic model in the same manner as the porosity 
reduction. 
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ock compaction was modelled as a general function of pressure
incorporated in the dynamic model (Chapter 5.5) by applying pressure drop dependent porosity 

laboratory experiment based porosity multipliers (Figure 
reduction in porosity before and after pore collapse, which is induced by the declining 
pressure resulting from gas retrieval.  

porosity of the Harlingen Chalk reservoir of 33 %, pore collapse occurs at a 
pressure of 101 bar. Initially the reservoir gas pressure was 135 bar at a depth of 

1084 mTVDss and it dropped to less than 80 bar in the area of major gas retrieval
As a result of the pore collapse the modal porosity of 33 % has been 
, which is a reduction by up to 3 % of its initial value

illustrates the pressure dependent porosity multipliers for the mode and mean porosity in the 
reservoir. For the mean porosity of the Harlingen Chalk reservoir of 29 % pore collapse occurs at a 
reservoir gas pressure of 67 bar. 

Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for mode and mean porosity

The NGI laboratory experiments (Figure 5-11) quantify the pressure drop related permeability 
reduction, which is incorporated in the dynamic model in the same manner as the porosity 
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was modelled as a general function of pressure and was 
by applying pressure drop dependent porosity 

Figure 5-10) quantify the 
by the declining reservoir 

pore collapse occurs at a 
pressure was 135 bar at a depth of 

retrieval at the end of the 
As a result of the pore collapse the modal porosity of 33 % has been 

of its initial value. Figure 5-10 
illustrates the pressure dependent porosity multipliers for the mode and mean porosity in the 

Harlingen Chalk reservoir of 29 % pore collapse occurs at a 

 

Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for mode and mean porosity 

quantify the pressure drop related permeability 
reduction, which is incorporated in the dynamic model in the same manner as the porosity 



 

Figure 5-11  Pressure dependent permeability multiplier for mode and mean porosity

 

Figure 5-11 illustrates the pressure dependent permeability multipliers. 
pressure dependent porosity multipliers for the entire porosity range in the Harlingen Chalk 
reservoir. The porosity ranges from 4 to 41 %. 
modelling (Section 5.2.2.3.1 and Section 

 

5.2.2.3.1 Application in dynamic modelling

For dynamic modelling the porosity range was subdivided into 
porosity class a pore collapse table was calculated based on the NGI laboratory results and each 
grid cell in the dynamic model was linked to the pore collapse table representing the respective 
porosity-pore collapse behaviour
porosity and permeability reduction. In the dynamic model the grid block pore volume and the 
transmissibilities between the grid blocks are recalculated by multiplying the reference value fro
the initialization with the corresponding multipliers in the tables. Interpolation is performed for non 
tabulated grid block pressure values.

Figure 5-12 shows that grid cells with porosities lower than 25 % do not encounter pore collapse in 
the Harlingen Chalk reservoir. 
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Pressure dependent permeability multiplier for mode and mean porosity

illustrates the pressure dependent permeability multipliers. Figure 
ssure dependent porosity multipliers for the entire porosity range in the Harlingen Chalk 

reservoir. The porosity ranges from 4 to 41 %. These porosity multipliers were used in dynamic 
and Section 5.5). 

Application in dynamic modelling 

the porosity range was subdivided into 38 porosity classes. For each 
porosity class a pore collapse table was calculated based on the NGI laboratory results and each 
grid cell in the dynamic model was linked to the pore collapse table representing the respective 

pore collapse behaviour of each grid cell. These tables include a pressure drop related 
porosity and permeability reduction. In the dynamic model the grid block pore volume and the 
transmissibilities between the grid blocks are recalculated by multiplying the reference value fro
the initialization with the corresponding multipliers in the tables. Interpolation is performed for non 
tabulated grid block pressure values. 

shows that grid cells with porosities lower than 25 % do not encounter pore collapse in 
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Pressure dependent permeability multiplier for mode and mean porosity 

Figure 5-12 shows the 
ssure dependent porosity multipliers for the entire porosity range in the Harlingen Chalk 

These porosity multipliers were used in dynamic 

38 porosity classes. For each 
porosity class a pore collapse table was calculated based on the NGI laboratory results and each 
grid cell in the dynamic model was linked to the pore collapse table representing the respective 

of each grid cell. These tables include a pressure drop related 
porosity and permeability reduction. In the dynamic model the grid block pore volume and the 
transmissibilities between the grid blocks are recalculated by multiplying the reference value from 
the initialization with the corresponding multipliers in the tables. Interpolation is performed for non 

shows that grid cells with porosities lower than 25 % do not encounter pore collapse in 



 

Figure 5-12  Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for entire porosity range

 

For the purpose of dynamic modelling t
case the pore space does not re

The overburden pressure was based on the calculated initial equilibrated pressure. The 
equilibrated pressure at the initial state of the dynamic model is stored and used for referencing 
the actual pressure dependent pore volume to the initial pore volume at initial reservoir pressure.

 

5.2.3 FLUID CONTACTS 

Pressure versus depth data were
determine the Free Water Level (FWL) of the field.

For this reason, the fluid contacts were mainly estimated by considering the Gas Water Contacts 
(GWC) observable from the log responses, 
resistivity profiles. Information coming from tests, composite logs and end of drilling reports were 
also integrated and confirmed the contact depths at the well locations.
contact depths also correspond with the depth of prominent seismic reflections, 
Section 5.3.1 (Figure 5-14, Figure 
summarized in Figure 5-13, along with Water Up To (WUT) and Gas Down To (GDT) 
observations. 

In the main producing area of the field (FRA
HRL-10-S3) similar contacts were 
(HRL-05) showed contacts slightly deeper than the central area. This could 
presence of different compartments in the field or be 
by a large transition zone without sharp contacts that make the fluid contact pick 
subjective. 
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Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for entire porosity range

the purpose of dynamic modelling the rock compaction was considered irreversible. In such a 
case the pore space does not re-inflate at an increase of pressure. 

The overburden pressure was based on the calculated initial equilibrated pressure. The 
ated pressure at the initial state of the dynamic model is stored and used for referencing 

the actual pressure dependent pore volume to the initial pore volume at initial reservoir pressure.

Pressure versus depth data were not available and therefore it was not possible to rigorously 
Water Level (FWL) of the field. 

For this reason, the fluid contacts were mainly estimated by considering the Gas Water Contacts 
ervable from the log responses, such as neutron-density cross

resistivity profiles. Information coming from tests, composite logs and end of drilling reports were 
confirmed the contact depths at the well locations. At the well locations the 

lso correspond with the depth of prominent seismic reflections, 
Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17). Contact information from logs is 
, along with Water Up To (WUT) and Gas Down To (GDT) 

In the main producing area of the field (FRA-01, HRL-02, HRL-04, HRL-07, HRL
S3) similar contacts were observed, while the southern (HRL-101) and eastern area 

05) showed contacts slightly deeper than the central area. This could either 
compartments in the field or be due to the fact that the field is characterize

by a large transition zone without sharp contacts that make the fluid contact pick 
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Pressure dependent porosity multiplier for entire porosity range 

he rock compaction was considered irreversible. In such a 

The overburden pressure was based on the calculated initial equilibrated pressure. The 
ated pressure at the initial state of the dynamic model is stored and used for referencing 

the actual pressure dependent pore volume to the initial pore volume at initial reservoir pressure. 

not available and therefore it was not possible to rigorously 

For this reason, the fluid contacts were mainly estimated by considering the Gas Water Contacts 
density cross-over, sonic and 

resistivity profiles. Information coming from tests, composite logs and end of drilling reports were 
At the well locations the 

lso correspond with the depth of prominent seismic reflections, as described in 
Contact information from logs is 

, along with Water Up To (WUT) and Gas Down To (GDT) 

07, HRL-08, HRL-09 and 
101) and eastern area 
either be related to the 

due to the fact that the field is characterized 
by a large transition zone without sharp contacts that make the fluid contact pick from logs partially 
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Figure 5-13  Fluid contacts from petrophysical analysis: red bars refer to GDT, blue bars 
refer to WUT and minimum and maximum GWCs are represented by 
horizontal dark blue bars. 

 

Moreover, available capillary pressure measurements showed different entry heights and thus 
different heights of GWC above the FWL. The available capillary pressure data showed that the 
chalk has an entry height in the range of 23 to 35 m, depending on the rock quality. This is shown 
in laboratory work performed by TotalFinaElf E&P Nederland B.V., 2003 [32]. This means that a 
gas column above the FWL ranging from 23 to 35 m is required before the hydrocarbon fill 
becomes visible on the logs. 

Based on the information available possible ranges of gas-water contact were established for the 
central, eastern and southern region of the field. 

A shallow contact scenario was defined based on log derived contact depths for each region of the 
field. A deep contact scenario was defined by the shallow case plus a capillary entry height of 35 
m, which is based on the laboratory work performed by TotalFinaElf E&P Nederland B.V [32]. The 
base scenario was derived in the course of a previous Vermilion study and it was used as the 
starting point for the dynamic modelling work in agreement with Vermilion. The different scenarios 
are summarized in Table 5-5. 

 

Table 5-5  FWL: depth range for the different scenarios. 

  Shallow Base  Deep 

  mTVDSss mTVDSss mTVDSss 

East  1056.0 1068.5 1091.0 
Central 1055.0 1063.5 1090.0 

South  1061.0 1079.0 1096.0 
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5.3 SEISMIC INTERPRETATION,  DEPTH CONVERSION & ATTRIBUTES 

5.3.1 SEISMIC HORIZON INTERPRETATION 

Three seismic horizons were interpreted as an input to the structural model (Section 5.4.1): the 
Top Ommelanden Chalk, the chalk reservoir base and the Top Holland Marl (i.e. the base of the 
chalk section). Appendix 4 shows the isochron maps of these three main horizons. For the depth 
conversion additional horizons, the Base of the Upper North Sea Group and the Top Palaeocene, 
were picked in all seismic lines above the three main horizons (Figure 5-15); the Upper North Sea 
Group was also used for amplitude normalization (Section 5.3.3). Additionally, for a regional 
understanding of the Harlingen area, other horizons below the Top Holland Marl were also picked; 
these are: Base Holland Marl, Base Cretaceous, Kimmerian unconformity and Top Zechstein 
(Figure 5-15). Due to the nature of 2D seismic it was not possible to pick continuous fault planes. 

To determine the correct correlation between the seismic horizons and the geological structure it is 
necessary to match the seismic to a synthetic seismogram generated from well information. Figure 
5-14 shows the calibration of 2D seismic line FR85-18 at the well location FRA-01. The results of 
the tie show a reasonable correlation after a small time shift of only 10 ms upwards shift in the 
seismic data. During this correlation phase it is required to confirm the seismic polarity of the data, 
this was confirmed as negative SEG polarity (Figure 5-17, Zoom of well ties of seismic line FR85-
24 to well HRL-02) i.e. a positive reflection coefficient has a negative value or a trough on the 
displays. Figure 6-2 shows a NE-SW section across the field with the interpreted horizons. 

The Top Ommelanden Chalk, i.e. the top of the gas bearing chalk reservoir, corresponds to a 
change in acoustic impedance which can be seen in Figure 5-16. At the top of the structure and 
across the field it can be seen that reflection strength is lower than outside of the field (Figure 6-2).  
This has been interpreted as the reservoir being gas charged, which lowers the bulk density of the 
chalk. This characteristic of the Top Ommelanden Chalk helps in the delineation of the field. 

Below the Top Ommelanden Chalk horizon and within the field, another prominent reflection is 
present. Based on review of the well synthetic seismograms (Figure 5-14, Figure 5-16 and Figure 
5-17) and the fluid contact assessment (Section 5.2.3), this reflection was interpreted as the base 
of the gas column and subsequently named Chalk reservoir base. Therefore chalk reservoir base 
was interpreted as the FWL and was used to define the areal extent of the Harlingen field. 

The Top Holland Marl horizon (i.e. the base of the chalk section) was fairly difficult to pick due to 
being generally low frequency and locally noisy.  It can be seen in Figure 5-14 that the base of the 
chalk shales out, leading to reduction of the reflection coefficient and thus of the seismic 
amplitude. 

During the interpretation of the 2D migrated seismic sections there is always a mis-tie of non-flat 
horizons. As the main area of the field is relatively flat it was mainly at the flanks that there were 
relatively small mis-ties. A consistent Top Ommelanden Chalk horizon was achieved by smoothing 
the final picked horizons. 

The uncertainty of the seismic horizons in depth is between 2 m and 4 m. The combination of the 
reservoir being relatively shallow (~ 1050 m) and the simple overburden representation results in 
this relatively low uncertainty. 
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Figure 5-14  Well tie of seismic line FR85-18 to well FRA-01. 

 

 

Figure 5-15  All the interpreted seismic horizons. Red box indicates approximate location 
of the Harlingen Chalk field. Due to scale of the section, the chalk reservoir 
base does not appear in this section. 

 

Shaling out of 
the base Chalk 
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Figure 5-16  Zoom of well tie of seismic line FR85-18 to well FRA-01. 

 

 

Figure 5-17  Zoom of well tie of seismic line FR85-24 to well HRL-02. 
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5.3.2 DEPTH CONVERSION 

All seismic horizons were picked on the migrated time section, were converted to depth and 
gridded to generate the final depth maps (Appendix 4). To convert the TWT horizons to depth a 
velocity model is required. A velocity model was generated based on regional data. The north 
Netherlands onshore wells in the Velmod-2 database (for details, see Van Dalfsen et al., 2007 
[34]) were used and the following model was generated: 

• Tertiary (surface to Top Ommelanden Chalk)    V = 1778 + 0.331xZ [m/s] 
• chalk reservoir (Top Ommelanden Chalk to chalk reservoir base) V = 2500 [m/s] 
• chalk below reservoir (chalk reservoir base to Top Holland Marl)  V = 2200 + 0.864xZ [m/s] 

For the Tertiary a V0–K velocity function was applied. An average velocity versus midpoint depth 
was derived to calculate the function. Although the resulting velocity function is not exact (since the 
average velocity is not exactly at the midpoint), the resulting equation is accurate enough for depth 
conversion of the Top Ommelanden Chalk. Since logging starts in general halfway the Tertiary 
interval or just above the Top Ommelanden Chalk, there is not enough information to distinguish 
between the Upper- and Lower North Sea Groups, so the two series were taken as one group. 
Velocities of the Upper North Sea Group are only slightly lower than those of the Lower North Sea 
Group. 

The average velocity in the gas bearing part of the chalk reservoir was found to be around 2500 
m/s. Although velocities are variable, this constant velocity was applied since the resulting depth 
errors at the wells were acceptable (Table 5-6). 

For the chalk below reservoir (between chalk reservoir base and the Top Holland Marl) the 
Velmod-2 average V0–K function was applied, just as for the Lower Cretaceous. 

The difference between the Top Ommelanden Chalk well depths and those based on the velocity 
model described above are on average less than 0.5 %, which is fully acceptable. Table 5-6 lists 
the residuals at this level.  

Analysis of these residuals results in the following: 

• Average error:   0.8 m 
• Standard deviation:  3.9 m 
• Minimum value:  -7.1 m 
• Maximum value:  8.3 m 

Considering that the depth of the target is slightly more than 1000 mTVDss, the largest error value 
is still less than 1 % of the resulting depth conversion while the standard deviation is less than 0.5 
%. Residual values were gridded with a cubic spline algorithm. The converted depth maps were 
then corrected with these residual maps. 

No well-tie was carried out for the chalk reservoir base as it is not a stratigraphic top. The 
thickness map of the gas-bearing chalk reservoir was created and tied to the wells (Figure 5-18). 
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Table 5-6  Well residuals at Top Ommelanden Chalk (Top Resv) and chalk reservoir 
base (Base Resv), Δz in metres. 

 

 

   Well X-Top Resv Y-Top Resv ∆z Top Resv ∆z Base Resv
 HRL-03 157150 568900 -0.2 -
 HRL-101 159000 573150 -0.9 1.7
 HRL-01 159000 572400 3.8 -8.7
 HRL-06 160500 574450 0 -2.1
 BAS-01 160550 579950 7 -
 BAS-02 160700 580100 8.3 -
 FRA-01 162150 578450 -1.2 0.1
 HRL-02 162400 577250 1.4 0.0
 HRL-07 162600 578500 3.7 -
 HRL-08 162900 577100 -7.1 1.3
 HRL-09 163650 578100 -1.5 1.4
 HRL-04 164000 578300 -1 0.1
 HRL-05 165250 576650 -0.6 0.9
 RID-01 169500 578400 0.1 -

Average 0.8 -0.6
Stdev 3.9 3.2
Min -7.1 -8.7
Max 8.3 1.7
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Figure 5-18  Gas-bearing chalk reservoir thickness map. 

 

5.3.3 SEISMIC ATTRIBUTES 

An attempt was made to generate seismic attributes (attribute maps) to assess whether these 
could potentially be used to guide porosity distribution away from the wells. It was not possible to 
correlate amplitudes with porosity. 

Generally, amplitude analysis is done on 3D seismic data, which provides a consistent dataset 
covering the entire area of interest; however, in Harlingen only legacy 2D seismic data with 
different acquisition designs was available. Amplitudes at Top Ommelanden Chalk and chalk 
reservoir base were extracted. These were then normalised with the amplitudes of the interpreted 
base Upper North Sea Group horizon. This horizon was chosen as it is a continuous seismic 
reflector across all the seismic lines. Normalized amplitudes were then plotted against the average 
reservoir porosities at the wells. However, no correlation between normalised seismic amplitudes 
extracted at the well locations and the average reservoir total porosities at the wells was found 
(Figure 5-19). Figure 5-20 shows maps of normalized amplitude anomalies after gridding. 

 

metres
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Figure 5-19  Normalised seismic amplitude versus average total porosity, showing no 
correlation. 

 

     

Figure 5-20  Normalised amplitudes (with Base Upper North Sea) at Top Ommelanden 
Chalk and chalk reservoir base level. 

 



 

5.4 GEOLOGICAL MODELLING

3D Geological modelling of the Harlingen Chalk gas field and the immediately underlying layer of 
chalk below the reservoir were required in order to prepare the porosity grids that serve as input to 
the dynamic modelling (history matching) of the field, as
Furthermore, a permeability grid was required as input for the dynamic modelling

 

5.4.1 STRUCTURAL MODEL 

A 3D structural model was constructed in Petrel, using the Top 
reservoir base and the Top 
subsequent depth conversion 
seismic data (Section 5.3.1), and initial dynamic modelling tests showed undesired restrictions of 
flow across tentative faults modelled in a previous version of the grid
included in the final model and no 
flexibility in terms of segmentation
Holland Marl Formation well tops were used to perfo
tops were based on the well reports and well tops. 

A relatively high resolution 3D structural grid was built, as the compaction modelling 
highly sensitive to porosity values
the grid resolution gets coarser, is undesired. The final model was built 
cell spacing of 50 m and subdivision of t
Chalk and chalk reservoir base
reservoir chalk (i.e. the zone between chalk reservoir base and Top Holland Marl) 
into coarser layers, with an average cell thickness of 

 

Figure 5-21  Static model cross
reservoir chalk section

 

5.4.2 POROSITY MODEL 

In order to create the 3D porosity property, the porosity values were distribu
locations. As one of the purposes of the porosity grid was to use it for compaction modelling, which 
is very sensitive to the absolute porosity values, 
spread in the porosities as observed from the wells should be retained as much as possible. This 
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ICAL MODELLING 

3D Geological modelling of the Harlingen Chalk gas field and the immediately underlying layer of 
chalk below the reservoir were required in order to prepare the porosity grids that serve as input to 
the dynamic modelling (history matching) of the field, as well as to the compaction modelling. 

a permeability grid was required as input for the dynamic modelling

structural model was constructed in Petrel, using the Top Ommelanden 
Top Holland Marl surfaces obtained from seismic interpretation and 

 (see Chapter 5.3) as input. No faults could be
, and initial dynamic modelling tests showed undesired restrictions of 
modelled in a previous version of the grid. Therefore, no faults were 
and no compartmentalization was implemented 

segmentation in the dynamic model. Top Ommelanden 
ormation well tops were used to perform the final tie to well depths. 

reports and well tops.  

3D structural grid was built, as the compaction modelling 
highly sensitive to porosity values. Therefore, averaging of the porosities, which would happen as 
the grid resolution gets coarser, is undesired. The final model was built with an average 

0 m and subdivision of the chalk zone (i.e. the zone between Top Ommelanden 
Chalk and chalk reservoir base) into layers with an average cell thickness of 0.3

(i.e. the zone between chalk reservoir base and Top Holland Marl) 
average cell thickness of 12 m (Figure 5-21). 

Static model cross-section through the reservoir and part of the non
halk section. 

ate the 3D porosity property, the porosity values were distributed away from the well 
locations. As one of the purposes of the porosity grid was to use it for compaction modelling, which 
is very sensitive to the absolute porosity values, a requirement of the porosity grid was that the 
spread in the porosities as observed from the wells should be retained as much as possible. This 
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3D Geological modelling of the Harlingen Chalk gas field and the immediately underlying layer of 
chalk below the reservoir were required in order to prepare the porosity grids that serve as input to 

well as to the compaction modelling. 
a permeability grid was required as input for the dynamic modelling. 

Ommelanden Chalk, the chalk 
tained from seismic interpretation and 

could be interpreted from 
, and initial dynamic modelling tests showed undesired restrictions of 

Therefore, no faults were 
 to allow maximum 

Ommelanden Chalk and Top 
rm the final tie to well depths. Formation well 

3D structural grid was built, as the compaction modelling (Chapter 6) is 
averaging of the porosities, which would happen as 

with an average horizontal 
i.e. the zone between Top Ommelanden 

an average cell thickness of 0.3 m. The non-
(i.e. the zone between chalk reservoir base and Top Holland Marl) was subdivided 

 

section through the reservoir and part of the non-

ted away from the well 
locations. As one of the purposes of the porosity grid was to use it for compaction modelling, which 

he porosity grid was that the 
spread in the porosities as observed from the wells should be retained as much as possible. This 
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meant that methods whereby the porosities away from the direct well influence range are based on 
averaging of the well porosities were deemed inappropriate. In order to minimise the averaging, a 
statistical distribution algorithm was chosen. Based on the extent to which the Petrel software 
allows detailed control of settings, the Gaussian Random Function (GRF) modelling algorithm was 
selected for the porosity distribution. 

 

5.4.2.1 Well log upscaling and data analysis 

The porosity, as described in Section 5.2.1.3, was upscaled arithmetically into the 3D grid at the 
well locations. 

A series of statistical analyses was performed on the upscaled porosity dataset for the ”chalk 
reservoir zone” in the model in order to derive the most appropriate modelling settings. No other 
zones were considered for data analysis, as only for the “chalk reservoir zone” a porosity grid was 
required for dynamic and subsidence modelling. Evaluation concerned assessment of the need for 
any transformations prior to 3D modelling and analysis for the presence of any horizontal or 
vertical trends in the dataset. 

First-pass analysis of the data also included assessment of the applicability of a seismic attribute 
surface as a horizontal trend for porosity modelling. This was investigated by checking the 
correlation between the well porosity values and the amplitude values of the seismic surface. As a 
very low correlation coefficient was observed between the porosity at wells and the seismic 
amplitudes, it was decided not to use seismic amplitudes to guidance the porosity distribution (see 
Section 5.3.3 for more details). 

Initial statistical analysis of the porosity logs showed that the well HRL-01 was an outlier in the 
dataset, with average porosity values in the “chalk reservoir zone” significantly lower than in all 
other wells. Mode porosity for this well is approximately 17-18 %, while the mode for the other 13 
wells combined is ~32-33 %. It was decided to exclude this well from the final upscaling and data 
analysis process, as it is located in the southernmost part of the gas field (Figure 5-1), while the 
focus of the study was on the northern part of the field where most production and subsidence 
have taken place. Inclusion of the well would lead to overall lowering of the porosities in the field 
outside the well influence range, also in the northern part of the area, which was deemed 
undesirable since this would likely lead to an underestimate of the porosities and hence inaccurate 
modelling of the subsidence behaviour in this focal area. 

Data analysis of the remaining 13 wells showed the presence of a porosity-depth trend. Following 
removal of this depth trend, horizontal and vertical variogram analyses were carried out to 
establish the appropriate spatial correlation distances. Vertical variogram analysis for the “chalk 
reservoir zone” was deemed reasonably reliable, and the correlation range was established at 2 m. 
Horizontal variogram analysis was deemed highly uncertain due to the small number of wells 
available. Nevertheless, horizontal variogram ranges were interpreted in an attempt to capture the 
heterogeneities of the chalk across the field. For the “chalk reservoir zone”, a spherical variogram 
with an isotropic 300 m correlation range was deemed most appropriate. 

 

5.4.2.2 Porosity distribution  

The porosity values were distributed away from the well locations with a Gaussian Random 
Function (GRF) modelling algorithm with modelling settings as derived from the data analysis 
described in the previous section. In order to accurately model the observed depth trend in the 
porosity, a transformation was carried out which enabled a more refined implementation of co-
dependence between porosity and depth in the model.  
  



 

Figure 5-22  Example porosity maps for GRF distribution realisation number 76, for a) the 
uppermost and b) the lowermost 
indicated at Top Ommelanden 
indicated by black lines
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Example porosity maps for GRF distribution realisation number 76, for a) the 
uppermost and b) the lowermost chalk reservoir layer. Well lo
indicated at Top Ommelanden Chalk level with black dots, well paths 
indicated by black lines. 
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Example porosity maps for GRF distribution realisation number 76, for a) the 
halk reservoir layer. Well locations 

level with black dots, well paths 
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Since the GRF algorithm is probabilistic in nature, it results in a different but equiprobable outcome 
in each run. To capture this effect, a loop of 100 Monte-Carlo runs was executed, to generate 100 
porosity realisations for further screening in the dynamic modelling phase (Section 5.5.3.1). 

Examples of resultant porosity maps for one of the realisation are given in Figure 5-22. 

 

5.4.2.3 Grid upscaling 

In order to create a workable grid for first-pass dynamic simulation and screening (Section 5.5.3), 
the resolution of the fine scale structural model was reduced through grid upscaling. The horizontal 
spacing of cells was increased from 50 m in the original grid to 150 m in the coarse grid. The 
number of vertical layers in the model was also significantly reduced, leading to an increase in 
average vertical cell size in the “chalk reservoir zone” from 0.3 m to 1.6 m.  

All 100 porosity realizations that were created in the fine grid were upscaled arithmetically into the 
coarse grid. 

For the final subsidence modelling the fine grid porosity version of the models was used in both the 
dynamic simulation and geomechanical modelling. 

 

5.4.3 PERMEABILITY 

A permeability property was created in the model by calculating for each of the cells in the “chalk 
reservoir zone” the appropriate permeability value by applying the porosity-permeability 
relationship as shown and discussed in Section 5.2.1.6. The permeability grid was used as input 
for the dynamic model. 
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5.5 DYNAMIC MODELLING 

The objective of dynamic modelling was to provide the pressure development through time for the 
subsequent calculation of the pressure dependent compaction and subsidence behaviour of the 
chalk. 

 

5.5.1 WORKFLOW 

The workflow applied in dynamic modelling is illustrated in Figure 5-23. After preparation of the 
simulation input a workable coarse grid was used for screening the porosity realizations for 
applicability in history matching (Section 5.4.2.3). A history match was performed on the coarse 
grid model and then transferred to the fine grid model. This bespoken workflow ensured that a 
workable coarse grid model with a reasonable simulation run time was available for dynamic 
modelling. 

 

 

Figure 5-23  Dynamic modelling workflow. 

 

5.5.2 DYNAMIC MODEL INPUT 

5.5.2.1 Well tests 

A well test was performed in all nine gas producing wells at least once in the time period between 
1984 and 2008: 

• FRA-01 (1991) 

• HRL-02 (1996, 2006, 2008) 

• HRL-04 (1984, 1996, 2005, 2008) 

• HRL-05 (1984, 1996, 2005, 2008) 

• HRL-06 (1987, 2005, 2008) 

• HRL-07 (2006, 2008) 

• HRL-08 (1996, 2006, 2008) 

• HRL-09 (2006, 2008) 

• HRL-10-S3 (2008) 

 



 
The well test interpretation wa
permeability ranges from 0.17 to 2.2 mD and the wells were considered being connected to 
fractures. The results are summarized in 
and image logs also indicate that the reservoir is naturally fractured. However, the type of fractures 
and their properties remain mostly unknown or uncertain due to limited data and low quality of core 
material. Therefore, fractures were not modelled 
match permeability was multiplied and thereby a preferred flow direction and permeability 
enhancement was introduced. A general observation was that the well test
was not impaired by reservoir compaction (

 

Figure 5-24 Well test derived permeabi

 

5.5.2.2 Production history 

The gas production started in November 1988 from well HRL
wells, HRL-02 and HRL-05, were put on stream. In the period 1989 to 1993 four more wells, FRA
01, HRL-07, HRL-08 and HRL
production. In January 2001 HRL
10-S3 started gas production. Since July 2008 the field has been shut

To date, the reported cumulative 
the recovery factor is approximately 35 %. 1.47x10
wells located in the central area of the Harlingen field. 2.16x10
HRL-05, which is located to the east of the central area and 7.67x10
well HRL-06, which is located to the south of the central area of the field. The water production of 
all wells is minor, with rates less than 0.02 Sm
production history of the field. 
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The well test interpretation was performed by Vermilion. In this available interpretation the 
ranges from 0.17 to 2.2 mD and the wells were considered being connected to 

The results are summarized in Appendix 6. Evidence from other sources, such 
and image logs also indicate that the reservoir is naturally fractured. However, the type of fractures 
and their properties remain mostly unknown or uncertain due to limited data and low quality of core 

rial. Therefore, fractures were not modelled explicitly, however in the course of the history 
match permeability was multiplied and thereby a preferred flow direction and permeability 
enhancement was introduced. A general observation was that the well test derived permeability 
was not impaired by reservoir compaction (Figure 5-24). 

Well test derived permeability through time. 

The gas production started in November 1988 from well HRL-04. Later in 1988 two additional 
05, were put on stream. In the period 1989 to 1993 four more wells, FRA

08 and HRL-06, started gas production. In May 1997 FRA
production. In January 2001 HRL-09 started production and in November 2007 the last well HRL

S3 started gas production. Since July 2008 the field has been shut-in. 

To date, the reported cumulative gas produced from the nine producing wells is 1.77x10
the recovery factor is approximately 35 %. 1.47x109 Sm3 of gas were produced from the seven 
wells located in the central area of the Harlingen field. 2.16x108 Sm3 were produced from well 

, which is located to the east of the central area and 7.67x107 Sm3 were
06, which is located to the south of the central area of the field. The water production of 

all wells is minor, with rates less than 0.02 Sm3/day. Figure 5-25 gives an overview of the gas 
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available interpretation the 
ranges from 0.17 to 2.2 mD and the wells were considered being connected to 

Evidence from other sources, such as cores 
and image logs also indicate that the reservoir is naturally fractured. However, the type of fractures 
and their properties remain mostly unknown or uncertain due to limited data and low quality of core 

in the course of the history 
match permeability was multiplied and thereby a preferred flow direction and permeability 

derived permeability 

 

04. Later in 1988 two additional 
05, were put on stream. In the period 1989 to 1993 four more wells, FRA-

tarted gas production. In May 1997 FRA-01 stopped gas 
09 started production and in November 2007 the last well HRL-

gas produced from the nine producing wells is 1.77x109 Sm3 and 
gas were produced from the seven 

produced from well 
were produced from 

06, which is located to the south of the central area of the field. The water production of 
gives an overview of the gas 
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Figure 5-25  Gas production history. 

 

After a critical review of the production data performed by Vermilion, 2014 [42], the gas production 
from well HRL-07 was adjusted for the time period 2000-2008. This adjustment increases the total 
production to 1.54x109 Sm3 from the central pool and the overall total production to 1.83x109 Sm3. 
The adjustment represents an increment of 4 % to the cumulative field gas production. 

 

5.5.2.3 Pressure history 

Pressure data were available for all gas production wells. For the production period of the field a 
summary spreadsheet was available, for the post shut-in period original pressure surveys were 
available. In order to account for the degree of reliability of the pressure data they were classified 
according to the duration of the shut-in/build-up period. This classification of pressures was 
performed jointly by Vermilion and SGS Horizon. 

• Reliable  
o Extrapolated shut-in pressures (p*) 
o Last measured pressures (LMP) from shut-in periods longer than two weeks and 

post shut-in 
• Not reliable 

o Last measured pressures (LMP) from shut-in periods shorter than two weeks 

LMP obtained from long shut-in periods might not be as reliable as p* due to the tightness of the 
reservoir. For the history match the pressures considered reliable were taken into consideration. 
The difference between p* and LMP is considered as an error bar on the measurement itself. In 
general, p* is larger than LMP in the production phase. 
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5.5.2.4 Fluid properties 

5.5.2.4.1 Gas  

In this study a fluid model provided by Vermilion was used. The provided fluid model was validated 
by SGSH using published correlations and Prosper. The gas characteristics at initial reservoir 
pressure of 135 bara are: 

• Gas density; 108 kg/m3 
• Gas viscosity: 0.0163 cP 
• Gas formation volume factor: 0.0066 rm3/Sm3 

The fluid properties and their validation are shown in Appendix 6. 

 

5.5.2.4.2 Water 

One water sample from the Upper Cretaceous taken in well HRL-02 was available. Vermilion 
provided the corresponding simulation input which was validated using published correlations. 
Table 5-7summarizes the water properties. 

The expected condensed water production at initial reservoir pressure of 135 bar is 7.8x10-7 m3/m3 
and 9.0x10-7 m3/m3 at a reservoir pressure of 100 bar.  

 

Table 5-7  Water and gas properties. 

Densities       

    Gas gravity γγγγgas 0.587 - 

    Gas density ρρρρgas 0.720 kg/m3 

    Water density Upper Cretaceous ρρρρwat - UC 1035 kg/m3 

Water properties       

    Water formation volume factor Bw 1.006 rm3/Sm3 

    Water compressibility cw 4.63E-07 1/kPa 

    Water viscosity µµµµw 0.833 cP 

    Pressure dependence of water viscosity   0 cP/kPa 

 

5.5.2.5 Material balance 

A material balance analysis was performed to obtain insight into the dynamic communication 
between the gas producing wells in the Harlingen Chalk gas field, the initial gas volume in place 
and possible pressure support for the reservoir. 
The major findings from this analysis were: 

• The FRA-01 and HRL-07 area is likely to be isolated or less connected to the central area, 
while the other parts of the central area including wells HRL-02, HRL-04, HRL-08, HRL-09 
and HRL-10-S3, remain highly connected. This is supported by the observed historical 
well pressures of wells FRA-01 and HRL-07, which are lower than the well pressures of 
the other central pool wells, and the petrophysical contact analysis. 

• The southern pool, where well HRL-06 is located, is not fully connected to the central pool.  
• The eastern pool, where well HRL-05 is located, is not fully connected to the central pool.  
• The results on possible external pressure support were inconclusive. 
 

For further work it was assumed that source for external pressure support is not an aquifer, based 
on the production and pressure history of the field (Section 5.5.2.2 and 5.5.2.3). This assumption 
implies that a potential compaction in the water leg is not considered. 
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5.5.2.6 Rock Properties 

The rock properties used in the simulation model are discussed in the petrophysics section of this 
report (Section 5.2.2). 

• Relative permeability curves 
• Capillary pressure curves 
• Fluid contacts 
• Rock compressibility  

 

5.5.3 COARSE GRID MODEL 

The fine grid model was upscaled (Section 5.4.2.3) to obtain a workable coarse grid model with a 
reasonable simulation run time. The key figures of the coarse grid model are summarized below: 

• Model dimensions: 90x85x26 cells 
• Active cells: 72316 
• Areal cell dimension: 150x150 m 
• Average cell thickness: 

o Chalk reservoir: 1.6 m 
o Chalk below the reservoir (water): 33 m 

• Layering: 
o Chalk reservoir: layers 3 to 11  
o Chalk below the reservoir (water): layers 12 to 21 

• Average porosity: 
o Chalk reservoir: 29 % 
o Chalk below the reservoir (water): 22 % 

• Average permeability: 
o Chalk reservoir: 2 mD 
o Chalk below the reservoir (water): 0.51 mD 

• Run time ~ 1.5 min 

Preliminary dynamic modelling showed that the communication between the gas bearing chalk 
interval and the underlying water leg in the chalk below the main reservoir has to be considered 
negligible. This finding is supported by the porosity log readings and by the fact that the water 
production from the gas producing wells is negligible. If communication between the gas bearing 
chalk interval and the underlying water leg in the chalk below would be allowed in the model, 
considerable amounts of water would be produced along with the gas, which is not in line with 
observations from the wells. 

No faults are implemented in the dynamically simulated model because no obvious, major faults or 
barriers could be mapped (Chapter 5.3). In addition, initial dynamic modelling showed undesired 
restrictions to flow across tentative faults modelled in a previous version of the grid. Therefore, no 
faults are included in the reservoir section in the final model (Section 5.4.1). 

Nevertheless, based on observed pressure behaviour (Section 5.5.2.3), material balance analysis 
(Section 5.5.2.5) and derived free water levels (Section 5.2.3), the dynamic reservoir model was 
notionally subdivided into five regions. The regions and the wells located within each of these 
regions are shown in Figure 5-26. As the placement of the baffles could not be based on mapped 
barriers alternative region sizes for region 4 were evaluated in order to identify a fit for purpose 
region size. 

• Region 1 and 2 (southern pool): 
o In general the wells to the south of the main producing area showed deeper FWL 

compared to the central pool wells. 
o The subdivision into two regions was based on the finding that well HRL-101 

showed a deeper FWL than wells HRL-01 and HRL-06. 
• Region 3 and 4 (central pool): 

o The material balance analysis indicated that the north-western wells FRA-01 and 
HRL-07 are likely to be isolated or very poorly connected to the other wells in the 
central pool. 
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• Region 5 (eastern pool): 
o The eastern well HRL-05 showed a deeper FWL than the central pool wells. 

 

 

Figure 5-26  Regions in the dynamic model. 

 

5.5.3.1 Porosity model screening 

A screening process using dynamic qualifiers was applied to identify the most suitable porosity 
realisation for history matching among the 100 available porosity models (Section 5.4). The 
dynamic qualifiers were historical pressure data and well gas production. The historical pressure 
data were weighted according to the pressure classification described in Section 5.5.2.3. Reliable 
LMP pressures were assigned less weight than p* and non-reliable LMP pressures were excluded. 

In porosity screening a simplified rock compaction representation was chosen to accelerate this 
step in the workflow. In this simplification it was assumed that the rock compaction derived for the 
mode porosity of 33 % applies to the entire model (Figure 5-27). This simplification is supported by 
the fact that in gas reservoirs the pressure is dominated by the gas compressibility, which is more 
than two orders of magnitude greater than rock compressibility. A sensitivity analysis comparing 
the simplified and detailed rock compaction description in terms of resulting pressures showed that 
the applied simplification is valid for the porosity screening. In the dynamic modelling steps 
following the porosity model screening the detailed rock compaction description is applied. 

The FWL set applied in the porosity model screening process was based on the base scenario 
FWL set (Table 5-5). The FWL defined for the southern pool was applied to regions 1 and 2, the 
contact defined for the central pool as applied to regions 3 and 4. 

 



 

Figure 5-27  Rock compaction simplification for porosity screening

 

After the 100 porosity models were ran wi
according to their overall performance
pressure and production data. 

A subset of porosity realizations was taken forward to the
further evaluation; the final history match was performed on the porosity realization requiring least 
amendments. 

 

5.5.3.2 History match 

The coarse grid dynamic reservoir model was history
production measurements taken from the onset of gas production in 1988 up to the time gas 
production stopped in mid 2008, as well as to the static pressure measurements of the post 
production build-up period up to 2012. 
to the measured production and pressure data and is regarded as applicable for predicting future 
dynamic reservoir behaviour. An exception to this is the history match of well HRL

To obtain a history matched dynamic model in each region
and permeability were modified 
and the communication between the wells in the major producing pool
4, were adjusted to the obse
corresponding ranges considered are summarized in
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Rock compaction simplification for porosity screening. 

After the 100 porosity models were ran with the historical data, the porosity models 
overall performance in terms of how well they could reflect the historical 

 

A subset of porosity realizations was taken forward to the coarse grid history matching exercise for 
the final history match was performed on the porosity realization requiring least 

dynamic reservoir model was history-matched to the static well pressure and 
uction measurements taken from the onset of gas production in 1988 up to the time gas 

production stopped in mid 2008, as well as to the static pressure measurements of the post 
up period up to 2012. The history-matched dynamic model repres

to the measured production and pressure data and is regarded as applicable for predicting future 
An exception to this is the history match of well HRL

To obtain a history matched dynamic model in each region the gas-water contact, pore volume 
and permeability were modified within a realistic range. Furthermore the vertical communication 
and the communication between the wells in the major producing pool, i.e. between regions 3 and 

observed dynamic behaviour. The history match parameters and the 
corresponding ranges considered are summarized in Table 5-8. 
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orosity models were ranked 
in terms of how well they could reflect the historical 

history matching exercise for 
the final history match was performed on the porosity realization requiring least 

matched to the static well pressure and 
uction measurements taken from the onset of gas production in 1988 up to the time gas 

production stopped in mid 2008, as well as to the static pressure measurements of the post 
matched dynamic model represents a good fit 

to the measured production and pressure data and is regarded as applicable for predicting future 
An exception to this is the history match of well HRL-07. 

water contact, pore volume 
range. Furthermore the vertical communication 

, i.e. between regions 3 and 
The history match parameters and the 
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Table 5-8  History match parameter ranges. 

 

 

The parameter values with which the history match was obtained are summarized in Table 5-9. 
The GIIP of the history matched dynamic model is 5x109 Sm3. The parameter τ34 is a 
dimensionless multiplier for the transmissibility between regions 3 and 4 in the dynamic model. 

 

Table 5-9  History match parameters, coarse grid. 

 

 

5.5.4 FINE GRID MODEL 

The fine grid model was the underlying model for the subsidence calculations (Chapter 6). The 
coarse and fine grid characteristics are compared in Table 5-10. 

 

Table 5-10 Comparison: coarse and fine grid characteristics. 
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In order to decrease the simulation run time of the fine grid model the chalk below the reservoir 
was set inactive in the dynamic model and by this any compaction in the water leg was excluded. 
This was possible because the communication between the reservoir and the underburden is 
considered negligible (Section 5.5.3). 

 

5.5.4.1 History match 

The starting point for the fine grid history match was the coarse grid history match parameters 
(Table 5-9). The coarse grid history match parameters were applied to the fine grid model and 
following that they were manually fine tuned where necessary. Table 5-11 summarizes the fine 
grid history match parameters. The only parameter that required adjustment was the permeability 
around well HRL-06. 

 

Table 5-11 History match parameters, fine grid. 

 

 

On average, the quality of the history match was considered suitable for carrying the model 
forward to dynamic modelling forecasts and subsidence evaluations. The historical gas production 
rates were matched and the difference between calculated and measured pressures was 
reasonably good. An example of a reasonably good pressure match is shown in Figure 5-28. 

An exception was the pressure match for well HRL-07, where the calculated pressures for the time 
period after the year 2000 were up to 20 bar higher than the measured LMP pressures and around 
10 bar higher than the extrapolated pressures p*. An attempt was made to overcome that 
discrepancy by alternative history matches using different parameter modifications and varying 
sizes of the region, where well HRL-07 is located. However, the quality of the history match could 
not be improved by these means (Figure 5-29). As the model pressures up to about 2000 do 
match the measurements, this suggests that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the 
modelled reservoir and well characteristics and the reason for the later mismatch may lie 
elsewhere, i.e. possibly with the reported HRL-07 gas rates in the period from 2000 to shut-in 2008 
(see Section 5.5.4.1.1). 

These observations triggered a critical review of production measurements and metering in 
Harlingen performed by Vermilion. This review provided evidence of possible underlying causes 
for the observed pressure mismatch in well HRL-07 (Vermilion, 2014 [42], and Appendix 5): 

• In the period 1999–2003, a production allocation issue had occurred between the fields 
being processed at the Harlingen Treatment Center. 

• The metering on a well basis has a theoretical accuracy of ± 20 % (applies to all wells). 
• The meter requires a minimum gas rate of 30000 Nm3/day to perform within specification. 
• Suspicious metering behaviour was detected in HRL-07 during meter calibration in 2008. 
• The interpretation of the analog meter output creates an additional error at low flow rates 

on a well by well basis. 
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Figure 5-28  Well HRL-02: comparison of measured and modelled pressures. Pressure 
points classification: p* (black), LMP (grey). 

 

 

Figure 5-29 Well HRL-07: comparison of measured and modelled pressures for various 
sensitivity runs (black line represents reference case). Different line colours 
represent different HM parameters and region setup applied to the same 
underlying porosity model. Pressure points classification: p* (black), LMP 
(grey). 
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5.5.4.1.1 Adjusted offtake HRL-07 

The history matched model, as presented in Section 5.5.4.1, was re-run applying an adjusted 
offtake to well HRL-07. Based on the Vermilion review (Vermilion, 2014 [42], and Appendix 5), a 
50 % higher gas production rate from HRL-07 from 2000 onwards was used (Figure 5-30). The 
additional cumulative field gas production for this adjusted offtake scenario represents an 
increment of 4 %. 

 

 

Figure 5-30 Gas production rate at well HRL-07 before (black) and after (green) 
adjustment. 

 

Model pressures at HRL-07 are now much more in line with measured pressures (Figure 5-31). 
The quality of the history match for the other wells remains good. 
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Figure 5-31 Well HRL-07: Comparison of modelled and measured pressures before 
(black) and after (green) modification of the offtake rate. Pressure points 
classification: p* (black), LMP (grey). 

 
As a consequence, the HRL-07 adjusted offtake scenario is now used as reference history match 
case. The reservoir pressure maps for this case now show a deeper and wider pressure sink in the 
north-west of the field in 2008 (Figure 5-32), compared with the previous history match case 
(Figure 15-13). 
 

The line plots for each well are shown in Appendix 6. 
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Figure 5-32 Pressure development for the originally reported (lower row) and HRL-07 
adjusted offtake scenario (upper row). 

 

5.5.5 FORECAST 

Forecast calculations were performed for two end member scenarios: (1) field remains shut-in and 
(2) gas production continuation from 2008 onwards at average late well gas production rates. The 
scenarios give a mid-term outlook up to 2030 and a long-term outlook up to 2050. 

The NFA (No Further Action) mid-term outlook forecast is used for predicting subsidence in the 
next 15 years and the NFA long-term outlook is used to evaluate when subsidence rates will reach 
autonomous rates (Chapter 7). 

The basis for the forecasts was the history match described in Section 5.5.4.1. In the forecast 
calculations no constraints in terms of pressures and rates were applied. The line plots for each 
well are shown in Appendix 6. 

 

5.5.5.1 Field remains shut-in  

In the first scenario, the field remains shut-in and no further activities are assumed in terms of 
production or drilling new wells. This scenario is also referred to as the ‘No Further Action’ (NFA) 
case. In this scenario the dynamic model predicts that the average reservoir pressure in the central 
and the eastern pool of the Harlingen Chalk field stabilizes at around 85 bar after about 30 years of 
shut-in. After 2040 the average reservoir pressure in this northern part of the field remains stable in 
this scenario. 

Figure 5-33 shows the pressure development up to 2050 and the location of the former gas 
producing wells and Figure 5-34 the average pressure development for each individual region in 
the dynamic model. 
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Figure 5-33 Reservoir pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for the NFA 
case after 2014. 

 

 

Figure 5-34 Average region pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for 
the NFA case. 
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5.5.5.2 Continued production 

In the second scenario the hypothetical assumption was made that the field would not have been 
shut-in but would have continued production. The objective of this what-if scenario was to evaluate 
what might have happened if the field had not been shut-in in 2008. 

In this second scenario, all wells except FRA-01, which was stopped long before the field shut-in, 
were produced at late average historical rates from August 2008 onwards. These rates were 
calculated based on the average well rates during the last year of production. 

In this scenario, the average reservoir pressure in the central pool drops below 50 bar after about 
25 years of additional gas production after 2008 and below 40 bar in the area of well HRL-07 in the 
same time period. 

Figure 5-35 shows the pressure development for this case until 2050 and Figure 5-36 shows the 
average region pressure in the model. Comparison of these results to those of the NFA case 
shows an additional significant pressure drop in the entire field. In comparison to the NFA case the 
additional pressure drop due to continued production would have been 10 bar in 2014. At the end 
of the forecast period in 2050 the calculated pressure in the central pool would have halved 
compared to the NFA case. 

 

 

Figure 5-35 Reservoir pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for the 
continued production case. 
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Figure 5-36 Average region pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for 
the continued production case. 

  

5.5.6 FRANEKER AREA SENSITIVITY 

In this scenario it was evaluated, if the ultimate subsidence calculated would change to the worse 
for the area in which the city of Franeker is located in case another porosity model would have 
been selected for modelling. 
In general high porosity areas are more prone to pore collapse during pressure depletion and 
subsequent subsidence. In this sensitivity it was especially evaluated if high porosity areas in the 
eastern pool would result in ultimately more subsidence in the area of Franeker. In order to 
evaluate such a scenario the 100 available porosity realizations were screened to select the one 
with the highest number of cells with a porosity of more than 35 % in the eastern part of the field 
(Figure 5-37). The history matched model was then re-run with the adjusted off-take scenario. For 
the selected porosity model a history match was performed applying the workflow outlined in 
Section 5.5.1. In Table 5-12 the history match parameters are summarized. 

Figure 5-38 shows the pressure development throughout history and Figure 5-39 shows the 
pressure development for the NFA case until 2050. 

The line plots for each well are shown in Appendix 6. 
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Figure 5-37 Top layer view of the selected porosity model for the Franeker sensitivity, 
the box indicates the location of the town of Franeker. 

 

Table 5-12 History match parameters, Franeker area sensitivity. 

 
 

The transmissibility between the HRL-07 area (region 4) and the remainder of the central pool 
(region 3) is significantly lower compared to the reference history match (Table 5-12). This is 
reflected in the pressure behaviour during depletion and build-up period (Figure 5-40). This 
supports the finding that the region around well HRL-07 is poorly connected to the remaining field. 
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Figure 5-38 Franeker sensitivity history match. 

 
The results of the dynamic modelling work described were taken forward to the compaction and 
subsidence modelling discussed in Chapter 6 and subsidence forecasting discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 5-39  Reservoir pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for the NFA 
case after 2014 for the Franeker sensitivity. 

 

 

Figure 5-40  Average region pressure development in the Harlingen Chalk gas field for 
the NFA case for the Franeker area sensitivity. 
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6 SUBSIDENCE MODELLING 

Subsidence modelling was performed in two steps: first, the volumetric strain as a result of 
pressure depletion was computed, resulting in a model for reservoir compaction. The second step 
was to translate this compaction at reservoir depth to subsidence at the surface. Initial modelling 
for the production period 1988 - 2008 was followed by modelling continued subsidence for the 
period post shut-in, including future subsidence still to be expected in the area. 

All subsidence modelling steps were performed using Matlab programming language. A script for 
the RTCM based compaction model was provided by NGI. For the subsidence modelling the 
method of Van Opstal, 1974 [39], was utilised which was adapted for Matlab by TNO-AGE. For 
compaction modelling, input described in previous chapters was used: the 3D grid (dimension and 
coordinates of cells) and initial porosity from the static model (Chapter 5.4) and the reservoir 
pressures from the dynamic modelling (Chapter 5.5). All steps related to compaction and 
subsidence modelling are described in this chapter. 

 

6.1 VOLUMETRIC STRAIN 

Compaction is calculated by multiplication of bulk rock volume with volumetric strain, which in turn 
is calculated using the NGI-derived Rate Type Compaction Model based rock mechanical model. 
This model describes three modes of compactional behaviour: elastic deformation, plastic 
deformation and creep. Initially, the rock response to stress can be described using elastic 
parameters. Continued stress build-up can lead to permanent deformation (pore collapse) which is 
described by plastic parameters. On top of that, compaction can continue after stress relief which 
is described by creep. A summary of the rock mechanical model, which is briefly described in 
Chapter 4, is provided by NGI [22] and presented in Appendix 2. 

 

6.1.1 COMPACTION DURING LOADING 

The way the rock responds to stress build-up (loading) can be described by defining 
compressibility, stress rate dependency and the yield stress. The yield stress describes the shear 
failure criterion and determines the transition from elastic to plastic behaviour. In case of the latter, 
as soon as the effective stress on the rock exceeds the yield stress, pore collapse occurs causing 
permanent deformation of the rock, i.e. going from elastic to plastic mechanical response. The 
stress rate dependency parameter (b) is used to translate rock deformation under laboratory 
loading conditions to field conditions. Experimental data indicate that all of these parameters are 
dependent on porosity (φ) and the relationship can independently be described by a power law 
function (Appendix 2). 

Rock deformation (strain) is calculated as a result of effective stress build-up in the rock due to 
pore pressure reduction. The rock response to this stress build-up is characterised by the effective 
stress ratio (∆K’) between effective horizontal and vertical stress. This ratio is defined and distinct 
for both the elastic state (via Poisson’s ratio) and for the plastic state. 

All volumetric strain parameters and their formulas are listed and described in Table 6-1. For these 
parameters a range of solutions/values fit the experimental chalk data which is shown for three 
parameters in Figure 6-1. First, the sensitivity of the model to each of these parameters is 
investigated. The factors used in evaluating these parameters, including their value ranges, are 
based on the results from the rock mechanical experiments (Appendix 2) and are listed in the table 
below. The last column of the table contains the default value, typically associated with the best fit 
to the Harlingen Chalk lab results (Appendix 2). 
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Table 6-1 Parameters used in volumetric strain modelling stating their definition as a 

function of porosity (φφφφ) or Poisson’s ratio (νννν). 

Definition Formula 
Parameter for 
sensitivity & 

tuning 
Default value 

Compressibility 

Elastic 
compressibility 
1/K 

K = BulkMod_fac · e BulkMod_exp  · φ 
BulkMod_fac 

(60000 – 
500000) 

BulkMod_fac: 
83596 

Plastic state: 
function of 
compressibility 
coefficient 

λ = Lambda_fac · e Lambda_exp  · φ 

Lambda_fac 
(0.028 – 0.075) 

Lambda_exp 
(2.5 – 4.5) 

Lambda_fac: 
0.032 

Lambda_exp: 
4.1 

Translation of 
lab to field 
loading 
conditions 

Rate 
dependency 
parameter 

b = b_fac · e b_exp · φ b_fac 
(0.135 – 0.170) 

b_fac: 
0.135 

Elastic-plastic 
transition 

Isotropic yield 
stress Pc = Pc_fac · e Pc_exp * φ Pc_fac 

(250 – 450) 
Pc_fac: 

300 

Ratio effective 
horizontal – 
vertical stress 

Elastic state: 
related to 
Poisson’s ratio 

∆K' = ν / (1− ν) 
ν 

(0.2 − 0.35) 
ν: 

0.25 

Plastic state: 
determined by 
lab 
experiments 

∆K' = 0.4 - 0.6 
∆K' 

(0.4 – 0.6) 
∆K': 
0.6 
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Figure 6-1  Compressibility parameters vs. porosity, based on [21], for Harlingen Chalk 
experiments (blue symbols) and data from the JCR database [10]: a) Bulk 
modulus (trend line from [10]); b) yield stress at pore collapse with lower, 
average and upper trend lines [21]; c) compressibility coefficient (lambda) 
with trend lines; d) loading rate dependency parameter (b-parameter). 

 

6.1.2 TIME DEPENDENT COMPACTION: CREEP 

Continued subsidence above the gas field after shut-in (Figure 6-2) is attributed to creep, which is 
modelled using RTCM formulation (de Waal, 1986 [4]) and explained in more detail in Appendix 2. 
Creep deformation is considered to be present from the onset of production and during the loading 
phase. The RTCM accounts for creep by the application of the rate dependency parameter. After 
loading however, when pressures stabilise or start redistributing, creep deformation needs to be 
accounted for by a separate part of the compaction model. The model assures continuity of the 
compaction rate when passing from a loading to a pure creep phase.  
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Figure 6-2  Continued subsidence at GPS stations above two wells at the Harlingen 
Chalk gas field (8 week moving average, data available on www.nlog.nl [43]). 
A seasonal effect can be observed at HRL-04 and to a lesser extend in HRL-
07. 

 

The process of creep (no stress change) adds volumetric strain to the rock based on the strain rate 
the rock experienced during loading. Over time the strain rate decreases logarithmically, ultimately 
converging towards zero. Creep will mainly affect rock volumes that have experienced pore 
collapse (plastic deformation). Elastic deformation is in principle non-permanent, and rocks that 
have only experienced this type of deformation therefore will be little affected by creep. 

In the compaction calculation workflow, creep is implemented as a discretization of an integral, 
which is sensitive to the time steps used. Ideally, the smallest time steps are closest to the best 
solution, but increasing the number of increments increases the computing time. For the Harlingen 
Chalk field model a monthly evaluation gives a reasonable balance between convergence and 
runtime: smaller time steps did not result in a significantly different subsidence calculation. 

Pressure build-up occurs in large areas of the Harlingen Chalk field after shut-in of the field. Build-
up effectively reduces the stress on the rock, thereby also affecting the volumetric strain rate. A 
stable result with a reasonable computing time was found when updating the stress state and 
corresponding strain rate every time the pressure increases by 1 bar. 

 

6.1.3 STRAIN PARAMETER SENSITIVITY TESTING 

Sensitivity testing of the compaction parameters on the subsidence model was carried out on an 
early history matched pressure model. Testing was performed using the default parameter values 
as a base case and subsequently varying a single parameter value each time. The default 
parameters are those that were initially used to fit the Harlingen Chalk laboratory tests and were 
provided by NGI. Based on the work by NGI (Appendix 2 and NGI, 2011b [21]), values were 
selected that would cover the range of lab results. The sensitivity of each parameter is evaluated 
at the time of field shut-in (2008) after ~20 years of production. 

Figure 6-3 shows the result of sensitivity testing for two parameters: one for which the modelling 
sensitivity is medium (bulk modulus) and one for which sensitivity is extremely high (isotropic yield 
stress). Sensitivity is considered low if the maximum variability in subsidence in 2008 between the 
most extreme parameters is < 5 cm, medium if 5 – 10 cm and high if > 10 cm. The sensitivities to 
the compaction parameters in this modelling workflow are: 

• Compressibility before collapse (Bulk modulus): medium 
• Compressibility after collapse (Lambda): medium 
• Rate dependency (b): medium 
• Isotropic yield stress (Pc): high 
• Effective stress ratio before collapse (Poisson’s ratio): medium 
• Effective stress ratio after collapse: low 
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Figure 6-3  Sensitivity of two compaction parameters on the model for gas induced 
subsidence: Bulk modulus (‘BulkMod_fac’) and isotropic yield stress 
(‘Pc_fac’). Cross-section through the deepest part of the subsidence bowl 
after 20 yrs of production. Blue lines in cross sections indicate field outline 
(white in inset figure). 

 

6.1.4 MODELLING COMPACTION 

The calculation for volumetric strain as described above is implemented in a single script. The 
input for the script are the initial porosity, coordinates and bulk volume of each grid cell, along with 
the pressures resulting from dynamic modelling. These pressures are exported for each time step 
on the 3D grid and are the result of dynamic simulation of the Harlingen Chalk field (Chapter 5.5). 
A schematic representation of the compaction modelling workflow, which is based on the work by 
NGI (Appendix 1), is illustrated with a flow chart in Figure 6-4. 

 

 

Figure 6-4 Compaction modelling flow chart. 
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Figure 6-4 shows the steps applied to calculate volumetric compaction for each cell in the 3D grid. 
For every pressure step the change in effective stress is updated and compared to the yield stress. 
If the stress increases strain is calculated using either elastic or plastic compressibility parameters. 
If the stress state does not change or decreases and the rock has experienced plastic deformation 
before an increase in volumetric strain is calculated using the latest strain rate. The script gives a 
volumetric strain value for each pressure step applied which is multiplied with the cell volume to 
obtain compaction. 

 

6.2 MODELLED SUBSIDENCE 

Translating compaction at reservoir depth to subsidence at surface requires a realistic 
representation of the geology in the area. Ideally, the model should be able to account for 3D 
heterogeneities of the reservoir itself and of the under- and overburden. However, the application 
of such a refined model asks for a lot of understanding of the elastic parameters for all lithologies 
involved. Attempts to incorporate these effects through 3D finite element modelling by Golder 
Associates in Turin (Italy) were abandoned during the course of this study. Subsequently a 
simplified modelling tool (AEsubs) has been employed where the surrounding geometry can be 
simulated through elasticity profiles of the overburden and underburden (Fokker, 2008 [7]). 
Because these profiles consist of horizontal layers with single properties (i.e. laterally 
homogeneous) the model can be considered as pseudo 3D. Unfortunately, testing of the AESubs 
software by SGSH revealed that, for the particular configuration of the Harlingen Chalk field, the 
AESubs code shows unstable behaviour, and therefore does not return reliable modelled 
subsidence results. Modelling with this software tool was therefore abandoned, and it was decided 
to proceed with the ‘Geertsma - van Opstal’ method which assumes a completely homogeneous 
half space in which the reservoir is embedded (i.e. no layering of the surrounding geometry). 

The implication of these assumptions is that any effect of asymmetric overburden geometry will not 
be taken into account. It should be kept in mind that the analytical solution presented here is a 
highly simplified representation of the real subsurface. These simplifications contribute to the 
model uncertainty. 

 

6.2.1 GEERTSMA-VAN OPSTAL 

Translation of compaction at depth to subsidence at surface was performed with the method 
developed by van Opstal, 1974 [39]. As Van Opstal bases his methodology to a large extent on the 
method formulated by Geertsma, 1966 [8], this method to calculate subsidence is generally 
referred to as the ‘Geertsma–van Opstal’ model. This analytical model assumes linear and uniform 
elastic behaviour of the formations surrounding the reservoir. The model further assumes a rigid 
basement below the reservoir, at or below which displacement is zero for all rock, and a constant 
thickness and Poisson’s ratio for the overburden. The depth of the rigid basement determines the 
shape of the subsidence bowl and as such mimics the elastic behaviour of the overlying layers. 
The model’s default constant Poisson’s ratio is 0.25. Subsidence can be calculated at any 
specified point at surface or on a dense grid of surface locations. 

For the Harlingen Chalk field, the basement and reservoir depths were both set to 1000 m for 
reasons explained below, while the model’s default Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 was considered to give 
a reasonable representation of the Tertiary overburden and was therefore left unchanged (van 
Opstal, 1974 [39]). 

The functions to compute the subsidence which are given in the publication by Van Opstal, 1974 
[39], were programmed in Matlab by TNO-AGE, who supplied the Matlab code to SGSH for the 
purpose of this study. 
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Figure 6-5  Rigid basement effect on shape of subsidence bowl for a simple disc-
shaped reservoir using the Geertsma-van Opstal subsidence model 
(geometry illustrated in inset). The horizontal axis displays distance from 
the reservoir edge as a ratio of the reservoir depth, the vertical axis shows 
the amount of subsidence as a ratio of the amount of compaction at 
reservoir depth. 

 

The depth of the rigid basement influences the shape of the subsidence bowl, which is illustrated 
in Figure 6-5. Subsidence is shown along a line across a rectangular reservoir with uniform 
compaction. The vertical axis shows the amount of subsidence relative to the amount of 
compaction in the reservoir. The horizontal axis highlights the extent of the bowl beyond the edge 
of the reservoir (d) as a factor of the reservoir depth (c). The deepest and steepest bowl is 
obtained with a rigid basement depth (k) equal to the reservoir depth (k/c = 1). 

For the Harlingen Chalk field a rigid basement directly underneath the chalk is assumed, 
simulating the stiffness profile of the relatively soft Tertiary sediments on top of the strong 
Cretaceous Chalk formation in the over- and underburden respectively. Therefore k/c =1 and the 
solid line in Figure 6-5 represents modelled subsidence above the Harlingen Chalk field. A depth 
of 1000 m is assumed to be a reasonable approximation of the average reservoir depth and the 
core area of the field (from the highest amount of measured subsidence to the field edge) has a 
radius of ca 2 km. According to the figure the amount of subsidence should be almost equal to the 
amount of reservoir compaction near the center of the subsidence bowl while subsidence rapidly 
reduces when moving away from the reservoir edge. Figure 6-5 indicates that, with a k/c of 1, gas-
production induced subsidence extends beyond the reservoir with a distance approximately equal 
to the depth of the reservoir, in this case 1 km. 
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6.3 MODELLING RESULTS FOR PRODUCTION PERIOD 1988-2008 

The model for gas induced subsidence was evaluated by considering the difference between the 
modelled and measured subsidence at the benchmark locations. As explained in Chapter 3, 
subsidence at the benchmark locations is a combined effect of gas production, salt mining in the 
nearby Barradeel salt caverns and autonomous subsidence. To be able to evaluate the model for 
gas-production induced subsidence only, the benchmark data has been corrected for salt induced 
and autonomous subsidence. 

The correction for the salt induced subsidence is taken as the midpoint between the Frisia 
Gaussian subsidence bowl and TNO-AGE subsidence model. The differences between the two 
salt models are considered to give an indication of the uncertainty of the subsidence contribution 
due to salt mining. It should be noted however that this uncertainty does not take into account 
modelling uncertainties on either of the two models. The uncertainty used could therefore be 
considered a conservative estimate of the true uncertainty on the subsidence attributed to salt 
mining activities above the Harlingen Chalk field. 

It was decided to treat the autonomous subsidence rate as a variable during the tuning runs on the 
subsidence model. This evaluation, which is described below, led to an average rate of 0.09 cm 
per year above the gas reservoir, which is considered to be in reasonable agreement with the 
average autonomous subsidence rate estimated by Oranjewoud, 2007 [23], especially those found 
above the Harlingen Chalk field (Figure 3-4). Because of the large variability of the autonomous 
subsidence rates the uncertainty on the average rate applied in this study is large. It is difficult to 
quantify this uncertainty and to obtain a statistically satisfying number with only 6 samples. The 
maximum difference between the observed subsidence rates above the Harlingen Chalk field and 
the average rate is +0.05 and -0.07 cm/yr at benchmark locations ‘000A2756’ and ‘000A2750’ 
respectively. 

This model evaluation is carried out using all available benchmark locations within 1 km from the 
Harlingen Chalk field outline. The 1 km radius is chosen based on the influence radius of reservoir 
compaction using the Geerstma-van Opstal subsidence model (Section 6.2.1). 

 

6.3.1 TUNING RESULTS 

The volumetric strain parameters for the rock compaction model leading to the smallest misfit 
between modelled and measured subsidence were determined by a tuning exercise. Parameters 
varied were the bulk modulus, the isotropic yield stress, the lambda exponent and the lambda 
factor (describing the plastic compressibility), the beta factor (rate dependency parameter), the 
Poisson’s ratio, the plastic effective stress ratio, and the autonomous subsidence rate. This 
involved generating a minimum of 10000 subsidence models using different, randomly chosen 
parameter values (from a pre-set, relevant bandwidth of values) every model run. Relevant 
bandwidths for each parameter were based on results from the NGI study (Appendix 2 and NGI, 
2011b [21]). At the end of each run, the model was evaluated against the measured benchmark 
subsidence. Besides the seven compaction parameters, the autonomous subsidence rate was 
included as a tuning parameter. The final parameters used are average values of the best five 
results for a more stable solution. 

For the model evaluation the misfit was computed for each period of time between two consecutive 
height measurements. The different compaction mechanisms (elastic and plastic) have different 
compaction rates and are expected to be dominant mechanisms at different periods of time (plastic 
following elastic deformation). Taking consecutive height measurement for the evaluation, rather 
than total subsidence over long periods of time, avoids time averaging of model performances and 
ensures the subsidence (rate) is captured at best for each period of time.  

This resulted in a total of 523 subsidence intervals over which the model can be evaluated. Each 
misfit is compared to the uncertainty (two times standard deviation, 2σ) on the benchmark 
measurement, which is a combination of the uncertainties discussed in Section 3.1 and the salt 
modelling uncertainty which is half the difference (±) of the two available salt models (Section 3.2). 
The squared ratio of misfit over uncertainty is summed to obtain an overall model performance 
indicator: 
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The lower the total performance indicator value, the better the average fit to the benchmark data. 

 

 

Figure 6-6 Tuning results of compaction parameters and autonomous subsidence, 
plotted against the model quality indicator value. Each black dot represents 
a model run. Red lines indicate the extent of the tuning ranges, the value 
resulting in the lowest total model quality indicator value is shown in 
orange. 

 

Plots of each parameter against the performance indicator of the resulting subsidence model 
shows convergence toward a minimum value (Figure 6-6). This convergence is most pronounced 
for the more sensitive parameters (Section 6.1.2), which is to be expected. 

The resulting parameters from the lowest performance indicator are compared to the lab 
experiments of the Harlingen Chalk data. The elastic compressibility, defined by the Bulk modulus, 
of the final model fits the Harlingen experimental data, although it is on the low side (high Bulk 
modulus means low compressibility) as can be seen in Figure 6-7. The optimum yield stress fits 
nicely to the lab results, being almost equal to the average (default) value. The resulting model has 
a high plastic compressibility (Lambda) which is higher than all Harlingen lab data, but fits the 
water saturated chalk results from the Joint Chalk Research (JCR) database (open symbols in 
Figure 6-7, Hickman, 2004 [10]). The final model has a Poisson’s ratio of 0.21, which is typical 
value for chalk (NGI, 2011b [21]). 
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Figure 6-7  Compressibility parameters vs. porosity of the final fit (orange) on top of 
experimental data: data from Harlingen Chalk (blue symbols) and JCR 
database (from Hickman, 2004 [10]). 

 

6.3.2 SUBSIDENCE MODELLING RESULTS 

The modelling results show that a good average fit to the measured subsidence data for the 
production period 1988-2008 can be obtained using the history matched pressure model. The 
average ratio misfit/uncertainty is less than one, which means that the average subsidence rate is 
captured well in the model. Besides matching the subsidence rates the objective of the model is to 
explain observed total subsidence since the onset of production. This could be expressed through 
the chi-square goodness of fit test which is defined as: 
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The summations are for ‘m’ number of subsidence measurements at each benchmark location and 
for ‘n’ number benchmark locations. The evaluation is done on subsidence since the initiation (t0) 
of the individual benchmark point which is different at each location. Also the number (m) of 
measurements differs for individual locations. The reduced chi-square value of the model (chi-
square divided by the number of degrees of freedom) is 0.7 meaning that the average misfit is 
smaller than the uncertainty on the measurements. 

Despite the good average model performance, problems remain at some benchmark locations 
where the misfit between modelled and measured subsidence is large (shown in Appendix 7). 

The largest misfits are found near the centre of the subsidence bowl, around well HRL-07. 
Subsidence measurements at the benchmark location closest to that (‘0003004’) started in 1997 
and Figure 16-1 shows that modelled subsidence falls behind ~5.5 cm by 2008 (Appendix Section 
16.1). This location and the two nearby locations to the south have been subject of several 
previous assessments and have at various times been in- or excluded of the database. In the last 
critical review, with the help of satellite data, they have been classified as reliable measurements 
(Muntendam-Bos et al., 2009 [15]). 

It was decided by the TCM that the match of the subsidence model around the deepest point of the 
bowl is critical to the overall performance of the model. Subsequent sensitivity analysis highlighted 
the subsidence model’s sensitivity to changes in the dynamic pressure development. The 
mismatch in the centre could be substantially reduced in a scenario with an adjusted offtake rate at 
the HRL-07 well (Section 5.5.4.1) resulting in added pressure depletion around this area. Figure 
6-8 shows the result of this adjusted offtake scenario on the subsidence model: at the majority of 
intervals with a large misfit modelled subsidence exceeds measured data. However, at benchmark 
locations on the southern flank, especially those nearest to the deepest point, the adjusted 
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dynamic pressure model results in a good fit of cumulative subsidence at the time of shut-in 
(2008).  

 

 

 

Figure 6-8  a) difference between modelled and measured subsidence in 2008 indicating 
if the model exceeds measured subsidence (blue), falls behind (orange), size 
is proportional to the amount; b) modelled versus measured subsidence at 
selected benchmark locations since the start of measuring. 
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The HRL-07 adjusted offtake model results in an improved match of the well pressures in HRL-07 
(Section 5.5.4.1) and a better fit of the subsidence model in 2008 to the measured subsidence 
near the deepest point of the bowl (Figure 6-8). The figures below show resulting subsidence 
maps for gas induced (Figure 6-9) and total subsidence (Figure 6-10) at field shut-in (July 2008), 
indicating a maximum of 23 cm gas induced subsidence and a maximum total subsidence 
(including salt induced and autonomous subsidence) of 30 cm. The locations of this deepest point 
differs slightly due to the interaction of the individual subsidence bowls. 

Based on an analysis of benchmark levelling data alone, Houtenbos [11] reported a maximum total 
subsidence above the Harlingen Chalk field of 26 cm in 2009. Combining benchmark and satellite 
data led Muntendam-Bos et al. [15] to report a maximum of at least 26.5 cm above the field in 
2009. Even though the maximum total subsidence of 30 cm presented here is more than what has 
been reported in these previous studies, this model is in general agreement with these studies in 
terms of shape and position of the subsidence bowl. 

 

 

Figure 6-9  Modelled gas induced subsidence between September 1988 and July 2008 in 
cm. Field outline in blue, well names and symbols for deviated wells are 
shown at the base of the well trajectory. 
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Figure 6-10  Modelled total subsidence (including salt induced and autonomous) 
between September 1988 and July 2008 in cm. Field outline in blue, well 
names and symbols for deviated wells are shown at the base of the well 
trajectory. 

 

6.3.3 MODELLING UNCERTAINTIES 

The modelled subsidence presented in Figure 6-9 is based on a series of modelling steps, all of 
which carry uncertainties. Uncertainties are related to measured data, interpretations and to 
modelling assumptions and simplifications. All modelling steps, however, carry an inherent 
dependency, ultimately leading to a model which satisfies well pressure measurements (Chapter 
5.5) and observed subsidence at the benchmark locations above the reservoir (this chapter). To 
illustrate the effect some of the modelling steps have on the final result an alternative scenario was 
considered starting with a different porosity distribution. A distribution was selected with relatively 
high porosities in the east near the city of Franeker, it was therefore called the ’Franeker area 
sensitivity’ case, see Section 5.5.6 for details. The porosity and associated history matched 
pressures were used to obtain a set of compaction parameters, the same way as described in 
Section 6.3.1. Note that this is not a complete uncertainty analysis but is intended to give an 
illustration of the uncertainties that can be expected. A full uncertainty analysis would include all 
modelling steps (static, dynamic and subsidence) and has not been part of this study. Such an 
analysis would give insight into the associated uncertainties but would not affect the modelled 
subsidence for the production period, which is calibrated to the measured data.  
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Figure 6-11  Modelled gas induced subsidence between September 1988 and July 2008 
using the Franeker area sensitivity case in cm (2 cm contour interval). 

 

The compaction parameters resulting from the Franeker area sensitivity case are different from the 
ones for the reference case but differences are small, typically less than 5 %. The resulting maps 
for gas induced and total subsidence at the time of shut-in (2008, Figure 6-11) are very 
comparable to the map derived from the reference case (Figure 6-9), although the Franeker area 
sensitivity case produces a slightly deeper and steeper gas induced subsidence bowl. Contrary to 
expectation, this case produces less subsidence in the eastern part near the city of Franeker, 
although the porosities are higher. This can possibly be explained by less pressure depletion in 
this area (Section 5.5.6). The maximum difference between the subsidence models based on two 
porosity distributions is ~3.5 cm. 

 

6.4 SUBSIDENCE POST PRODUCTION:  2008-2013 

After shut-in of the field in July 2008 the pressure development in the field changed substantially 
(Section 5.5.2.3). While in some parts of the field pressure continued to decline, build-up occurred 
in other areas, especially near the wells (Figure 6-12). As described in Section 6.1, volumetric 
strain will be modelled using rock compressibility parameters in case of pressure depletion, but 
creep will be modelled for cells that experience pressure build-up. The creep model adds 
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volumetric strain based on the late strain rate from the late depletion phase. After shut-in, the 
central area of the Harlingen Chalk field is dominated by pressure build-up (Figure 6-12) therefore 
post production subsidence in this region is modelled following creep induced compaction.  

 

 

Figure 6-12  Modelled pressure development (bar) in the Harlingen Chalk field between 
July 2008 (shut-in) and January 2014. Also shown is the surface location of 
some of the wells. 

 

Continued subsidence has been observed above the central area of the Harlingen gas field by the 
GPS stations at the HRL-04 and HRL-07 well sites (Figure 6-2). Subsidence continues but rates 
decline as can be inferred from the shape of the curves.  

At both GPS locations the modelled subsidence (2008-2013) is substantially less than the 
subsidence observed (Appendix 7, Section 16.2). The shape of the subsidence curves, however, 
compares well with the average shape of the GPS subsidence curves, showing declining 
subsidence rates over time. This suggests there is probably no fundamental error in the model, but 
that the rate of subsidence at the onset of creep in 2008 may be underestimated by the current 
model.  

The two GPS locations are above a part of the reservoir experiencing post 2008 pressure build-up 
(Figure 6-12) and hence compaction for this period is modelled using creep. As described in 
Section 6.1.2 and Appendix 2, compaction due to creep is modelled using the compaction rate 
inherited from the preceding depletion period. Once this rate is set at the onset of a creep phase 
the compaction curve is defined for the remainder of that period and therefore getting a correct 
initial compaction rate is essential to a good fit of the subsidence model during a period of creep. 
The results shown in Figure 16-2 (Appendix 7) demonstrate that this inherited compaction rate is 
not adequate and higher initial compaction rates are needed to make the creep model correctly 
match the data. 

One reason that could explain part of this mismatch is that the model evaluates the reservoir 
pressures between periods of approximately one year, the dates of which are chosen to match the 
dates of the benchmark subsidence surveys (see Section 3.1). Short term fluctuations in reservoir 
pressure will not be accounted for in the model, but could have an impact on compaction rates in 
the field. Thus the compaction rate shortly before shut-in, which is a critical parameter to the 
estimation of creep induced compaction, may not be captured well. In an attempt to mitigate the 
mismatch, the compaction rate at the onset of creep was doubled resulting in an acceptable match 
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of the modelled subsidence to the observed subsidence at the GPS stations (Figure 6-13). The 
doubling of the compaction rate at the initiation of creep modelling is a pragmatic solution to the 
observed discrepancies but at the same time serves as an illustration of the uncertainties related 
to this part of the model. Modelling uncertainties are discussed in Chapter 7. 

 

 

Figure 6-13  Subsidence post 2008 as measured at two GPS station above the Harlingen 
gas field (red) and as modelled at two nearby benchmark locations (green), 
with double initial compaction rates when going from depletion to creep 
based compaction modelling. 

 

Figure 6-14 shows the result of the subsidence model in 2013, when the last subsidence 
measurement is available: at benchmark locations on the eastern and southern flank, especially 
those nearest to the deepest point, the model results in a good fit of cumulative subsidence at the 
time of the last measurement (2013). The contours in this figure show the gas induced subsidence 
bowl. 
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Figure 6-14  Difference between modelled and measured subsidence for the latest 
levelling survey in 2013 indicating if the model exceeds measured 
subsidence (blue), falls behind (orange), size is proportional to the amount. 
Red (green) outline means the misfit is larger (smaller) than the uncertainty 
on the measurement. Contour lines in the background are for the gas-
induced subsidence bowl in 2014 in cm (Figure 6-15a). 

 

The subsidence model shows that currently the gas induced subsidence amounts to a maximum of 
~28 cm and this point is located above the reservoir section of well HRL-07 (Figure 6-15a). This 
demonstrates that, even after shutting the field in, subsidence has continued and added another 5 
cm to the maximum subsidence at the time of shut-in. Also shown in this figure is a modelled gas 
induced subsidence bowl (Figure 6-15b) for a scenario where production would have continued at 
late production rates before shut-in (see Section 5.5.5.2 for details). According to the model this 
would have resulted in 3–4 cm more gas induced subsidence by 2014 compared to the situation 
as of 2014. 
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Figure 6-15  Modelled gas induced subsidence in cm between 1988 and 2014 for a NFA 
(a) and a continued production (b) case in cm (2 cm contour interval). 
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7 SUBSIDENCE FORECAST 

The subsidence model, as described in Chapter 6, has been used to generate subsidence 
forecasts. 

Whilst the subsidence model has been calibrated to match observed subsidence during the gas 
production period up to 2008 and the subsequent post production period, the model contains a 
simplified description of the physics of the subsidence process, (e.g. assumptions about the 
behaviour of the overburden and underburden, use of the analytical formulation of Geertsma-van 
Opstal model, approximation when representing time dependent compaction (Section 6.1.2)) and 
these limitations should be expressed in terms of forecasting uncertainties. Furthermore 
uncertainties in the values of reservoir and model parameters (e.g. porosity distribution, initial 
compaction rate for the creep model) should also lead to uncertainties in the subsidence forecasts. 

As the current subsidence model approach is not well suited to generate forecast uncertainty 
bands an alternative forecasting method has been developed whereby observed subsidence post 
production has been fitted with an appropriate analytical function (decline curve type approach) to 
generate forecasts and estimate uncertainties. 

The subsidence forecast assumes that the field is will remain shut-in, which is referred to as NFA 
(No Further Activity) case. Furthermore it is assumed that salt induced subsidence has ceased. 

 

7.1 FORECAST PERIOD 

In this study a mid-term subsidence forecast until 2030 was performed. This time frame is based 
on the fact that the fitting procedure, applied in the alternative approach, is valid for forecasting 
subsidence for a time period of about 15 years.  

Furthermore a long-term forecast up to 2050 was generated to estimate when the subsidence rate 
becomes smaller than the autonomous subsidence, i.e. 0.09 cm/yr. 

 

7.2 MODEL BASED FORECAST 

The subsidence model described in Chapter 6 can be used to forecast the results of continued 
subsidence in the area above and near the Harlingen gas field. Figure 7-1 shows the gas induced 
subsidence since the onset of production (1988) for the years 2030 and 2050. The forecast 
assumes that the field will remain shut-in (NFA case, also see Section 5.5.5.1) and is based on 
doubling compaction rates for grid cells going into creep based compaction (as described in 
Section 6.4). What can be observed is that the shape of the subsidence bowl remains largely the 
same throughout the period 2008-2050 and that the position of the deepest point does not change 
notably. In the east an additional 2 cm of gas induced subsidence can be expected around the 
HRL-05 well between 2014 (Figure 6-15) and 2050, but the largest amount of additional 
subsidence can be observed in the central area: forecasting from 2014 a maximum additional 
subsidence of 5 and 7 cm can be expected in 2030 and 2050, respectively. 
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Figure 7-1  Modelled gas induced subsidence in cm between 1988 and 2030 (a) and 
2050 (b) based on a NFA case (2 cm contour interval). 

 

7.3 FITTING PROCEDURE BASED FORECAST 

To combine the lessons on the subsidence mechanism, captured in the subsidence model, with 
the locally observed subsidence in the period 2008–2013, an alternative approach was 
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implemented to generate additional estimates of the subsidence over a short/mid-term time period 
and to create high- and low-case scenarios that take into account the measurement errors of the 
benchmark data. Such an approach consists essentially of a fitting exercise performed on the 
subsidence values measured in the post production period at the benchmark locations. The idea 
behind this approach is to assume a subsidence decline curve with a mathematical structure 
compatible with the physics underlying the creep/compaction behaviour and to use the measured 
data to calibrate the decline curve via a least-squares method. As a result, time-dependent decline 
curves were determined for all the benchmark locations. From a probabilistic point of view, the 
main limitations of such an approach are the statistical representativeness of the data (i.e. the 
temporal coverage of the measurements) and the degrees of freedom of the system (i.e. the 
number of experimental data used for the fit). The reliability of the fitting procedure is therefore 
expected to increase as soon as new measured data will become available. 

 

7.3.1 FIT FORECAST 

A simplified subsidence decline curve, compatible with the creep/compaction behaviour assumed 
in the forward model of Chapter 6, was used to fit the measured data while describing the time-
dependent decline behaviour of the subsidence. Details of the fitting procedure used are given in 
Appendix 8, where it is fully reported how a physically-based/time-dependent decline curve was 
developed by implementing a non-linear regression. The latter allowed to forecast the future 
subsidence through the evaluation of the subsidence values measured (post shut-in) between 
2008 and 2013 at the different benchmark locations of the field. 

For the fit forecast, it was decided to create mid-term subsidence predictions until 2030 (as stated 
in Section 5.5.5), assuming neither further activity nor gas production from the field will take place. 
An example of the results obtained is given in Figure 7-2, which depicts, according to the 
definitions reported in Appendix 8: 

• The measured subsidence values ( measy ), with the related error bars ( measσ2 ) 

• The forecasted subsidence values ( lsy ) obtained by fitting the measured data, with the 

associated high- and low-case scenarios ( MAXlsy  and minlsy ). 

A full overview of the forecasts obtained by applying the fitting procedure is given in the histograms 
of Figure 7-3, where the additional subsidence that occurred after the field shut-in is shown. In 
particular, the values of the subsidence predicted for the year 2030 are reported along with the 
associated high- and low-case scenarios. Subsidence forecasts are reported for all benchmark 
locations (indicated in the second column of the table in Appendix 1 and ordered according to the 
distance from the deepest point (as shown in Figure 17-4) of the modelled gas induced subsidence 
bowl in 2008) where consistent measurements made it possible to reach convergent fit solutions. 
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Figure 7-2 Additional (since 2008) measured subsidence values (black dots with related 
error bars) and subsidence forecasts. Forecasted subsidence in black, high- 
and low-case scenarios in blue and red, respectively. Asterisks indicate 
values until the subsidence rate becomes smaller than autonomous 
subsidence (0.09 cm/yr). Measured data refer to the benchmark location 
0003004 (i.e. the one closest to the deepest point of the 2008 gas induced 
modelled subsidence bowl, as defined in Figure 17-4). 

 

 

Figure 7-3 Forecasted additional subsidence (since 2008) per benchmark location in 
2030. Subsidence values are reported (in black) with the related high- and 
low-case scenarios (in red and blue, respectively). 

 

The forecasts of subsidence at each benchmark location since field shut-in (2008) based on the 
fitting procedure have been used to obtain gas induced subsidence maps for 2030. Figure 7-6 
shows the total subsidence maps for the low, mid and high case by 2030. The maps have been 
generated using a convergent interpolation algorithm to grid up the forecasted subsidence at the 
benchmark locations (2008 – 2030) and adding to that the gas induced subsidence map for the 
period 1988 - 2008 (Figure 6-9). To be able to look at the effect of gas only, the fitting results have 
been corrected for autonomous subsidence using an average autonomous subsidence rate of 0.09 
cm/yr. Note that the maps in Figure 7-6 to Figure 7-6 are only based on actual fit forecasts at the 
benchmark locations, indicated by the black symbols. In between these locations the forecast 
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value is determined by interpolation for the 2008 – 2030 subsidence forecast, and is therefore 
dependent on the algorithm of choice.  

 

 

Figure 7-4 Modelled plus forecasted gas induced subsidence in cm between 1988 and 
2030 based on the fitting procedure for a low case fit. Black symbols 
indicate benchmark locations where the fit forecasts are available. 
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Figure 7-5 Modelled plus forecasted gas induced subsidence in cm between 1988 and 
2030 based on the fitting procedure for a mid case fit. Black symbols 
indicate benchmark locations where the fit forecasts are available. 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Modelled plus forecasted gas induced subsidence in cm between 1988 and 
2030 based on the fitting procedure for a high case fit. Black symbols 
indicate benchmark locations where the fit forecasts are available. 
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7.4 SUBSIDENCE FORECAST UNCERTAINTIES 

The subsidence model (presented in Chapter 6) and the fitting procedure (summarized in this 
chapter and explained in more detail in Appendix 8) are two alternative approaches to perform 
forecasting and their differences can be used as an illustration of the modelling uncertainties 
related to the subsidence predictions computed for 2030 (and reported in the map of Figure 7-1, 
subset a). Furthermore, the difference between the high and low case scenarios of the fit gives an 
indication of the measurement uncertainties that should also be taken in account when predicting 
the subsidence. 

The main outputs of the two forecasting approaches are summarized in Figure 7-7 where, for four 
representative benchmark locations, are shown: 

• The measured subsidence values with error bars indicating the related 2 standard 
deviations (Section 3.1). 

• The subsidence values coming for the subsidence model chosen for forecasting the post 
production period (Section 7.2). 

• The forecasted subsidence values ( fity ) obtained by fitting the measured data, with the 

associated high- and low-case scenarios ( highfity _  and lowfity _ ). 

The fitted values ( fity )reported here differ from the ones of Section 7.3.1 for the fact that the 
average contribution of 0.09 cm/yr related to the autonomous subsidence (Section 3.3) has been 

added to the lsy  values to make them consistent with the model outputs. 

It can be seen from the Figure 7-7 that in some locations the subsidence model forecasts more 
subsidence than the fitted curve (e.g. at benchmark locations labelled ‘005G0179’ and 
‘000A2754’), sometimes less (‘005G0110’) and sometimes both predictions are nearly overlapping 
(‘0003004’). 

In order to take account of this spread in the forecasts, the ultimate uncertainty on the subsidence 
forecast was obtained by combining the standard deviation related to the difference between the 
two forecasting approaches (i.e. the model and the fit) and the standard deviation related to the 
difference between the fit based high-case and low-case scenarios. This resulted in a standard 
deviation (σ) that statistically propagates the model, the measures and the fit uncertainties. For 
each analyzed benchmark location, a model prediction within two times the value of such a 
standard deviation (2σ) was considered acceptable. 

The procedure described above results in different uncertainty ranges at the benchmark locations. 
For example, as illustrated in Figure 7-8, at benchmark ‘0003004’ the difference between the fit 
and the model outputs is relatively small, therefore the total forecast uncertainty is dominated by 
the difference between the fit based high- and low-case scenarios. This implies that, for this 
location, the measurement uncertainties resulted to be the main contribution to the 2σ estimate. 
On the other hand, at the ‘000A2754’ station, the fit and the model outputs diverge substantially 
and therefore the ultimate forecast uncertainty is mainly controlled by this divergence. 

A full overview of all the uncertainties estimated is given in the histogram of Figure 7-9, where the 
2σ values are reported for all the analyzed benchmark stations (here ordered, as indicated in the 
second column of the tables in Appendix 1, according to the distance from the deepest point of the 
gas induced subsidence bowl modelled in 2008, which is shown in Figure 17-4). 
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Figure 7-7 Additional (since 2008) forecasted subsidence at selected benchmark 
locations according to the model and the fitting procedure. Subsidence 
shown is in cm since the time of shut-in (2008). Colours are for subsidence 
model (cyan), fit (black), fit-high case (blue) and fit low case (red). 
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Figure 7-8  Additional (since 2008) forecasted subsidence according to the model 

(cyan) and fitting procedure (black) with uncertainties (2σσσσ error bars). 
Subsidence shown is in cm since the time of shut-in (2008). Error bars are 
displayed centred around the subsidence values obtained by averaging the 
outputs from the model and the fitting procedure. 
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Figure 7-9  Uncertainty on the additional (since 2008) forecasted subsidence at 2030 for 
the different benchmark locations. Locations are sorted according to 
increasing distance from the deepest point of the modelled gas induced 
subsidence bowl in 2008. 

 

As can be seen from the uncertainties reported in Figure 7-9, 2σ values range from less than 1.5 
cm up to 5.0 cm, showing a quite uniform distribution with an average value of about 2.5 cm. 

The 2σ uncertainties distribution across the field is shown in the map of Figure 7-10. It can be 
observed that almost all uncertainties surrounding the deepest point of the 2008 modelled gas 
induced subsidence bowl show values of less than 3 cm. A 2σ of about ± 3 cm can therefore be 
considered a reasonable uncertainty value when considering the maximum additional subsidence 
value obtained via the model forecast for 2030. 
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Figure 7-10 Uncertainty on the additional (since 2008) forecasted subsidence at 2030. 
Uncertainty values for the benchmark locations greater and lower than 3 cm 
are indicated in red and purple, respectively. The deepest point of the 
modelled subsidence bowl in 2008 is also shown. 

 

Key outputs for significant locations are reported in Table 7-1, where the 2030 model and fit 
outputs are shown along with the 2σ uncertainties. 
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Table 7-1 Uncertainties associated to the 2030 forecast of the additional subsidence 
that occurred since 2008. Subsidence values, from the model of Section 7.2, 
are indicated in the first column while in the second column the values 
obtained via the fitting procedure are shown. 

 

 

Based on the mean 2σ uncertainty characterizing the 2030 forecast of the additional subsidence 
occurring after the field shut-in (2008) for the entire field area, a similar exercise was performed to 
obtain an estimate of the uncertainty characterizing the forecast of total subsidence since the start 
of production in 1988. In order to achieve that, the above uncertainties (Figure 7-9) were combined 
with the ones characterizing the 2008 subsidence values. The 2008 uncertainties were, coherently 
with what was performed for the additional subsidence, obtained by combining the standard 
deviation related to the difference between the model and the measurements at that time and the 
measurement standard deviations (Appendix 8). 

Results for significant locations are shown in Table 7-2.  
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Table 7-2 Uncertainties associated to the 2030 forecast of the total subsidence that 
occurred since 1988. Subsidence values, from the model, are indicated in 
the first column while in the second are shown the values obtained via the 
fitting procedure. 

 

 
The same procedures were applied to the 2050 forecast in order to evaluate when the 
autonomous subsidence rate will be achieved. By 2050 the subsidence rate has dropped to or 
below autonomous subsidence rate of 0.09 cm/year for most of the benchmark locations. 
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8 SUMMARY AND M AIN CONCLUSIONS 

1) The measured subsidence above the Harlingen Chalk gas field is a combination of 
subsidence due to gas extraction from the Harlingen Chalk gas field, subsidence due to 
salt mining by Frisia in the Barradeel area to the north-west of the gas field and 
autonomous subsidence. Focus of the current work was to understand and model gas 
production induced subsidence.  

2) The transition from chalk elastic to plastic behaviour via pore collapse, which was not 
anticipated in pre-2008 forecasts, is the most important cause of the higher than expected 
and sudden increase in compaction and surface subsidence.* 

3) Extensive laboratory testing and measurements carried out by NGI on Harlingen Chalk 
samples, combined with literature data on similar rock types, have provided better 
understanding of the physical mechanism controlling the compaction behaviour of the 
reservoir rocks. They have led to identification of reasonable ranges for Harlingen Chalk 
rock mechanical properties, and have resulted in a model for compaction calculation as a 
function of reservoir porosity and pressure development. 

4) Subsidence modelling in the area above the Harlingen Chalk gas field for the production 
period 1988-2008 shows a reasonable fit with benchmark-measured subsidence in the 
area. On average the sum of gas induced, salt-mining induced and autonomous 
subsidence falls within the uncertainty band (2 sigma) of the benchmark measurements.  

5) A critical indicator for the performance of the entire model is the match of the subsidence 
model around the deepest point of the bowl at the time of field shut-in. The deepest point 
of the bowl is located near the reservoir section of well HRL-07. A good match of the 
subsidence in the deepest part of the bowl was achieved after including a modification to 
the originally reported gas offtake in well HRL-07 based on Vermilion’s recommendation 
after a thorough data investigation.  

6) Based on the subsidence model, gas induced subsidence contributed a maximum of 23 
cm to the total depth of the subsidence bowl at the time of shut-in in 2008 and the total 
maximum subsidence, including salt induced and autonomous subsidence, amounted to 
30 cm. 

7) A comparison of this study’s results to the analysis of benchmark levelling data performed 
by Houtenbos in 2010 [11] and subsidence maps prepared by Muntendam-Bos et al. in 
2009 [15] based on a combination of interpolated benchmark and satellite measurement 
data shows consistency of the resulting subsidence maps in terms the shape and position 
of the bowl. According to Houtenbos [11] the total maximum subsidence was 26 cm over 
the deepest point of the Harlingen subsidence bowl in 2009, and at least 26.5 cm in 2008 
according to Muntendam-Bos et al. [15]. 

8) Post shut-in, time dependent creep is dominating the compaction of the chalk reservoir, 
leading to continued surface subsidence.** 

9) The additional gas induced subsidence modelled for the period between field shut-in and 
2014 amounts to a maximum of 5 cm. Therefore, by 2014 the modelled gas induced 
subsidence amounted to a maximum gas induced subsidence of 28 cm. 

10) If the field would not have been shut-in and gas production would have continued at late 
average gas production rates this would have resulted in a maximum gas induced 
subsidence of ~32 cm by 2014. This is approximately 4 cm more subsidence in the 
deepest point compared to the situation as of 2014. 

11) Forecast models to predict future subsidence show that, if there would be no further 
production from the Harlingen Chalk gas field, a maximum additional (post-2008) total 
subsidence of 12 cm ± 3 cm is expected in the year 2030. The maximum total subsidence 
includes the salt contribution and autonomous subsidence. 

12) By 2030 the maximum total subsidence (gas and salt production induced subsidence + 
autonomous subsidence) since the start of the production in 1988 amounts to ~42 cm ± 3 
cm in the location of the deepest point of the subsidence bowl. In some areas of the field 
the uncertainty is higher, up to ± 6 cm. 

13) After 2030, the gas production induced subsidence is expected to continue with a rate 
higher than the autonomous subsidence rate. By 2050 the autonomous subsidence rate is 
expected to become the dominant effect in most areas of the field. 
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* A sudden significant increase in rock compressibility after a given amount of pressure depletion 

** Continued compaction at constant stress 
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10 APPENDIX 1 

10.1 BECNHMARK LOCATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS 

The following tables in this chapter show the 340 available benchmarks: 

• Serial number 
• Benchmark number 
• Fitted benchmark location (see Chapter 7) 
• X-location 
• Y-location 
• Benchmark measurements for the time period 1988 to 2013 
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1988 1992 1997 2000 2003 2003 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 0000001 160514 580010 0.8138 0.6804 0.5836 0.5210 0.5110 0.5136 0.5117 0.5053 0.5071 0.5049 0.5080
2 0000002 160542 579965 0.9516 0.8201 0.7212 0.6575 0.6468 0.6480 0.6460 0.6395 0.6409 0.6387 0.6410
3 0000006 161550 580114 0.8404 0.7311
4 0000007 161800 580300 0.5341 0.4455 0.3695
5 0000008 162196.77 580386.03 1.1873 1.1292 1.0770 1.0066 0.9884 0.9818 0.9689 0.9591 0.9586 0.9539 0.9546
6 0000009 162266.01 580914.76 0.9390 0.8996 0.8605 0.7906 0.7684 0.7599 0.7463 0.7346 0.7334 0.7295 0.7305
7 0000010 158500.42 580307.53 1.0507 1.0334 1.0103 1.0023 0.9931 0.9960 0.9949 0.9899 0.9909 0.9886 0.9928
8 0000011 158810.43 580870.53 1.3982 1.3737 1.3452 1.3313 1.3210 1.3231 1.3210 1.3154 1.3158 1.3147 1.3173
9 0000012 159313.91 581609.55 1.4216 1.3993 1.3737 1.3596 1.3509 1.3541 1.3508 1.3464 1.3470 1.3457 1.3479

10 0000013 160060.99 582142.24 1.3388 1.3199 1.2956 1.2810 1.2747 1.2767 1.2729 1.2694 1.2699 1.2683 1.2705
11 0000014 158861.88 580019.57 2.2071 2.1725 2.1405 2.1175 2.1077 2.1101 2.1072 2.1015 2.1022 2.0995 2.1018
12 0000015 159203.23 579347.3 2.0835 2.0402 2.0028 1.9768 1.9677 1.9700 1.9667 1.9623 1.9630 1.9609 1.9647
13 0000016 161006.23 581257.09 0.6527 0.5810 0.5168 0.4699 0.4574 0.4571 0.4510 0.4439 0.4432 0.4405 0.4438
14 0000017 160702.51 581826.16 1.3251 1.2511 1.2230 1.2135 1.2136 1.2086 1.2035 1.2043 1.2026 1.2040
15 0000018 161910 579340 -0.5785 -0.6603
16 0000019 160250 578730 1.0136 0.9556 0.9044
17 0000020 159582.18 577893.65 -0.9513 -0.9651 -0.9831 -0.9901 -0.9959 -0.9944 -0.9937 -0.9997 -0.9984 -1.0000 -0.9977
18 0000021 160107.22 578341.56 0.8381 0.8043 0.7689 0.7447 0.7379 0.7395 0.7380 0.7324 0.7323 0.7302 0.7314
19 0000022 159605.85 577485.99 0.1180 0.1099 0.0998 0.0962 0.0909 0.0921 0.0937 0.0884 0.0899 0.0882 0.0909
20 0000023 160113.36 578534.29 0.0845 0.0386 -0.0042 -0.0383 -0.0465 -0.0455 -0.0478 -0.0531 -0.0523 -0.0544 -0.0541
21 0000024 160366.39 579281.68 -0.5461 -0.6435 -0.7224 -0.7713 -0.7802 -0.7809 -0.7795 -0.7867 -0.7848 -0.7875 -0.7849
22 0000027 161193.65 580181.16 0.4623 0.3386 0.2419 0.1740 0.1629 0.1615 0.1577 0.1510 0.1527 0.1495 0.1515
23 0000028 160961.45 580024.87 0.6290 0.4982 0.3966 0.3329 0.3237 0.3224 0.3188 0.3141 0.3159 0.3134 0.3158
24 0000029 158160.04 579092.2 0.8350 0.8257 0.8115 0.8048 0.7982 0.8007 0.7988 0.7951 0.7956 0.7938 0.7981
25 0000030 158612.14 579819.98 1.4688 1.4442 1.4224 1.4079 1.3978 1.4007 1.3981 1.3940 1.3945 1.3921 1.3961
26 0000032 160661.71 582822.34 -0.0271 -0.0344 -0.0488 -0.0521 -0.0588 -0.0556 -0.0596 -0.0619 -0.0613 -0.0633 -0.0608
27 0000033 160400.08 579735.41 -0.3957 -0.5156 -0.6097 -0.6653 -0.6746 -0.6748 -0.6749 -0.6805 -0.6789 -0.6811 -0.6778
28 0000034 160770 579950 -0.2648 -0.3958 -0.4978
29 0000035 160334.66 579476.22 -0.2080 -0.3150 -0.4007 -0.4527 -0.4620 -0.4619 -0.4617 -0.4684 -0.4666 -0.4691 -0.4665
30 0000036 160516.92 580297.93 0.2161 0.0898 -0.0060 -0.0658 -0.0765 -0.0731 -0.0753 -0.0814 -0.0805 -0.0823 -0.0792
31 0000039 160540 579880 1.2464 1.1147 1.0144 0.9503 0.9403 0.9410 0.9390
32 0000040 158264.89 576408.17 0.7789 0.7765 0.7816 0.7760 0.7768 0.7752 0.7749 0.7760 0.7755 0.7773
33 0000041 157771.31 576407.31 0.8633 0.8610 0.8647 0.8608 0.8619 0.8641 0.8594 0.8623 0.8614 0.8633
34 0000042 161434.38 583687.12 1.4386 1.4306 1.4311 1.4244 1.4256 1.4231 1.4208 1.4200 1.4190 1.4214
35 0000043 161170 583350 1.6113 1.5986 1.5999
36 0000045 157682.14 578237.03 5.6120 5.6042 5.5888 5.5881 5.5884 5.5810 5.5790 5.5814 5.5778 5.5802
37 0000046 157517.26 577812.18 6.1460 6.1440 6.1392 6.1383 6.1428 6.1368 6.1350 6.1396 6.1369 6.1402
38 0000047 157157.46 577450.13 2.9451 2.9427 2.9408 2.9370 2.9416 2.9360 2.9337 2.9378 2.9352 2.9366
39 0000048 157210 577284 4.1646 4.1632 4.1623 4.1594 4.1623 4.1584
40 0000049 164160 582270 -0.7551 -0.7577 -0.7641 -0.7774 -0.7907
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41 0000050 164198.78 581303.32 0.7703 0.7669 0.7475 0.7292 0.7226 0.7099 0.6969 0.6929 0.6869 0.6855
42 0000051 163835.2 581110.85 -0.7147 -0.7197 -0.7547 -0.7762 -0.7834 -0.7983 -0.8114 -0.8150 -0.8182 -0.8180
43 0000052 163458.63 580499.93 0.9979 0.9852 0.9431 0.9199 0.9121 0.8977 0.8858 0.8838 0.8794 0.8804
44 0000053 163261.14 581315.34 -0.0821 -0.0948 -0.1522 -0.1799 -0.1899 -0.2079 -0.2217 -0.2243 -0.2280 -0.2288
45 0000054 163044.52 582096.23 0.7727 0.7479 0.7144 0.6938 0.6889 0.6764 0.6656
46 0000055 162747.25 582691.15 -0.5591 -0.5668 -0.5819 -0.5943 -0.5982 -0.6041 -0.6112 -0.6125 -0.6157 -0.6143
47 0000056 160787.47 581624.82 1.1602 1.1138 1.0818 1.0712 1.0718 1.0677 1.0611 1.0611 1.0590 1.0619
48 0000058 158540 577080 0.5090 0.5051
49 0000059 157020 576730 1.7929 1.7917 1.7945
50 0000060 162310 583300 1.8077 1.8014
51 0000062 159446.35 579718.67 1.6003 1.5447 1.5098 1.5020 1.4988 1.4969 1.4964 1.4979 1.4956 1.5006
52 0000063 160588.68 579874 1.1760 1.0767 1.0155 1.0062 1.0071 1.0056 1.0008 1.0018 1.0003 1.0037
53 0000065 158406.19 576894.42 0.7709 0.7754 0.7698 0.7707 0.7692 0.7685 0.7704 0.7694 0.7710
54 0000066 164529.8 581341.99 0.6013 0.5887 0.5743 0.5667 0.5549 0.5413 0.5351 0.5268 0.5215
55 0000067 163771.71 581917.59 0.8774 0.8507 0.8328 0.8269 0.8133 0.8026 0.7993 0.7953 0.7951
56 0000068 163777.02 581935.22 0.6138 0.5848 0.5657 0.5613 0.5473 0.5366
57 0000069 161470 580065 0.8198 0.7545 0.7407 0.7391
58 0000070 162054.7 579394.04 -0.5166 -0.5776 -0.5945 -0.5989 -0.6062 -0.6193 -0.6225 -0.6282 -0.6285
59 0000071 162871.69 580714.84 0.6193 0.5510 0.5243 0.5134 0.4952 0.4826 0.4819 0.4776 0.4775
60 0000072 163332.81 581011.64 -0.0578 -0.1136 -0.1408 -0.1499 -0.1681 -0.1820 -0.1845 -0.1885 -0.1879
61 0000073 163092.05 581833.48 0.5760 0.5313 0.5079 0.5011 0.4833 0.4714 0.4692 0.4667 0.4677
62 0000074 163690.26 581595.99 -0.1593 -0.1958 -0.2176 -0.2256 -0.2408 -0.2535 -0.2571 -0.2601 -0.2602
63 0000075 161774.32 579349.12 -0.2647 -0.3265 -0.3403 -0.3431 -0.3491 -0.3601 -0.3619 -0.3672 -0.3664
64 0000076 166530 582419 -0.2160 -0.2124 -0.2277 -0.2754
65 0000077 165731.52 578534.45 0.4647 0.4617 0.4574 0.4575 0.4539 0.4504 0.4513 0.4470 0.4470
66 0000078 161867.77 579032.08 -0.5623 -0.5774 -0.5805 -0.5881 -0.6004 -0.6036 -0.6085 -0.6087
67 0000079 169780 583170 -0.0485 -0.0528 -0.0525
68 0000081 167870 582875 0.0250 0.0183 0.0076
69 0000082 167480 583398 -0.0096 -0.0175 -0.0280
70 0000084 169780 583210 -0.0005 -0.0045 -0.0033
71 0000086 160660 579990 -0.7205 -0.7314 -0.7338 -0.7368 -0.7441 -0.7434 -0.7467 -0.7457
72 0000101 166235 582193 0.2688 0.2528 0.2008
73 0000102 166412 582066 0.4069 0.3907 0.3390
74 0000103 166422 582041 0.3736 0.3564 0.3054
75 0000104 163246 581360 0.1120 0.1032 0.0851 0.0718 0.0694 0.0603 0.0611
76 0000105 163244 581370 0.1836 0.1740 0.1561 0.1425 0.1400 0.1368 0.1379
77 0000106 163242 581380 0.0021 -0.0071 -0.0245 -0.0378 -0.0401 -0.0433 -0.0422
78 0000107 157028.68 576736.05 1.6661 1.6667 1.6674 1.6649 1.6681 1.6660 1.6684
79 0003001 2 163225 578909 1.4684 1.4302 1.3868 1.3191 1.2923 1.2807 1.2603 1.2434 1.2355 1.2269 1.2231
80 0003003 33 162386 577465 1.0699 1.0458 1.0217 0.9854 0.9707 0.9637 0.9515 0.9401 0.9356 0.9281 0.9257
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81 0003004 1 162976 578457 0.6871 0.6389 0.5894 0.5133 0.4880 0.4761 0.4557 0.4407 0.4326 0.4247 0.4182
82 0003005 6 162817 578290 0.5418 0.4966 0.4481 0.3775 0.3530 0.3414 0.3226 0.3085 0.3006 0.2917 0.2862
83 0003006 10 162760 578020 0.3855 0.3460 0.3052 0.2431 0.2219 0.2094 0.1927 0.1797 0.1718 0.1630 0.1578

84 0003009 167950 576850 1.0384 1.0365 1.0378 1.0335
85 0003010 163175 575427 0.9387 0.9375 0.9343 0.9237 0.9239 0.9217 0.9170 0.9155 0.9172 0.9149 0.9120
86 0003011 165476 576120 1.6602 1.6600 1.6569 1.6472 1.6469 1.6449 1.6417
87 0003013 159990 574700 2.1446 2.1423
88 0003014 164149 578571 0.8818 0.8610 0.8328 0.7744
89 0003017 9 163370 579160 0.5171 0.4973 0.4826 0.4757 0.4676 0.4627
90 0003018 162750 578010 0.2533 0.2321 0.2213 0.2136 0.2046 0.1944
91 0003019 13 162690 577830 0.5342 0.5199 0.5063 0.4997 0.4913 0.4877

92 0003020 25 164020 578080 0.6929 0.6759 0.6623 0.6561 0.6473 0.6433

93 0003021 17 163987.64 578302.94 0.6447 0.6258 0.6126 0.6059 0.5971 0.5932

94 0003022 26 164130 578320 0.7718 0.7541 0.7403 0.7348 0.7261 0.7231

95 0003023 38 164980 578910 1.0186 1.0106 1.0044 1.0018 0.9970 0.9950

96 0003024 23 162120 578350 0.8343 0.8216 0.8086 0.8027 0.7952 0.7926
97 0003025 167867.9 576816.06 0.8823 0.8827 0.8789 0.8797 0.8795 0.8791
98 0003026 24 162123.16 578336.32 0.1986 0.1867 0.1731 0.1676 0.1602 0.1575
99 0003027 20 162146.65 578333.54 0.2485 0.2364 0.2219 0.2162 0.2080 0.2054

100 0003028 4 162873.45 578308.23 -0.1628 -0.1814 -0.1969 -0.2045 -0.2136 -0.2181
101 0003029 163333.59 578325.82 -0.6342 -0.6533 -0.6696 -0.6774 -0.7148 -0.7201

102 0003030 5 163349.5 578322.32 0.5141 0.4946 0.4787 0.4709 0.4618 0.4564

103 0003031 11 163738.98 578355.51 -0.2948 -0.3135 -0.3283 -0.3354 -0.3444 -0.3495
104 0003032 19 164021.12 578252.43 -0.0943 -0.1125 -0.1266 -0.1325 -0.1415 -0.1450
105 0003033 22 164036.74 578254.82 0.0460 0.0227 0.0092 0.0031 -0.0058 -0.0097

106 0004011 161873.6 583912.35 9.4939 9.4839 9.4804 9.4716 9.4745 9.4640 9.4660 9.4671
107 0004012 161890.65 583890.67 1.3851 1.3765 1.3785 1.3741 1.3746 1.3731 1.3685 1.3699
108 0004013 161939.35 583836.21 1.3216 1.2855 1.2842 1.2768 1.2777 1.2742 1.2693 1.2726
109 0004021 159119.45 581459.32 9.5812 9.5517 9.5344 9.5256 9.5298 9.5212 9.5193 9.5199
110 0004022 159139.38 581449.32 1.2988 1.2719 1.2590 1.2502 1.2529 1.2511 1.2461 1.2463
111 0004023 159169.13 581418.74 0.0935 0.0641 0.0428 0.0344 0.0357 0.0309 0.0266 0.0285
112 0004031 158004.53 579298.36 9.6297 9.6115 9.6024 9.5976 9.5995 9.5929 9.5891 9.5930
113 0004032 158029.15 579286.87 1.2716 1.2568 1.2500 1.2469 1.2474 1.2443 1.2414 1.2429
114 0004033 158031.78 579189.31 0.0552 0.0420 0.0383 0.0321 0.0342 0.0311 0.0288 0.0295
115 0004041 163807 585272 9.1985 9.1915
116 0004042 163813 585246 1.2528 1.2498
117 0004043 163829 585206 0.2820 0.2782
118 010E0072 161710 573620 0.6964 0.6933 0.6799
119 010E0078 162700 574630 0.9008 0.8988 0.8914
120 010E0115 161490 574900 0.7201 0.7192 0.7076
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121 010E0132 161250 573680 1.0999 1.0992 1.0841
122 010E0173 160300 574380 0.5046 0.5004 0.4756
123 010E0183 160980 574180 0.6505 0.6480 0.6390
124 000A2748 159820 577420 0.2058 0.2074 0.2039 0.1965 0.1857 0.1876 0.1827 0.1764 0.1775 0.1796 0.1722 0.1749 0.1733 0.1762
125 000A2750 162134.9 578338.21 0.2183 0.2155 0.1812 0.1372 0.0907 0.0945 0.0401 0.0215 0.0147 0.0032 -0.0113 -0.0158 -0.0239 -0.0255
126 000A2752 36 162390 577240 -0.0382 -0.0410 -0.0599 -0.0799 -0.0988 -0.1268 -0.1406 -0.1459 -0.1557 -0.1665 -0.1695 -0.1758 -0.1777
127 000A2754 21 164031.89 578256.33 0.0282 0.0216 -0.0004 -0.0231 -0.0567 -0.1181 -0.1416 -0.1558 -0.1733 -0.1878 -0.1936 -0.2028 -0.2055

128 000A2756 165150 576640 -0.1237 -0.1261 -0.1414 -0.1445 -0.1513 -0.1671 -0.1703 -0.1740 -0.1788 -0.1835 -0.1838 -0.1906 -0.1899
129 000A2758 168340 577120 -0.3983 -0.4005 -0.4064 -0.4066 -0.4078 -0.4092 -0.4110 -0.4090 -0.4129 -0.4124 -0.4125 -0.4124
130 000A2760 169320 578650 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840 0.2840
131 000A2761 3 163340.18 578320.36 -0.3653 -0.3838 -0.4006 -0.4079 -0.4180 -0.4220

132 000A4020 156613.04 576552.19 6.9920 6.9920 6.9923 6.9866 6.9898 6.9881 6.9866 6.9868 6.9872 6.9884
133 005D0003 156837.89 576063.35 3.4054 3.4037 3.4041 3.4010 3.4015 3.3991 3.3979 3.4005 3.3988 3.4010
134 005D0004 157119.98 576281.4 1.7229 1.7208 1.7238 1.7212 1.7216 1.7223 1.7192 1.7215 1.7206 1.7226
135 005D0005 157186.54 576478.23 2.0142 2.0121 2.0145 2.0118 2.0134 2.0128 2.0103 2.0124 2.0112 2.0141
136 005D0007 157302.53 576983.16 2.1151 2.1127 2.1168 2.1129 2.1149 2.1140 2.1113 2.1140 2.1127 2.1158
137 005D0012 159006.84 577253.41 2.6677 2.6641 2.6606 2.6589 2.6538 2.6557 2.6526 2.6509 2.6537 2.6531 2.6543
138 005D0015 158756.53 578750.97 0.8797 0.8618 0.8438 0.8293 0.8218 0.8235 0.8203 0.8176 0.8169 0.8164 0.8193
139 005D0017 158794.91 579657.27 1.0988 1.0686 1.0433 1.0231 1.0157 1.0183 1.0150 1.0115 1.0126 1.0112 1.0131
140 005D0034 159309.04 579595.75 2.1257 2.0723 2.0230 1.9930 1.9839 1.9857 1.9825 1.9773 1.9778 1.9705 1.9765
141 005D0037 157116.93 576123.56 2.6978 2.6956 2.6997 2.6965 2.6976 2.6968 2.6945 2.6969 2.6955 2.6985
142 005D0038 157200 576560 2.3575 2.3545
143 005D0039 159550 579140 1.2802 1.2273 1.1787
144 005D0040 159818.12 578577.57 0.5180 0.4775 0.4384 0.4132 0.4027 0.4044 0.4013 0.3968 0.3970 0.3945 0.3948
145 005D0041 159560 577190 0.8937 0.8940
146 005D0052 159780 577360 1.6254 1.6252
147 005D0053 159612.38 580902.76 1.8260 1.7680 1.7168 1.6861 1.6765 1.6787 1.6751 1.6701 1.6704 1.6676 1.6716
148 005D0056 159061.68 580263.83 1.4728 1.4319 1.3926 1.3696 1.3602 1.3625 1.3611 1.3559 1.3574 1.3544 1.3582
149 005D0057 158017.96 579193.76 0.8397 0.8266 0.8225 0.8160 0.8181 0.8126 0.8142 0.8152 0.8137 0.8178
150 005D0059 159710.74 577441.39 1.8165 1.8082 1.7979 1.7949 1.7884 1.7905 1.7909 1.7860 1.7871 1.7860 1.7886
151 005D0064 159950 576630 0.5252 0.5229 0.5132 0.5075 0.5052 0.4970 0.4945 0.4950 0.4934 0.4891 0.4917 0.4902 0.4889
152 005D0066 157760.4 577159.98 2.2593 2.2563 2.2595 2.2548 2.2566 2.2547 2.2530 2.2548 2.2537 2.2571
153 005D0067 158484.5 577539.95 0.9837 0.9807 0.9751 0.9657 0.9609 0.9618 0.9583 0.9560 0.9568 0.9567 0.9584
154 005D0069 156720 576060 3.9708 3.9655 3.9670 3.9662 3.9629 3.9642 3.9633 3.9641
155 005D0070 158210 577760 5.4870 5.4815 5.4802 5.4747 5.4777 5.4732 5.4711 5.4731 5.4713 5.4746
156 005D0072 156634.43 576572.42 6.1419 6.1409 6.1402 6.1341 6.1365 6.1353 6.1330 6.1332 6.1334 6.1340
157 005D0073 156600 576550 6.0769 6.0720
158 005D0074 158614.01 578078.86 1.0832 1.0740 1.0627 1.0577 1.0516 1.0533 1.0513 1.0482 1.0491 1.0484 1.0518
159 005D0078 159720 577110 0.6929 0.6873 0.6827 0.6794 0.6755 0.6748 0.6738 0.6688
160 005D0081 156617.16 576559.61 6.4673 6.4617 6.4644 6.4628 6.4611 6.4620 6.4615 6.4627
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161 005D0082 158477.87 577002.97 0.6570 0.6502 0.6523 0.6500 0.6483 0.6505 0.6498 0.6518
162 005D0083 158030 578820 4.8100 4.8069 4.8082 4.7993 4.7967 4.7989 4.7960 4.7976
163 005D0084 159610 579060 2.0775 2.0677 2.0693 2.0667 2.0626 2.0629 2.0610 2.0639
164 005D0087 158550 578050 5.0000 4.9881 4.9878 4.9804 4.9738 4.9730 4.9698 4.9699
165 005D0088 159600 579110 2.0605 2.0508 2.0527 2.0502 2.0456 2.0465 2.0440 2.0473
166 005D0089 159550 577010 0.4710 0.4711 0.4702 0.4642 0.4689 0.4665 0.4682
167 005G0001 165340 575220 0.5268 0.5296 0.5281 0.5252 0.5250 0.5275 0.5247 0.5229
168 005G0004 39 162250 576750 0.7898 0.7798 0.7590 0.7429 0.7334 0.7032 0.6993 0.6913 0.6829 0.6741 0.6753 0.6698 0.6655

169 005G0007 161408.35 577505.86 -0.1537 -0.1544 -0.1655 -0.1836 -0.2038 -0.2006 -0.2211 -0.2284 -0.2310 -0.2345 -0.2438 -0.2448 -0.2492 -0.2487

170 005G0008 34 162220 577480 1.7316 1.7275 1.7083 1.6290 1.6165 1.6098 1.5968 1.5872 1.5842 1.5781 1.5739
171 005G0010 27 163490 577510 1.0720 1.0674 1.0440 1.0216 0.9966 0.9550 0.9396 0.9304 0.9173 0.9044 0.8985 0.8905 0.8866
172 005G0017 164980 578900 0.2363 0.2314
173 005G0018 165319.37 578945.14 0.7408 0.7381 0.7331 0.7281 0.7211 0.7250 0.7154 0.7096 0.7079 0.7037 0.6990 0.6979 0.6940 0.6931
174 005G0019 42 165240 578000 1.7948 1.7893 1.7780 1.7682 1.7608 1.7413 1.7313 1.7273 1.7170 1.7104 1.7081 1.7022 1.6988

175 005G0020 167680 578280 1.5844 1.5787 1.5741 1.5717 1.5708 1.5663 1.5670 1.5659 1.5595 1.5621 1.5617 1.5606 1.5587
176 005G0021 169110 578510 1.0021 0.9981 0.9944 0.9923 0.9911 0.9862 0.9869 0.9860 0.9852 0.9860 0.9855 0.9859 0.9829
177 005G0026 167250 579130 3.8216 3.8208
178 005G0028 160020.36 580120.99 1.3641 1.2602 1.1757 1.1252 1.1149 1.1178 1.1171 1.1105 1.1117 1.1099 1.1130
179 005G0032 165362.75 580215.79 1.0204 1.0220 1.0124 1.0089 1.0039 0.9955 0.9907 0.9827 0.9783
180 005G0033 165530.57 580158.47 2.6214 2.6238 2.6157 2.6131 2.6074 2.5996 2.5946 2.5864 2.5823
181 005G0034 166436.28 580513.88 1.2980 1.3017 1.2920 1.2850 1.2759 1.2626 1.2513 1.2371 1.2272
182 005G0035 166930 580970 3.1178 3.1191 3.1111 3.0857
183 005G0036 160790 581620 1.2413 1.0999 1.0939 1.0936 1.0918 1.0940
184 005G0038 160909.69 581003.42 4.0794 3.9886 3.9148 3.8621 3.8504 3.8500 3.8458 3.8386 3.8392 3.8367 3.8400
185 005G0039 161419.57 581534.74 1.1630 1.1163 1.0716 1.0291 1.0135 1.0120 1.0045 0.9962 0.9951 0.9913 0.9937
186 005G0040 161500.16 581375.7 2.9859 2.9333 2.8845 2.8375 2.8198 2.8171 2.8087 2.8000 2.7988 2.7945 2.7972
187 005G0045 168530 581850 2.7598 2.7563 2.7514
188 005G0049 162989.81 582334.86 0.8819 0.8754 0.8493 0.8319 0.8287 0.8184 0.8087 0.8065 0.8042 0.8055
189 005G0052 163260 583040 2.2322 2.2270 2.2234 2.2128 2.2063
190 005G0053 164500 583250 2.0595 2.0585 2.0489 2.0391
191 005G0054 165440 583400 3.7820 3.7834 3.7762 3.7608
192 005G0057 165230 583960 1.8910 1.8932 1.8846 1.8792
193 005G0063 163340 584070 1.8010 1.8046 1.7966 1.7945
194 005G0065 164800 584960 0.8159 0.8145 0.8051 0.8022
195 005G0071 167220 585970 2.2535 2.2530 2.2528
196 005G0072 169230 585260 1.3246 1.3184 1.3168
197 005G0085 163820 575480 3.5336 3.5316 3.5218
198 005G0088 165660 576220 0.7532 0.7512 0.7396 0.7389 0.7324 0.7240 0.7239 0.7216
199 005G0090 165030 575340 0.7970 0.7952 0.7875 0.7876 0.7867 0.7844 0.7851 0.7822 0.7823 0.7806 0.7826 0.7794 0.7804
200 005G0091 50 166350 576880 0.6362 0.6344 0.6222 0.6206 0.6164 0.6104 0.6051 0.6046 0.5998 0.5970 0.5974 0.5926 0.5910
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201 005G0092 165310 581640 1.5041 1.5041 1.4931 1.4607
202 005G0093 165860 582320 1.1939 1.1955 1.1831 1.1374
203 005G0097 168150 585350 1.9237 1.9257 1.9252
204 005G0101 160970 575550 1.0188 1.0197 1.0185 1.0077 1.0090 1.0074 1.0044 1.0021 1.0030 1.0020 1.0036
205 005G0102 162400 575270 0.7213 0.7174 0.7138 0.7115 0.7102 0.7000 0.7021 0.7024 0.6978 0.6959 0.6960 0.6941 0.6946
206 005G0104 163070 575680 1.3349 1.3329 1.3253 1.3220 1.3189 1.3076 1.3055 1.3036 1.2970 1.2965
207 005G0105 160120 576280 0.9990 0.9918
208 005G0108 49 165850 576170 1.0835 1.0811 1.0706 1.0695 1.0669 1.0534 1.0531 1.0505 1.0450 1.0423 1.0455 1.0403 1.0385
209 005G0109 47 165780 577390 1.5996 1.5948 1.5809 1.5787 1.5734 1.5614 1.5540 1.5518 1.5444 1.5394 1.5387 1.5331 1.5312
210 005G0110 43 165420 577830 1.8886 1.8854 1.8749 1.8676 1.8627 1.8460 1.8383 1.8348 1.8266 1.8198 1.8184 1.8125 1.8103
211 005G0111 166020 577840 1.3559 1.3526 1.3445 1.3388 1.3350 1.3255 1.3182 1.3176 1.3119 1.3090 1.3008 1.2952 1.2924
212 005G0112 166740 578020 0.8411 0.8352 0.8297 0.8275 0.8270 0.8154 0.8179 0.8199 0.8107 0.8140 0.8087
213 005G0113 165072.22 581067.1 0.6038 0.6023 0.5916 0.5833 0.5738 0.5591 0.5495 0.5374 0.5304
214 005G0115 165360 583330 1.3802 1.3839 1.3752 1.3601
215 005G0116 166450 583780 1.7644 1.7705 1.7625 1.7485
216 005G0117 168380 584770 1.5217 1.5300 1.5241 1.5225
217 005G0118 163770 585170 1.9649 1.9625 1.9629
218 005G0122 162860 584580 0.1814 0.1811 0.1815
219 005G0125 29 162980 577420 1.4223 1.4193 1.3945 1.3697 1.3453 1.3073 1.2914 1.2835 1.2710 1.2588 1.2536 1.2461 1.2433
220 005G0126 37 164600 577490 1.3427 1.3359 1.3213 1.3105 1.2981 1.2704 1.2585 1.2510 1.2389 1.2295 1.2251 1.2181 1.2132
221 005G0127 41 165250 578450 0.9971 0.9928 0.9833 0.9754 0.9689 0.9526 0.9450 0.9422 0.9335 0.9278 0.9260 0.9214 0.9191
222 005G0129 160391.01 580569.7 0.7379 0.6237 0.5360 0.4797 0.4697 0.4718 0.4692 0.4637 0.4654 0.4636 0.4659
223 005G0132 161898.25 583866.2 0.9194 0.9141 0.9171 0.9108 0.9115 0.9092 0.9063 0.9080 0.9054 0.9094
224 005G0135 165580 582770 1.6459 1.6495 1.6386 1.6084
225 005G0138 169160 579220 1.0104 1.0089 1.0071 1.0039 1.0048 1.0048 1.0054 1.0036
226 005G0140 166120 579600 0.4699 0.4625 0.4637 0.4606 0.4553 0.4521 0.4470 0.4453
227 005G0142 14 163770.6 579171.88 0.9965 0.9902 0.9683 0.9451 0.9166 0.9209 0.8683 0.8443 0.8360 0.8171 0.8029 0.7964 0.7883 0.7845
228 005G0143 7 163360 579150 0.6947 0.6638 0.6303 0.5662 0.5439 0.5339 0.5138 0.4995 0.4924 0.4844 0.4791
229 005G0145 15 162174.5 578522.08 0.4169 0.4120 0.3742 0.3223 0.2709 0.2747 0.2114 0.1939 0.1844 0.1709 0.1574 0.1527 0.1455 0.1429
230 005G0153 166000 585540 1.0547 1.0534 1.0538
231 005G0154 164010 584460 2.0367 2.0414 2.0318 2.0296
232 005G0155 162920 583720 1.2118 1.2114 1.2042 1.2004
233 005G0158 168270 579570 1.5783 1.5762 1.5744 1.5728 1.5703 1.5718 1.5697 1.5682
234 005G0160 164400 581490 1.0350 1.0340 1.0129 0.9977 0.9743
235 005G0161 164240 582570 1.1768 1.1748 1.1704 1.1592 1.1482
236 005G0164 160223.74 581415.32 1.4792 1.4233 1.3741 1.3397 1.3310 1.3315 1.3284 1.3223 1.3241 1.3215 1.3242
237 005G0165 160120 575510 0.2752 0.2686 0.2564 0.2533 0.2530 0.2444 0.2452 0.2452 0.2383 0.2381 0.2402 0.2384 0.2405
238 005G0166 161860 576200 0.3573 0.3539
239 005G0167 160973.3 578730.41 0.8075 0.8081 0.7924 0.7264 0.6672 0.6712 0.6217 0.6130 0.6131 0.6108 0.6026 0.6028 0.6006 0.6018
240 005G0168 28 162042.84 579124.89 0.6330 0.6303 0.5946 0.5299 0.4670 0.4710 0.4076 0.3906 0.3853 0.3764 0.3638 0.3598 0.3544 0.3529
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241 005G0169 162720 579070 1.0216 1.0184 0.9777 0.9229 0.8683 0.8723
242 005G0170 167000 576140 1.1003 1.0987 1.0900 1.0902 1.0896 1.0839 1.0838 1.0802 1.0790 1.0814 1.0790 1.0782
243 005G0177 167840 576580 1.5252 1.5115 1.5013 1.4993 1.5018 1.4934 1.4886 1.4788 1.4797 1.4846 1.4845 1.4762
244 005G0179 31 161827.8 578471.87 0.5098 0.5054 0.4763 0.4281 0.3797 0.3836 0.3324 0.3182 0.3131 0.3039 0.2913 0.2886 0.2832 0.2811
245 005G0180 18 163944.05 579035.5 0.8358 0.8300 0.8077 0.7870 0.7582 0.7625 0.7095 0.6858 0.6749 0.6577 0.6425 0.6367 0.6283 0.6255
246 005G0182 166100 579400 3.0017 2.9943 2.9937 2.9916 2.9878 2.9856 2.9842 2.9811
247 005G0183 167723.98 579313.33 0.9171 0.9222 0.9178 0.9192 0.9178 0.9143 0.9142 0.9127 0.9126
248 005G0184 169150 578970 1.4973 1.4955 1.4945 1.4938 1.4934 1.4935 1.4937 1.4935
249 005G0187 162734.76 580702.56 0.4941 0.4676 0.4399 0.3729 0.3463 0.3367 0.3217 0.3083 0.3067 0.3018 0.3030
250 005G0189 161767.71 581747.04 1.0447 1.0156 0.9847 0.9440 0.9262 0.9236 0.9147 0.9051 0.9044 0.8998 0.9021
251 005G0192 161540 575890 0.7096 0.7088
252 005G0193 163020 575170 0.0175 0.0148
253 005G0194 168630 578490 1.0705 1.0663 1.0658 1.0649 1.0634 1.0610 1.0634 1.0614 1.0606 1.0614 1.0604 1.0614 1.0597
254 005G0195 44 165420 577580 1.5364 1.5320 1.5204 1.5129 1.5066 1.4897 1.4818 1.4787 1.4700 1.4635 1.4613 1.4553 1.4530
255 005G0196 166100 578270 1.2414 1.2399 1.2359 1.2325 1.2317 1.2274 1.2229 1.2238 1.2199 1.2180 1.2184 1.2151 1.2145
256 005G0197 40 165242.02 578600.53 0.8765 0.8732 0.8656 0.8582 0.8503 0.8541 0.8398 0.8317 0.8289 0.8233 0.8167 0.8153 0.8105 0.8092
257 005G0198 162820 577060 5.2475 5.2403 5.2141 5.1899 5.1703
258 005G0199 48 165800 577260 0.8739 0.8706 0.8566 0.8541 0.8484 0.8360 0.8306 0.8270 0.8210 0.8164 0.8152 0.8093 0.8078
259 005G0200 161219.72 578883.93 1.5269 1.5272 1.5069 1.4330 1.3676 1.3716 1.3155 1.3060 1.3067 1.3016 1.2934 1.2919 1.2890 1.2888
260 005G0201 163390 579350 0.5869 0.5846 0.5627 0.5369 0.5094 0.4601 0.4391 0.4312 0.4151 0.4001 0.3943 0.3864 0.3850
261 005G0203 164160 578600 0.8566 0.8254
262 005G0204 30 163820 577570 0.9642 0.9578 0.9394 0.9212 0.8973 0.8576 0.8422 0.8334 0.8176 0.8071 0.8017 0.7933 0.7887
263 005G0205 35 162029.48 577523.61 1.4170 1.4106 1.3899 1.3661 1.3409 1.3446 1.3057 1.2907 1.2859 1.2658 1.2541 1.2510 1.2452 1.2424
264 005G0206 160695.56 577453.77 1.0668 1.0617 1.0512 1.0346 1.0185 1.0212 1.0045 0.9993 0.9981 0.9950 0.9897 0.9911 0.9883 0.9891
265 005G0207 160010 576450 2.4517 2.4523 2.4479 2.4445 2.4405 2.4393 2.4365 2.4372 2.4350 2.4313 2.4336 2.4315 2.4336
266 005G0208 160650 575470 0.9174 0.9158 0.9143 0.9121 0.9119 0.9034 0.9036 0.9037 0.9005 0.8983 0.8996 0.8984 0.9007
267 005G0209 164640 575350 -0.2817 -0.2826 -0.2893 -0.2892 -0.2904 -0.2953 -0.2936 -0.2965 -0.2970 -0.2994 -0.2973 -0.3006 -0.3002
268 005G0210 45 165160 576920 1.9325 1.9293 1.9114 1.9084 1.9001 1.8811 1.8757 1.8713 1.8642 1.8586 1.8558 1.8493 1.8481
269 005G0211 169390 578610 1.0887 1.0864 1.0839 1.0818 1.0825 1.0802 1.0796 1.0777 1.0749
270 005G0212 169290 577800 0.8781 0.8745 0.8677 0.8687 0.8691 0.8669 0.8642 0.8655 0.8661 0.8654 0.8656 0.8650
271 005G0213 168900 577580 0.4498 0.4464 0.4391 0.4378 0.4377 0.4341 0.4323 0.4313 0.4326 0.4311 0.4324 0.4309
272 005G0214 168120 577250 1.0035 0.9991 0.9921 0.9908 0.9903 0.9852 0.9839 0.9846 0.9815 0.9817 0.9811 0.9810
273 005G0215 167360 576170 0.5463 0.5445
274 005G0216 169680 578140 1.1591 1.1580 1.1549 1.1564 1.1575 1.1576 1.1547 1.1553 1.1563 1.1559 1.1567 1.1562
275 005G0217 165020 578930 1.9181 1.9084 1.8997 1.8874 1.8914 1.8709
276 005G0218 164700 578870 0.8350 0.8218 0.8092 0.7634 0.7476 0.7403 0.7277 0.7182 0.7146 0.7078 0.7064
277 005G0219 16 162188.96 578388.74 1.2033 1.1514 1.0998 1.0491 1.0529 0.9902 0.9712 0.9620 0.9483 0.9340 0.9282 0.9202 0.9168
278 005G0220 161620 575890 0.9702 0.9668 0.9625 0.9584 0.9482 0.9500 0.9484 0.9452 0.9414 0.9409 0.9377 0.9402
279 005G0221 162440.23 582446.38 -0.0385 -0.0534 -0.0799 -0.0943 -0.0981 -0.1066 -0.1157 -0.1175 -0.1216 -0.1205
280 005G0223 168950 584260 0.6907 0.6849 0.6843
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281 005G0224 168310 582420 -0.0475 -0.0519 -0.0589
282 005G0227 12 163472.31 579371.11 0.9866 0.9615 0.9320 0.9362 0.8873 0.8660 0.8582 0.8410 0.8271 0.8214 0.8140 0.8112
283 005G0228 161880.45 580910.85 0.5855 0.5262 0.4711 0.4077 0.3883 0.3834 0.3727 0.3624 0.3609 0.3568 0.3594
284 005G0230 165680 583440 1.6459 1.6518 1.6423 1.6250
285 005G0231 164050 583150 1.3016 1.2988 1.2995 1.2900 1.2829
286 005G0232 164400 584800 1.1371 1.1470 1.1366 1.1359
287 005G0233 165310 585260 1.6832 1.6789 1.6806
288 005G0234 163820 575480 2.8175 2.8137 2.8065 2.8046 2.8021 2.7970 2.7938 2.7944 2.7913 2.7901
289 005G0235 161860 576200 0.1428 0.1337 0.1295 0.1165 0.1177 0.1151 0.1106 0.1038 0.1026 0.1018 0.1023
290 005G0236 166760 585840 1.0827 1.0817 1.0809
291 005G0239 161900 583870 1.6903 1.6840 1.6859 1.6836 1.6806 1.6823 1.6799 1.6836
292 005G0242 166930 584170 2.0317 2.0400 2.0329 2.0262
293 005G0243 165980 583620 1.5376 1.5423 1.5331 1.5175
294 005G0244 166070 583440 0.9438 0.9495 0.9399 0.9198
295 005G0245 166710 582630 0.7921 0.7984 0.7836 0.7424
296 005G0246 166700 582060 0.6867 0.6925 0.6768 0.6271
297 005G0247 166570 581490 1.1098 1.1176 1.1052 1.0614
298 005G0248 166880.53 580752.19 0.6504 0.6541 0.6446 0.6369 0.6255 0.6098 0.5959 0.5797 0.5680
299 005G0249 166882.34 580426.67 1.0103 1.0128 1.0055 0.9997 0.9916 0.9807 0.9714 0.9596 0.9513
300 005G0250 167510 579650 -0.6921 -0.6867 -0.6905 -0.6914 -0.6913
301 005G0251 166639.51 578481.85 -0.0048 -0.0003 -0.0063 -0.0044 -0.0073 -0.0092 -0.0081 -0.0107 -0.0109
302 005G0252 166066.16 580272.44 2.6666 2.6712 2.6631 2.6606 2.6534 2.6426 2.6347 2.6237 2.6182
303 005G0253 165670 581990 1.2204 1.2245 1.2107 1.1687
304 005G0254 32 164303.82 579034.51 0.7204 0.7008 0.6780 0.6822 0.6365 0.6171 0.6070 0.5922 0.5795 0.5746 0.5670 0.5638
305 005G0255 167370 584200 0.9151 0.9218 0.9164 0.9116
306 005G0256 168600 584920 1.1509 1.1567 1.1515 1.1504
307 005G0257 167980 585770 -0.3261 -0.3226 -0.3201
308 005G0258 165306.65 579320.9 0.8688 0.8676 0.8602 0.8591 0.8553 0.8507 0.8491 0.8447 0.8435
309 005G0260 168710 580950 -0.0419 -0.0442 -0.0452
310 005G0261 168300 583150 0.5676 0.5603 0.5557
311 005G0263 165850 582260 0.7866 0.7731 0.7275
312 005G0264 168000 581300 1.3202 1.3136 1.3030
313 005G0265 168700 581930 1.6734 1.6703 1.6662
314 005G0266 160323.85 578678.82 0.8670 0.8592 0.8592 0.8565 0.8519 0.8531 0.8505 0.8514
315 005G0267 162930 583750 1.2402 1.2330 1.2298
316 005G0270 160094.85 577293.02 0.4315 0.4258 0.4262 0.4260 0.4199
317 005G0271 169210 583650 -0.2479 -0.2537 -0.2525
318 005G0273 167850 581450 0.0770 0.0690
319 005G0274 162380 583300 1.6009 1.5921 1.5918 1.5885 1.5828 1.5842 1.5821 1.5836
320 005G0275 163460 580090 1.0294 1.0115 0.9737 0.9530 0.9460 0.9330 0.9211 0.9185 0.9135 0.9129
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321 005G0277 169450 585050 2.9616 2.9556 2.9533
322 005G0278 169380 582350 0.5711 0.5667 0.5667
323 005G0279 167530 581180 0.6944 0.6875 0.6700
324 005G0280 168890 580350 0.8069 0.8061 0.8048
325 005G0281 8 162670 579040 1.0339 1.0104 1.0013 0.9843 0.9685 0.9612 0.9530 0.9500
326 005G0282 161750 580400 0.4365 0.4201 0.4173 0.4099 0.3997
327 005G0285 165650 577500 0.7885 0.7884 0.7848 0.7743 0.7672 0.7663 0.7598 0.7547 0.7539 0.7479 0.7474
328 005G0286 162820 577060 4.9941 4.9844 4.9748 4.9619 4.9531 4.9491 4.9414 4.9386
329 005G0287 161700 578550 -0.4186 -0.4315 -0.4351 -0.4426 -0.4538 -0.4558 -0.4615 -0.4617
330 005G0288 167150 582150 0.8864 0.8746 0.8366
331 005G0289 168850 583500 0.6775 0.6777
332 005G0290 168880 579920 2.3193 2.3172 2.3169 2.3149 2.3164 2.3152 2.3148
333 005G0291 167850 579490 0.4571 0.4557 0.4547 0.4516 0.4520 0.4505 0.4473
334 005G0292 169100 584700 0.0678 0.0672
335 005G0293 167250 579130 3.2231 3.2234 3.2199 3.2181 3.2179 3.2159 3.2139
336 005G0294 46 165550 577480 0.8804 0.8779 0.8703 0.8643 0.8629 0.8565 0.8550

337 005G0295 164380 578450 0.5028 0.4906 0.4740 0.4604 0.4555 0.4466 0.4448
338 005G0296 165140 576650 0.6485 0.6445 0.6382 0.6346 0.6338 0.6278 0.6281
339 005H0044 170140 582700 0.9089 0.9054 0.9074
340 005H0270 170540 582800 1.3910 1.3947

#
Benchmark 

Number

Fitted 

Benchmark 

Location #

X Y
Measurements in m
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11 APPENDIX 2 

11.1 NGI  SUMMARY REPORT 
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12 APPENDIX 3 

12.1 PETROPHYSICAL MNEMONICS 

12.1.1 INPUT LOGS 

RDEEP = Final Deep Resistivity 

GRN = Normalized gamma ray 

NPHILS = Final Neutron Porosity in limestone units (edited, normalized, environmentally. 
corrected) 

DENS = Final Density (edited, normalized, environmentally. corrected) 

SONIC = Final sonic curve 

SPN = Self potential  

 

12.1.2 OUTPUT LOGS 

VSHGRL1 = Volume of shale from linear gamma ray relationship 

PHIT_F1 = Final total porosity 

PHIE_F1 = Final effective porosity 

PRM_F1 = 0.0021*(exp(23.548*PHIE_F1)) – Final 

SWE_F1 = Archie water saturation using PHIE_F1, RDEEP 

 a=1.00, m=1.97 (HRL-09), n=2.00 (assumed) 

 Rw = 0.065ohmm @ 110F (75kppm NaCl - Pickett Plots from HRL-04, HRL-05, HRL-06  

 & HRL-09) 

BVW_F1 = Bulk Volume water (PHIE_F1*SWE_F1) 
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12.2 CPIS 

12.2.1 FRA-01 
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12.2.2 HRL-01 
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12.2.3 HRL-02 
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12.2.4 HRL-03 
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12.2.5 HRL-04 

 

12.2.6 HRL-05 

 

12.2.7 HRL-06 
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12.2.8 HRL-07 
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12.2.9 HRL-08 
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12.2.10 HRL-09 

 

Harlingen 9Scale : 1 : 500
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12.2.11 HRL-10-S3 
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12.2.12 HRL-11-HTZL 
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12.2.13 HRL-101 
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13 APPENDIX 4 

13.1 SEISMIC SURVEYS 

The tables list the seismic line names per survey that were available for this study. 

13.1.1 FR-75 SERIES 

 

FR75-032.STK.0 

6 

FR75-34.STK.0 
FR-75-15B.STK.0 
FR-75-17.STK.0 
FR-75-36.STK.0 
FR75-021AB.STK.0 
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13.1.2 FR-77 SERIES 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
  

FR-77-25-3.STK.0 

4 
FR-77-29.STK.0 
FR77-030-1.STK.0 
FR-77-32-1.STK.0 
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13.1.3 FR-78 SERIES 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

FR-78-38.STK.0 

7 

FR-78-34-1.STK.0 
FR78-32-3.STK.0 
FR78-19-1.STK.0 
FR78-030-2.STK.0 
FR78-32-2.STK.0 
FR-78-36.STK.0 
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13.1.4 FR-83 SERIES 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  

FR83HR-011.STK.0 

4 
FR-83-HR-13.STK.0 
FR-83-HR-04.STK.0 
FR-83-HR-06.STK.0 
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13.1.5 FR-85 SERIES 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FR85-10.STK.0 

36 

FR85-11.STK.0 
FR85-12.STK.0 
FR85-13.STK.0 
FR85-14.STK.0 
FR85-15.STK.0 
FR85-16.STK.0 
FR85-18.STK.0 
FR85-1012.STK.0 
FR85-17.STK.0 
FR85-19.STK.0 
FR85-50.STK.0 
FR85-20.STK.0 
FR85-21.STK.0 
FR85-22.STK.0 
FR85-24.STK.0 
FR85-25.STK.0 
FR85-26.STK.0 
FR85-28.STK.0 
FR85-29.STK.0 
FR85-30.STK.0 
FR85-31.STK.0 
FR85-32.STK.0 
FR85-33.STK.0 
FR85-34.STK.0 
FR85-35.STK.0 
FR85-36.STK.0 
FR85-37.STK.0 
FR85-38.STK.0 
FR85-39.STK.0 
FR85-40.STK.0 
FR85-41.STK.0 
FR85-42.STK.0 
FR85-44.STK.0 
FR85-46.STK.0 
FR85-48.STK.0 
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13.1.6 FR-89 SERIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
  

FR89-010.STK.0 

5 

FR89-14.STK.0 
FR89-12.STK.0 
FR89-15.STK.0 
FR89-13.STK.0 
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13.1.7 OTHER SEISMIC  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

437490_002163_0029 

11 

437493_002163_0032 
437491_002163_0030 
437492_002163_0031 
71-W-23 
80-W-25 
80-W-23 
80-W-08 
71-W-24 
72-W-1 
80-W-21.STK.0 
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13.2 INTERPRETED SEISMIC HORIZONS – ISOCHRON MAPS 

13.2.1 TOP OMMELANDEN CHALK 

 

c.l. 10msec

TWT 
(msec)
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13.2.2 CHALK RESERVOIR BASE 

 

c.l. 10msec

TWT 
(msec)
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13.2.3 BASE CHALK / TOP HOLLAND MARL 

 
  

c.l. 10msec

TWT 
(msec)
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13.3 DEPTH MAPS 

13.3.1 TOP OMMELANDEN CHALK 

 

c.l. 10 m

Depth 
(m)
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13.3.2 BASE CHALK / TOP HOLLAND MARL 

 

 

c.l. 10 m

Depth 
(m)
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14 APPENDIX 5 
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15 APPENDIX 6 

15.1 DYNAMIC MODEL INPUT 

15.1.1 WELL TESTS 

 

Table 15-1  Well test interpretation: summary of results 

 
  



 
15.1.2 PRESSURES 

Figure 15-1  FRA-01 static bottom
production stop green)

 

Figure 15-2  HRL-02 static bottom
production stop green)
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Harlingen Subsidence Study

01 static bottom-hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 
production stop green) 

02 static bottom-hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 
production stop green) 
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hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 

 

le pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 



 

Figure 15-3  HRL-04 static bottom
production stop green)

 

Figure 15-4  HRL-05 static bottom
production stop green)
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04 static bottom-hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 
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hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 

 

hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 



 

Figure 15-5  HRL-06 static bottom
production stop green)

 

Figure 15-6  HRL-07 static bottom
production stop green)
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production stop green) 
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k, LMP grey, unreliable red, 

 

hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 



 

Figure 15-7  HRL-08 static bottom
production stop green)

 

Figure 15-8  HRL-09 static bottom
production stop green)
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hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 

 

hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 



 

Figure 15-9  HRL-10-S3 static bottom
production stop green)

 

15.1.3 FLUID PROPERTIES 

 

Figure 15-10  Gas properties: formation volume factor B
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hole pressures (p* black, LMP grey, unreliable red, 

 



 

Figure 15-11  Gas properties: viscosity 

 

Figure 15-12  Gas properties: density 
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15.2 HISTORY MATCH  

The average reservoir pressure development for the original history match, i.e. without applying 
the adjusted offtake in well HRL-07, is shown in Figure 15-13.  

 

 

Figure 15-13 Reservoir pressure development: original history matched model 

 

15.2.1 WELL BY WELL RESULTS 

In this appendix the history match results for the fine grid history match, including the original and 
adjusted offtake scenario, and the Franeker area sensitivity are shown.  

The original history match is shown as black line, the history match based on the adjusted offtake, 
which is being carried as final history match, as green line and the history match for the Franeker 
area sensitivity as red line. The historical pressure are shown as black dots (p*) and grey dots 
(LMP). Historical production data are shown as black crosses. Note, the historical water production 
was zero. 

In case lines are on top of each other the final history match is displayed (green line). 
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15.2.1.1 FRA-01 

 

Figure 15-14 FRA-01 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 

 

 

Figure 15-15  FRA-01 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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Figure 15-16 FRA-01 HM: water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

15.2.1.2 HRL-02 

 

Figure 15-17 HRL-02 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 
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Figure 15-18  HRL-02 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

 

Figure 15-19 HRL-02 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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15.2.1.3 HRL-04 

 

Figure 15-20 HRL-04 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 

 

 

Figure 15-21  HRL-04 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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Figure 15-22 HRL-04 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

15.2.1.4 HRL-05 

 

Figure 15-23 HRL-05 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 
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Figure 15-24  HRL-05 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

 

Figure 15-25 HRL-05 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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15.2.1.5 HRL-06 

 

Figure 15-26 HRL-06 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 

 

 

Figure 15-27  HRL-06 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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Figure 15-28 HRL-06 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

15.2.1.6 HRL-07 

 

Figure 15-29 HRL-07 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 
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Figure 15-30  HRL-07 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data). Note, the historical data in this plot refer to the modified 
offtake rate. 

 

 

Figure 15-31 HRL-07 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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15.2.1.7 HRL-08 

 

Figure 15-32 HRL-08 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 

 

 

Figure 15-33  HRL-08 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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Figure 15-34 HRL-08 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

15.2.1.8 HRL-09 

 

Figure 15-35 HRL-09 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 
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Figure 15-36  HRL-09 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

 

Figure 15-37 HRL-09 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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15.2.1.9 HRL-10-S3 

 

Figure 15-38 HRL-10-S3 HM, pressure (green line = history match, black line = original 
history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = 
LMP reliable, red dots = LMP unreliable) 

 

 

Figure 15-39  HRL-10-S3 HM, gas production rate (green line = history match, black line = 
original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 
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Figure 15-40 HRL-10-S3 HM, water production rate (green line = history match, black line 
= original history match, red line = Franeker sensitivity, black crosses = 
historical data) 

 

15.3 FORECASTS 

This appendix shows the results of the dynamic model forecast calculations performed on the 
following models: 

• History match with modified offtake rate  
o Field remains shut-in (light green lines) 
o Field remains on production at late historical rates (dark green lines) 

• Franeker area sensitivity  
o Field remains shut-in (red lines) 
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15.3.1 WELL LEVEL 

15.3.1.1 FRA-01 

 

Figure 15-41 FRA-01, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 

 

15.3.1.2 HRL-02 

 

Figure 15-42 HRL-02, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 
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15.3.1.3 HRL-04 

 

Figure 15-43 HRL-04, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 

 

15.3.1.4 HRL-05 

 

Figure 15-44 HRL-05, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 
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15.3.1.5 HRL-06 

 

Figure 15-45 HRL-06, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 

 

15.3.1.6 HRL-07 

 

Figure 15-46 HRL-07, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 
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15.3.1.7 HRL-08 

 

Figure 15-47 HRL-08, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 

 

15.3.1.8 HRL-09 

 

Figure 15-48 HRL-09, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 
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15.3.1.9 HRL-10-S3 

 

Figure 15-49 HRL-10-S3, pressure (green line = NFA modified offtake, dark green line = 
continued production modified offtake rate, red line = NFA Franeker area 
sensitivity, black dots = p*, grey dots = LMP reliable) 
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16 APPENDIX 7 

16.1 SUBSIDENCE MISFIT USING ORIGINAL HISTORY MATCHED PRESSURE MODEL 
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Figure 16-1  a) difference between modelled and measured subsidence in 2008 indicating 
if the model exceeds measured subsidence (blue), falls behind (orange), size 
is proportional to the amount; b) Modelled versus measured subsidence at 
selected benchmark locations since the start of measuring 

Figure 16-1a shows the misfit between modelled and measured subsidence at the benchmark 
locations in 2008. The symbol colours indicate where modelled subsidence is more (blue) and 
where less (orange) than observed and whether the misfit is larger (red) or smaller (green) than 
the uncertainty on the 2008 measurement. The size of the symbols is proportional to the size of 
the misfit and because the symbols at locations with a good fit (small misfit) are small this figure 
highlights the areas with large misfits. Cumulative subsidence between 1988 and 2008 for the 
named benchmark locations is shown in Figure 16-1b. 

 

16.2 POST SHUT- IN MODELLED SUBSIDENCE VS.  GPS MEASUREMENTS 

 

Figure 16-2  Subsidence post 2008 as measured at two GPS station above the Harlingen 
gas field (red) and as modelled at two nearby benchmark locations (green) 

Modelled subsidence at two nearby benchmark locations has been compared with measured 
subsidence at the GPS stations in Figure 16-2. Modelled subsidence at the exact GPS stations 
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cannot be used here because the model for salt induced subsidence is only provided at the 
benchmark locations. The two benchmark locations however are very close to the GPS stations, 
40 and 125 meter for HRL-04 and HRL-07 respectively, and any error due to this distance is too 
small to be significant for the comparison presented here. 
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17 APPENDIX 8  

17.1 FITTING PROCEDURE 

The main goal of the fitting procedure consists of developing an approach applicable to generate 
alternative and independent subsidence estimates (over a short/mid-term time period) using the 
subsidence values measured since the field shut-in (2008). At this aim, a physically plausible 
subsidence decline curve was defined coherently with the geomechanical laws used in the forward 
model (Chapter 6), and such a curve was used to fit the measured data while describing the time-
dependent decline behaviour of the subsidence at each of the benchmark locations. Based on the 
assumption that main driver of the post production subsidence is the compactional creep, the time-
dependent function of Eq. 17-1 was used to derive the subsidence evolution (NGI, 2009b [19] and 
NGI, 2011a [20]): 

Eq. 17-1  ( ) 







+=

τ
ε

t
Ct C 1ln  

with: 

• ( )tε  equal to the strain rate at time t  

• pcbC bC ⋅⋅= 0, , where b  is the rate sensitivity parameter, 0,bc  the bulk compressibility 

and p  the mean effective stress level (at the instant of creep onset 0=t ) 

• 0ετ &
CC= , where 0ετ &

CC=  and where ( )00 == tεε &&  is the volumetric strain rate 

As a first step of the fitting procedure, the inverse strain rate of Eq. 17-1 was considered: 

Eq. 17-2  
( ) 0

111
εε &&

+= t
Ct C

 

and the parameters CC CC ′=  and 00 εε ′= &&  were estimated by fitting the measured data with Eq. 
17-2 via a least-squares method. An example of the obtained convergence is given in Figure 17-1, 
where are depicted the data acquired at the benchmark station 0003004 (i.e. the closest location 
to the deepest point modelled at 2008, and shown in Figure 17-4). 

 

Figure 17-1 Linear regression obtained for the inverse strain rate. Measured data (from 
benchmark location 0003004) are indicated with dots. On the horizontal axis 
the time is normalized to the moment the first data were acquired in the post 
production period. 
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As a second step, the estimated CC ′  value was inserted in Eq. 17-1, obtaining: 

Eq. 17-3  ( ) 










′
+′= t
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C
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01ln
ε

ε
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and the parameter 00 εε ′′= &&  was estimated by using a non-linear least-squares procedure. This 
second step was necessary since a function (Eq. 17-1) is defined by its derivative (Eq. 17-2) as a 
unique solution up to an additive constant. An example of the obtained final convergence is given 
in the subset (a) of Figure 17-2. 

 

Figure 17-2 Measured points (dots) and the final time-dependent subsidence function 
obtained by applying the fit procedure (subset (a)). Results of Figure 17-1 
(subset (b)) and results for the subsidence rate are also shown (subset (c)). 
Measured data refer to benchmark location 0003004. 

 

The fitting procedure was successful and was found applicable for the whole field. This allowed the 
definition of a time-dependent subsidence model for almost all the benchmark locations. Non-
convergent fit solutions were only encountered in case of anomalous benchmark measurements 
(e.g., showing constant or decreasing subsidence values over time). Such issue should be easily 
overcome once new additional data will be available. 

To evaluate the impact of the measurement errors on the fitting procedure and to estimate the 
uncertainties associated to the fit outputs, the measure-related ( measσ ) and the least square-

related ( lsσ ) standard deviations were computed as follows: 

Eq. 17-4  ( ) ( )( )2

0

22

refbmkinstmeas ttt σσσσ ⋅−++=  
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Eq. 17-5  
( )

( )∑
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−
−
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2

2
1

σ  

where the terms in the time-dependent Eq. 17-4 represent: 

• the standard deviation related to the instrument error used for the measurements (
mmins 3=σ ) 

• the standard deviation related to the benchmark reference position ( mmbmk 3=σ ) 

• the time dependent standard deviation related to the drift of the benchmark network since 
its initiation at 19880 =t  ( ( ) reftt σ⋅− 0 , with yrsmmref /25.0=σ ) 

while the terms in the location-dependent Eq. 17-5: 

• the subsidence measured at the specific benchmark location at the ith  acquisition time (
meas

iy ) 

• the subsidence fitted at the specific benchmark location at the ith  acquisition time ( ls
iy ) 

• the number of measured data available for the specific benchmark location ( N ) 
• the degrees of freedom of the system (i.e. the number of the measured data minus the 

number of the fitted parameters) 

In accordance with common practice (for example Taylor, 1982 [31]), two times the standard 
deviations of Eq. 17-4 and Eq. 17-5 were used to define an interval of confidence equal to 95%. 
More precisely, such values were added and subtracted to the measured data and the fitting 

procedure was repeated, for all the benchmark location, over the datasets: meas
measy σ2− , 

meas
measy σ2+ , fit

measy σ2−  and fit
measy σ2+ . 

Also in this case the fitting procedure resulted convergent for all the reliable benchmark data of the 
field (as shown as an example in Figure 17-3) providing high-case ( measlsy σ+  and fitlsy σ+ ) and low-

case ( measlsy σ−  and fitlsy σ− ) subsidence predictions. Finally, high- and low-case subsidence 

scenarios ( MAXlsy  and minlsy ) were created according to the criteria: 

Eq. 17-6  ( )fitmeasMAX lslsls yyy σσ ++= ,max  

Eq. 17-7  ( )fitmeas lslsls yyy σσ −−= ,minmin  

As a general remark for the fitting procedure, it must be noted that the fitted coefficients ( CC  and 

0ε& ) must be considered more as “effective” than “physical” parameters since not directly related to 
the reservoir compaction but obtained by using the subsidence values measured at the surface. 
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Figure 17-3 Measured points with the associated error bars (dots) and the high- and low-
case time-dependent subsidence functions (obtained by taking in account 
the standard deviations related to the measurements and the fitting-
procedure). Measured data refer to benchmark location 0003004. 

 

As a further exercise, a possible parametrical dependence of the fitted coefficients (retrieved for all 
the different benchmark locations) on a meaningful and physically-based variable was 
investigated. To this extent, the following quantities were assumed as “state” variables for each of 
the benchmark point: 

• Depletion pressure at field shut-in. Defined as the difference between the pressure at the 
start and the pressure at end of the production period (1988 – 2008), with values taken 
from dynamic modelling (as stated in Section 6.1.4); 

• Distance from the deepest point of the subsidence bowl modelled at field shut-in (2008), 
defined using the results described in Section 6.3.2 (summarized in Figure 17-4). 

The main purpose of developing such a parametrical approach was to make an attempt to extend 
the results of the fitting procedure to the whole field, with the aim to forecast the subsidence also 
away from the benchmark locations. 

The retrieved dependencies of CC  and 0ε&  on the pressure and the distance are shown, 
respectively, in Figure 17-5 and Figure 17-6, along with the calculated linear interpolation lines. 
Distance resulted to be a more robust criterion than depletion pressure for building a parametrical 
regression (for the depletion pressure outliers had to be manually removed to find a meaningful 
convergence), but in both cases the significant spread that characterizes the data values must be 
taken in account when considering the goodness of the linear regressions obtained. 

Preliminary results appeared consistent by a physical point of view (as shown in Figure 17-7 and 
Figure 17-8) but the low correlations observable in Figure 17-5 and Figure 17-6 indicate that the 
parametrical approach cannot be considered statistically rigorous. 
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Figure 17-4 Modelled gas induced subsidence at 2008. Subsidence values are reported 
via contour lines (in mm). The deepest point is also indicated, showing a 
subsidence of about 23 cm at the position defined by the coordinates X = 
163100 and Y = 578600 (± 100 m). 
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Figure 17-5 CC  and 0ε&  as functions of the depletion pressures coming from the 

dynamic model. Values at the different benchmark locations are indicated 
with dots. The obtained linear interpolation lines are shown for both 
subplots. In the upper plot, outliers removed to find a meaningful regression 
are indicated with a dotted circle 

 

 

Figure 17-6 CC  and 0ε&  as functions of the distance from the deepest modelled gas 

induced subsidence point at 2008 (Figure 17-4). Values at the different 
benchmark locations are indicated with dots and the obtained linear 
interpolation lines are shown for both subplots. 
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Figure 17-7 Subsidence as a function of the depletion pressure. The colour code is 
indicating the distance between the different benchmark locations and the 
deepest modelled gas induced subsidence point at 2008 (benchmark 
location 0003004). Benchmark distances (in meters) are reported in the side 
bar. 

 

 

Figure 17-8 Subsidence as a function of the distance from the deepest point of the 2008 
modelled gas induced subsidence bowl (benchmark location 0003004). 
Distances (in meters) are indicated, for the different benchmark locations, 
with the colour code reported in the side bar. 




